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The No.1 for Home Entertainment Tests

AMP ATTACK!
BEST EVER FROM DENON AND PRIMALUN

Benchmar DC
Digital sounds from pro studio to your home

Headphone Group Test
Definitive tests on the top-flight in- ear models

NEW ENTRY-LEVEL LP12 TURNTABLE

LINN'S MAJIK!

Hearing Explained
We expose the pleasure centres
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BIG SCREEN BRAVIA

- Sony's SXRD

Full HD Projector
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SABAS001

exquisite audio products
t. + 44 (0) 1900 813064

www.selectaudio.co.uk

e select audio@tiscalico uk

Turntable Range

0

®

Please Note: Basis Vector tonearm sold separately.

"... astonishing transparency ...
"... stunning realism ..."
"... startling clarity ..."

Basis 2200 Turntable

11

1400
2100
2200C

2800
2802
Debut

2500

Art

Acoustic Signature
Acuhorn
AirTight
Aura " Note'
Basis PSTT Cables
Basis
Boston Audio
EMT
Feastrex
Gershmar
Luxman
Harmonix
King Sound
Melody
Mundorf
Neeper Acoustics
RCM
Reimyo
Sound Mechanics
Stello
WLM

hi-finews
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
Every month, the Editor
cherry-picks products that
represent the very best
in cutting-edge home
entertainment technology

hi-finews

OUTSTANDING

PRODUCT

Outstanding:a product
that either represents the
pinnacle of sound or picture
quality within one of the
three HiFi News price bands

hi-finews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

T

his month's 'torn' front the ultimate example of Sony's
cover is ametaphor for proprietary SXRD Full HD display
the separation that still technology in this (see p48).
exists in some minds
In reality, only those who fear
between minimalist stereo hi-fi
change and the joy that comes
and the full blown, multichannel from experiencing music and
HD home theatre experience.
movies in ever-improving fidelity
But why must these two worlds
believe in anything less than
remain mutually exclusive?
one unifying passion. Denon
Ironically there are precious
understands about decently
few manufacturers, above a
engineered two-channel hi-fi and
certain size, who have not
that same rulebook is applied
already embraced the brave and in the design of its state-of
progressive world of HD AV as a the-art HD amplifier, reviewed
logical extension of their existing exclusively on page 26.
business. Think Naim Audio,
Naturally, PrimaLuna is no
Arcam, Audiolab in addition
less passionate about all things

'Only those who fear enjoying music
and movies in ever-improving fidelity
believe in less than aunifying passion
to multinationals like Marantz,
Denon, Pioneer and Yamaha, all
of whom continue to push at
the boundaries of HD AV while
retaining astrong programme of
two-channel audio products.
Some have even taken the
final step and helped define
the very best in direct view
plasma or projection display
technologies. We've featured
this facet of Pioneer and Marantz
in previous issues and unveil

thermionic, even to the extent
of developing an auto biasing
regime to accommodate the
enthusiast's choice of output
tubes. Add to this both ultralinear
and triode output configurations,
switchable by remote control,
and the DiaLogue Two represents
atruly 21st Century valve amp.
So let's not dwell on differences,
for this is all exquisite high-end
home entertainment.
Paul Miller,

THE EXPERT PANEL
HiFi News has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews
in the audio business. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.
RICHARD STEVENSON
is HENS multichannel
specialist and token hi-fi,
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years

KEITH HOWARD has
written about hi-fi for
30 years, and edited
Fi Answers for nine.
HiAll our speaker reviews
are accompanied by
KH's measurements
STEVE HARRIS

edied

this very title from 1986

through to 2005. A
lifetime's experience in
audio and alove of jazz
makes SH agoldmine
KEN KESSLER is our
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
singularly responsible
for the renaissance in
'vintage hi-fi'
BARRY FOX - techno
journalist supreme. BF
trained in electronics
with the RAF and
worked for many years
as apatent agent
CHRIS BREUNIG for
many years the Music
Editor of HFN.
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
depth to his reviews

Great sound or picture and,
THE No.1 FOR IN-DEPTH TESTING

ideally, great value - these

low

are the ingredients of a
Highly Commended product

Not only does Hi-fi News have exclusNe
access to alaboratory replete with
audio and video test equipment, but
it's the only magazine whose editor has

amm«

designed world- class test solutions from

'

the award-winning litter Analyser to the
SOUND

75%

multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear
that simply do not appear anywhere else.

flulull
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THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
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—
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In addition to our awards badges, the

1:1==E3 é

sound/picture, features and build quality
of every product are condensed into
at- a-glance ratings on our colour-coded

ECO

ram • •••,
11111•11rd

75%

pie charts. Uniquely, our green segment
provides ameasure of product power
consumption. See p20 for full details.
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NEWS
06

News
BBC and ITV tackle Sky TV head on
with anew satellite HD service, plus
revamped amps from Arcam, SmX's
projection screens, Yamaha unveils a
range of new AV and stereo separates,
and the question mark over DAB

12

Munich Show Blog
The Munich Order Centre was the
venue for High- End 2008 where
hard-drive servers and projectors
mixed company with hot new
turntables, arms and cartridges.
Ken Kessler caught the moment...

18

FutureTech
Barry Fox on anew Blu-ray Profile'
that could leave existing hardware
owners out in the cold, plus aBlu-ray
first in the form of the original Batman
movie with hi res audio- only content

OPINION & ADVICE
75

Music Reviews
New classical, jazz, rock and
audiophile releases reviewed by our
music specialists

82

Opinion
The audio and video hot topics of the
day, as explored by our columnists:
Barry Fox, Ken Kessler, Jon Thompson,
Paul Miller, Christopher Breunig and,
writing from the USA, Barry Willis

90

Sound Off
Our new-look letters page is the place
to air your comments, ideas and
questions on any audio or video topic.
Plus 'Way Back Then': Denon's DCDSA1/PMA-SA1 combo from 2005

FEATURES
66

Hi-fi @ Home
Kittens and kit- stands feature heavily
in this month's reader's system, whose
upmarket set-up has changed radically
since his modest start. It certainly
gives Steve Harris paws for thought

96

Audio Exposed
Music and emotion: Dr Doug Mahar
looks at the relationships between
tuning and pitch and how your hi-fi
turns them into pure pleasure

100 Investigation
So, your cartridge needs replacing
but it's adesign no longer made.
Should you re-tip it or go for amodern
equivalent? Jim Lesurf investigates
106 Movers & Shakers:
Steve Harris follows the twists and
turns of Creek Audio as related by
designer and founder Mike Creek
138 Classic Kit
Founded in 1934, Leak rapidly built up
adedicated following that continues
to this day. John Howes has the story

4
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TO THE INDUSTRY'S MOST INNOVATIV

MAGAZINE

—) THE WORLD'S FINEST HI- Fl
—) UNIQUELY IN-DEPTH TESTS
-4 TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED
-3 EXPERT OPINION & ADVICE
-4 DEFINITIVE GROUP REVIEWS

+44 (0)845 676 7778
le CALL FOR SUBSCRIPTION ENQUIRE:S OR SEE PAGE 110

DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS
22

Benchmark DAC1 PRE
Three high- end components within
casework measuring barely 8in wide.
This pro DAC/headphone amplifier/
preamplifier unit delivers instant

26

satisfaction, reckons Ken Kessler
Denon AVC-A1HD
Class- leading two-channel sound, an
exhaustive feature count, oh, and
full-blown HD movie performance that
redefines the market at the price. Is
this new Denon the ultimate AV amp?

32

PrimaLuna Dialogue 2
Known for offering value for money,
PrimaLuna builds on its pedigree with

38

atube amp offering mix ' n' match
valves with modes selectable via a
remote. Ken Kessler is impressed
Group Test: In-ear ' phones
Before you dismiss specialised insert
headphones as only good for portable
players read this. The third great

headphone revolution has begun, says
Keith Howard, and designs that seal
48

off the ear canal have alot to offer
Sony VPL-VIN200
Sleek looks and Sony's take on LCoS
technology combine in the company's

52

latest high- end 1080p projector.
The result? Paul Miller has never seen
anything quite like it...
Linn Majik package
It was 35 years ago that Linn launched
the legendary [ Pl 2. Now that very
same deck is being offered with a
Pro-Ject arm and Adikt MM cartridge
for less that £ 2000. Linn aficionado

56

Steve Harris takes afirst listen
Lyngdorf DP-11BW-1

Advance Acoustics 11

Gato Audio

08

Sennheiser

38

Dipole speakers and sub, both with

Amphion

08

KEF

08

SIVIX

06

room-correction built in, make for a

Audio Technica

38

Linn

52

Sony

07/11148

Arcam

06

Lyngdorf

56

Spendor

60

Benchmark

22

Monopulse

07

Stands Unique

08

Conductor

11

NAD

07

Symbio Design

Denon

Onkyo

07

Tri Corporation

Etymotic Research 38

26/38

PrimaLuna

32

Otimate Ears

Gakken

PS Audio

60

Yamaha

11

user-friendly package with appeal for
electrostatic fans, says Keith Howard
60

Super Systems
British speaker seeks American muscle

60

and Japanese player for threesome,

38
07

but is this Spendor/PS Audio/Tri
Corporation set-up amarriage made
in heaven, asks Christopher Breunig
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New products and upcoming events...

FREE-TO-AIR SATELLITE OFFERS HIGH DEFINITION AS ALTERNATIVE TO CABLE, TERRESTRIAL DIGITAL AND SKY SATELLITE
Affordable HD ( High Definition) sources
to make the most of high- end projectors
and monitors are set to become easier
to access. The recent launch of Freesat, a
joint BBC/ITV satellite venture which had
been on the cards for over ayear, will help

cost, there are some up-front payments
necessary. Apart from an HD Ready TV to
view the channels, you will need adish
(although existing Sky dishes will suffice)

Although 80 channels are available
initially, and up to 200 promised in time
for Christmas, to begin with few will be
transmitted in HD. The good news is that
the Freesat signal is available to around

and adecoder box.
Several well known brands are already

98% of the UK population, including

those who can't, or won't subscribe to
Sky's satellite service, and don't live in an

offering suitable decoders, with more
advanced models said to be in the

many homes which struggle to receive
satisfactory terrestrial Freeview.

area served by cable. While its name may
suggest the new service is totally without

pipeline. The one-off cost is likely to be
around £ 200 including installation.

Freesat, 0845 313 0052
www.freesat.co.uk

The Charlotte Church Show
Channel 4

Welcome to freesat brilliant TV for everyone
We re abrand new digital satellite TV service from the BBC

May Update

and ITV Well entertain you with over BO great N and radio

ut

channels, and treat you to HO for free.

BBC re, g the UleS hg,

co on In..,

Ihregog , h.oh

And we'll bring you more channels each month, so our line-up

IIeho.heo ehenne,

will just get better and better

It curzehtle oroadoests

ABOVE: Several manufacturers, including Bush,
Humax ( above) and Grundig already have hardware
on sale to receive Freesat HD. These boxes should
not be confused with the non- HD Freeview models

RE-THINK ON AMPS
GROUND- UP RE- DESIGN OF ARCAM AMPLIFIERS
Some people are never satisfied, or so it seems. Arcam has been
working hard on aproject to completely re- design everything about
its amplifiers. The result is the new £ 800 FM1 P38 stereo power amp,
and an integrated in the shape of the FMI A38 at £ 1200. Arcam told
HFN that its goal was to create the best performance it had ever
managed, and it had been ' ahuge task'.
The design team turned to new Sanken output devices in its bid to
eliminate thermal modulation of audio signals. According to the

SCREEN OUT LOUD

in-house design team: 'there is dramatically improved thermal
coupling, to provide an extremely stable device temperature,
resulting in improved linearity'.

SmX PROJECTOR SCREENS ARRIVE IN THE UK

Arcam, 01223 203 200
www.arcam.co.uk

Four ranges of SmX projection screens are now being
imported into the UK from high-end DLP projector brand
SIM2. SmX large- screen products are already popular for
home theatre installations in many countries. Longevity
is assured with their ten-year warranty and full back-up
service. Pro- Line and Pro- Curve models used afixed frame and feature genuine black velvet trimming.
Pro- Mask and Pro- Mask Cury series offer six aspect- ratio
settings plus afixed-curve screen system for what SmX
promises will be ' Cinemascopelike'.
Prices start at £ 1900 for the 70inch Pro- Line to
£38,000 for the massive 270inch Pro- Mask Curv.
SIM2 UK, 01825 750850
www.smxscreen.com
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COVERT SURROUND SOUND FROM SONY
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For those desiring asurround sound sensation without aplethora of
speaker boxes around the room, Sony claims to have anovel answer.
'Cinema with style' is how the company describes its new DAV-F200
BRAVIA home theatre system. It's been conceived to avoid filling the
room with speakers. The UK price is still to be confirmed though.
To achieve this, Sony recommends siting the control centre on adesk

AMP IT UP
NEW RANGE OF YAMAHA SEPARATES

or shelf, or wall mounting. Then the accompanying compact speakers
and the hideaway subwoofer enable the unit to offer home cinema

A whole range of new

than complementary,

goodies is on offer from
Yamaha. Among the

circuitry for improved
performance.
Among new AV

without the clutter of conventional set-ups.
The idea is the brainchild of the same team responsible for Sony's

highlights is the CDS1000 SACD player at

amplifiers from Yamaha,
£800. It incorporates the the £ 800 DSP-AX863SE
and £ 500 DSP-AX763
key design principles of
the CD-S2000 [ see HFN,
are both capable of
decoding Dolby True
Mar ' 08]. Its differential
Di); converters promise

HD and DTS HD Master

high precision decoding.

Audio for those serious
about home cinema

The matching £ 900
A- S1000 integrated
amplifier uses Yamaha's
floating balanced, rather

high- end AV receivers. 'The DAV-F200 is designed to be as simple to setup as it is to use,' says Sony which points out features ranging from full
remote control to HDMI output supporting scaled 1080p video.
Sony UK 08705 111 999
www.sonystyle.co.uk

sound quality.
Yamaha, 01923 233166

EWE)
Volume: -

13,1E

www.yamaha-uk.com

HEIR APPARENT
NAD'S NATTY NEW SURROUND RECEIVER
Trusty NAD has come up with anew AV receiver in the shape of the
£900 T755 which it heralds as ' heir' to the company's award-winning

RAISING THE STAKES
ONKYO REFUSES TO COMPROMISE ON AV

products. Rated at 5x8OW and aimed at an audience which the
company says will put music first, the design includes
Dolby Digital EX and DTS ES decoders but does not
support the new HD audio formats. NAD is critical of

There is aprice below

the TX- 5R576 and

which Onkyo is not

TX- 5R506, come in at

prepared to go when it
comes to AV receivers.

£300 and £ 250. And `this
is as cheap as you can

It says the compromises

expect from us' is

involved would be just too

Onkyo's message.

competitors which, it says, offer AV equipment where
sound quality is placed ' down the list of priorities'.
Armour, 01279 501111
www.nadelectronics.com

great. Consequently its

Onkyo, 01494 681515

COLOURFUL BARGAIN

new 7.1- channel models,

www.onkyo.co.uk

STYLISH MONOPULSE DOWN IN PRICE

....../111M1111111111111111111111111111111MMIK

Striking British loudspeakers from Monopulse are now
more affordable as prices fall and power handling
rises. The flagship Model 82A is down to £ 1995 while
its maximum power increases to 550W.
The company also announces stylistic changes to
reduce the ' boxy' appearance. Rounded front corners
and slight features at each side have been added.

4> -

COX CM»

Monopulse, 07785 558238
,re

www.monopulse.co.uk

JULY 2008
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New products and upcoming events...

AT HOME WITH KEF

STANDING PROUD

HOME THEATRE PACKAGE MOVES TO THIRD GENERATION

NEW APPROACH TO MOUNTING

KEF's 2000 Series home theatre package

centre channel. The KHT2005.3 uses

enters its third-generation as the £ 700
KHT2005.3, acomplete 5.1 surround-

KEF's 4in ( 100mm) UNI Q driver. Its metal
dome tweeter and neodymium magnets

There's astylish new alternative to floor
supports from Stands Unique, which
promise sonic benefits with vibration

sound speaker solution.
The latest version of KEF's iconic AV

promise an extended bandwidth.
The new KUBE-2 subwoofer can also be

and interference from the floor taken
out of the equation. The secret lies in

range, just launched, comes complete

purchased separately. It has abass boost

the design's cantilever feature, which

with four satellites, acentre channel plus
the new KUBE-2 subwoofer.

control, which allows adjustment of the

ensures the glass shelf is kept secure.
Novel features include spike

subwoofer response to compensate for
room conditions and user preference or

KEF says the satellites and dialogue
channel have an improved
simple neighbour friendliness.
multidirectional desktop
The KUBE-2 has the same
IMIIIMMUM111111111
mount for better stability,
amplifier topology as the
while the KUBE-2 is promised
to produce

earlier and highly popular KEF
HTB2 subwoofer.

apowerful
performance

levelling and cable management. Five
finishes include natural cherry, walnut,
mahogany and black ash.
Stands Unique, 01933 412227
www.standsunique.com

Finish options for
the package are
matt silver or

complementing
the clarity

high- gloss black.
KEF, 01622

and sound
quality of the
satellites and

750653
www.kef.com

DAB IT OFF/ON
DIGITAL RADIO'S FUTURE
Improved quality will see BBC internet
radio streams overtake DAB. The
terrestrial digital radio medium has
been called the 21st century Betamax,
but industry body DRDB continues to
proclaim the format awinner, citing
more sets bought and increased
listening. ' Mass market doesn't always
mean quality though', says aBBC insider.
vvww.drdb.org

ARTFUL INTENT
ART MEETS SOUND WITH AMPHION
Finnish brand Amphion has tried to

IBM

create awork of art with its new Prio

8
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POLE POSITIONER
POLARITY CHECKER FROM PHASE- IT

520 floorstanding speaker. The £ 1200

An indispensable aid for designers

design features the company's
wave-guide shape. Meanwhile, new

and audiophiles alike, the Phase- it
polarity checker will keep enthusiasts

bookshelf models from the company are
the Ion and Ion L. The £ 600 and £ 700

entertained for hours. Far more than
astocking-filler for audio geeks, this

two-way designs are available in black,
silver or white.
Amphion, + 358 17 2882 100

crossover networks. Around $ 99 US.
Gato Audio, + 45 4095 2205

www.amphion.fi

www.phase-it.com

handy tool will work with even high-pass

MEGALINE
EUPHONIA
HELICON 400 Pt11(2
MENTOR
IKON
CONCEPT
SUBWOOFER

THE NEW DALI
HELICON 400 MK2
Hybrid tweeter module
Bi wiring terminal

2x6.5" driver

42-30.000 Hz

H1026 xW267 xD501 mm

32.0 kg

FEATURES
2,5-way floor-stander with
optional spikes included
New terminals
Matched real wood veneer
in high- gloss Rosewood or
Cherry finish
• Available as 7.1 system

"While this speaker's alluring
good looks might make even
asuper model green with envy,
its sound is better still."
The Absolute Sound

.r.1-11,10
IN

DALI UK + 44 (0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

ADMIRATION

OF

MUSIC

DALI Deutschland + 49 ( 0)6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 9672 1155

www.dali.dk

clelprInutf 21
SPECIALIST HI-FI

FOR THE TRUE

T: 0844 800 0073 or 74

MUSIC

LOVER IN YOU

www.shadowaudio.co.uk

A happy world is amcintosh world...
hi-finews
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"it's right at the top
of the tree in terms
of sound quality..."

"The big Mac's mix of solid-state and tube

'•

à

The new McIntosh MCD301

technologies elicits the best of both worlds, delivering

SACD/CD Player delivers

apotent, high-end performance blissfully free of hi-fi

breathtaking fidelity from both

pretence. This is an amplifier about timing and tempo

standard compact discs and

McIntosh MT10 Review

over analytical detail, and about making the best of

SACD's,"raising the bar" for both

Hi Fi World, May'08, Adam Smith

your entire CD collection rather than simply ahandful

technical and sonic performance.

of audiophile CDs. Areal-world winner."

HI- F1 World

OMNI.
Specialist Shadow Brands include:

McIntosh C2300/MC501 Review

Very special indeed!

Richard Stevenson, Hi Fi News, June 08

Apollo, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Zone, Audio Physic, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Bryston, Chord Cables, Creek, EARNoshino, Eastern

Electric, Epos, GamuT, Hovland, Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Manley Labs, Marantz Legendary, McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Music Tools, Nordost, Opera,
Origin Live, Pathos, PMC, Project, Resolution Audio, Shanling, SME, Tannoy Prestige, Unison Research, Vertex AQ VPI, Wadia, Wilson Benesch and many more.

HI-FI CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE

ELLIOT

BRINGS

YOU

THE

LATEST

HI-FI

GOSSIP

Istill remember the excitement
of those DIY Sinclair amplifier
kits back in the ' 60s, and various
manufacturers have since been
trying to keep us busy putting
together our very own pieces of
hi-fi, even if the end result is not
quite as good as amainstream
Krell, Quad or Conrad Johnson.
But now aJapanese outfit called

FRENCH DUO

NEW PRE/POWER COMBO CROSSES THE CHANNEL
There's areal presence about the new pre/power
amplifier combination from French company Advance
Acoustics. The MPP-206 preamp features balanced/
unbalanced outputs, adedicated sub-out with
switchable crossover, plus aswitchable MM/MC phono
input. The MM-406 sister power amplifier offers
balanced and unbalanced inputs and promises 220W/
ch. The price? Just £ 799 buys you the pair.
Kore Ltd, 01623 517000
www.advance-acoustics.com

STAFF WRITER WANTED
COME AND JOIN HI-FI NEWS...
Calling all enthusiasts! Do
you think you've got what
it takes to help shape the

like an Airfix kit than avalve
amplifier. At just over £ 100,
the battery-operated four-valve
design comes with apre- built
circuit board so all you need to
do is fit things in holes and then
switch the assembly on. It does,
however, come with avalve- pin
straightener, just in case you
bend any in your excitement, and
apair of plastic horns as speakers.

ABOVE: Gakken's £ 100 DIY amp
and aremote control switching
device placed next to the turntable
itself. This should save wear on
your calf muscles as well as keep
the universe 30W an hour greener.
Sounds like alot of hot air to me.

BADGE OF HONOUR?
It appears Sony doesn't take vinyl

SOMETHING FISHY

seriously anymore. It has now
come up with aUSB record player

For the serious DIY hi-fi addict,
there is always the Conductor

to enable you to copy the rumble,
wow and flutter onto your PC. The

tonearm from The Cartridge

PS-LX300USB even comes bundled
with SoundForge software so you
can tweak the sound even further.
The basic belt-drive unit looks as

Man. This comes complete with
an air bearing assembly, metres
of tubing and, of course, the

UK's foremost technical
home entertainment
magazine? Here at HiFi
News we're looking
for astaff writer with a

Gakken has joined the party with
avalve project that looks more

'All you need to do is fit things in
holes and switch the assembly on'
1

passion for both hi-fi and
home cinema, someone
who can demonstrate
aworking knowledge
of the subject and who
has areal ability to write
both accurately and
entertainingly.
Apply with CV to Paul
Miller, Hi Fi News, IPC
Media, Leon House, 233
High Street, Croydon
CR9 1HZ or email: hifinews@ipcmedia.com

the beam friction-free. Most

though it's had about as much
thought put into its design as the

people don't want their living

time it took for Sony to put the

room sounding like the interior

badge on the front. And that is
probably all it ever did as it doesn't
match anything else the company

fish-tank air pump used to keep

of their local Aquatic shop, so
by having avery long length of
tubing you can pump in the air
from another room. However,
that means having to tour the

makes. It should cost around £ 75

house every time you need to
switch it on and off, so distributor

IWANDERED LONELY..

once Sony lets it into the country.

HiAudio has come up with the

We've had the Muon, and other
modern art speaker designs

ingenious invention of bell-wire

destined for the Tate Modern if
not your own living room. Now
Symbio Design from the Czech
Republic has unveiled afamily of

!Ai

hffis

HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...
29-3 AUGUST

IFA, Berlin, Germany. www.ifa-berlin.de

18-21 SEPT
19-21 SEPT

TOP Audio, Milan. www.topaudio.it

18-19 OCT

Home Entertainment Show 2008,
Renaissance Manchester Hotel.

London Sound 8. Vision Show, Park Inn,
London. www.chestergroup.org

www.home-entertainment-show.co.uk
31-2 OCT

Sound and Vision Show, ExCel, London

alien- looking creatures called Alfa,
available in various colours. The
company also makes the Cloud,
another unusual looking object
which is said to absorb mid/high
frequency reflections in living
rooms. Perhaps it could be used to
mask the noise of that air pump. (!)
LEFT: 'Take me to your leader...'
-Symbio Design's Alfa speakers

JULY 2008
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First sight of new products & technolocy

MUNICH
SHOW
2008
Report by Ken Kessler

S

ince its inception, Munich's High End
event has claimed the title of ' Europe's
best hi-fi show'. But make no mistake:
it's just what the name says: ahigh-end

show. So dominant was audio over video that
it was almost like turning the clock back. For
many, that's bliss.
Not that it was not bereft of 21st Century

1. MartinLogan's CLX was one
of the hits of the show, afull-

tchatchkes: the second most- popular genre
for new launches was hard- drive servers, from

range, customisable electrostatic

Naim, T+A, Arcus, Sooloos and others. But the

original CLS. It sounded as

best- represented product type for the hottest
launches? Turntables, arms and cartridges!

good as it looks, but if that's

paying homage to the company's

not enough, the frames can be
custom-finished. But this one in
racing red looked terrific.., and
the sound was amongst the best
at the show.
2. Along with asimilarly-styled
valve amp, the wonderfullynamed Turtle CD16 from Polish
brand Harmondio surely deserves
an award for its novel styling. Two
ECC81s and two ECC82s provide
triode valve output, there's a
'retro' 16- bit Philips TDA1541
DAC inside, and the footprint
measures 250x550mm.
3. Mystere's MiMo amplifier
-seen here in pre- production
form without face- plate, and
next to apen so you'll see how
tiny it is - will come out later in
the year. It promises salvation for
those with small rooms and tiny
budgets. The anticipated power
output is 10W per channel with a
price under £ 700.
4. Fed up with silver or black?
With the proclamation ' Pimp My
Hi Fi', Vincent showed this
all- orange take on its solid-state
system. The brochure features a
colour chart that also includes
yellow, burgundy, azure and
'British' green.
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1. Naim had the best-attended press conference,
the new HDX promising 'the performance of a
Na m audiophile CD player with the convenience
of agood MP3 player.' Specs include twin
400GB drives, one automatically backing up
the other, and sufficient capacity to store 600
uncompressed CDs. There's full support from All
Music Guide, bit-for- bit rips of CDs into WAV files
and control via the front panel touch- screen.
2. Quad of Germany - the restoration guys, not
the manufacturer - showed this super-cool take
on e

for anachrophiles: apair of ' 63s housed

in sensational enclosures, with amatching flat
panel display.
3. One of the few new projectors on display,
Avielo's Prisma, is hand- made in Norway. The
entry-level model in arange of five DLP devices,
it can throw out an image up to 100in diagonal,
with 720p ( 1280x720) resolution.
4. Dr Feickert, he of extreme alignment tool
fame, produced an unusual colour or two for his
multi- layer Twin record deck, designed to act as
amechanical resonance absorption circuit.
5. Dynaudio, being on home turf, had a
well-attended event for the launch of an ail new
range, dubbed Excite. This is the X22 centre
speaker, with 27mm soft-dome tweeter and dual
11cm mid- bass drivers with MSP membranes,
built with lightweight aluminium wire voice coils
and die-cast aluminium driver baskets.

JULY 2008
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1. So new that there's no information availabbe yet. Mel Audio's
two- box SEC CD player houses the top- loading transport section
in the vertical cylinder, while the control elements reside in the
horizontal cylinder at the front. Available in achoice of colours.
And no jokes about dustbins, please.
2. Another item so fresh that information was unavailable. Melody's
ultra-cleanly styled CD- M20 CD player features slot loading in the
manner of Apple notebooks.
3. Waterfall's glass-enclosured loudspeakers have now been topped
with ahorn tweeter: the new Niagara floorstander features twin
woofers and the tweeter housed in ahorn-throat fashioned, like the
box, from glass.
4. At last! darTZeel finally released its long-awaited integrated amp,
the CTH-8550. Wattage is 2x130W, it offers nine inputs including
MM and MC phono as options, the preamp stage is dual- mono, and
the good news is that it will be offered in black for those, such as I,
who find the gold/red colour scheme perilously close to nauseating.
5. Pro-lect's ' Box' series continues to grow into acomplete system:
this is the ultra-tiny FM Tuner Box, with asurprisingly clear display.
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world class sound...

Call 01865

790 879

for all your Naim needs

We love to plug a Nairn...
The Power- Line's unique design is the result of hundreds of hours
of experimentation, research and listening aimed at identifying
and optimising the critical elements of audio mains power
cables.
The Power- Line brings gains in all areas of system performance
with its influence increasing as it is used on each component in
asystem. It represents astriking and significant upgrade for all
Naim hi-fi systems. Call 01865 790 879 to find out more.

•• •

Nairn pull analogue
into line....

The Naim Superfine brings out all that's best in
vinyl replay - timing, pitch accuracy, clarity, detail,
and the unmistakable warmth that records can
deliver in abundance. It sets a truly new standard in
performance!
Note: The SuperLine requires an external Naim power
supply system. Call 01865 790 879 to find out rmye.

Naim get sophisticated
with the integrated....

•

••

SUPERNAIT is not just asuperbly musical amplifier; it's an analogue
and digital audio control and connection hub that just happens
to have some of the world's best audio amplification attached.
SUPERNAIT's preamplifier section is directly descended from
Naim's superlative reference series preamplifiers, and its power
amplifier incorporates all the techniques and know-how that give
voice to the traditional Naim qualities of rhythmic musicality. Call
01865 790 879 to find out more.

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford, OX1 1JD
Tel: 01865 790 879

I Fax:

01865 791 665

Info@oxfordaudio.co.uk
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

!If

Naim Hi- Line
interconnect cable
Special Offer
Oxford Audio will take back
your original Nairn grey cable and
give you £50 towards the Naim
Hi-Line, making it even more
affordable! We will even
include postage.

NEWS
First sight of new products & technology

1. Esoteric's C-03 line stage preamplifier is built
to its usual peerless standards; to spin its knobs is
to want one. Dual mono with two balanced and
three single-ended inputs, balanced and singleended outputs, the preamp has multiple internal
chambers to isolate its stages.
2. Martion Audiosysteme's Orgon is part of
that uniquely German sub-genre: oversized,
gloss- coloured horns. Only built to order and
fully- specified to its maximum state, this is a
four-way Spherical Wave Horn System supplied
with approximately lkW of power - scary, when
sensitivity is ' up to 116dB/1W/1m1
3. Clearaudio's latest deck, the three-speed
Solution Exclusive, comes primarily in Spinal Tap
Black, and uses the same layered construction
as the floor-standing ( and floor-filling) Statement
-and it's ideally suited to two arms.
4. Almarro's A318B SE is a 2x18W single-ended
triode integrated amp from Japan rated at 37W
in mono, offering three line inputs and separate
taps for 4 and 8ohm speakers. Love those big
Russian military valves...
5. There's never ashortage of wild products in
Germany, but the wildest came from Italy, but
don't get too excited: this prototype was made
from wood - amock-up in the truest sense. If this
valve preamp is an indication of what Pathos has
in store for us for, then roll on TOP Audio Milano,
held every September at the Quark Hotel, Milan.
Watch this space for afull show report.
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SHARF

Slim Line

Highly Defined
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Introducing the exciting new Aquas X20 and XL2 range of Full HD LCDs — some of the slimmest and most
stylish televisions the world has ever seen. XL2 models are an astounding 9.58cm deep while the X20
models are understated elegance at just 9.46cm.
A 10 bit signal processing panel* delivers finer reproduction of colour graduations and brings
your picture to life in amazing detail. The 4millisecond response time** is ideal for rapid motion in movies
and sports scenes giving you the ultimate viewing experience. With 1.07 billion colours and acontrast
ratio of 2,000:1 (
10,000:1 dynamic contrast), images are highly defined, clear, crisp and sharp, with vibrant
natural colours.

See breath taking Full High Definition at its very best on the new Sharp
Aquos X20 and XL2 models, in achoice of 32", 37", 46" and 52" ( X20) and 42", 46"
and 52" ( XL2) at www.sharp.co.uk.
Profile view

AQUOS
*8 bit signal processing on X20 models.** 6m/s response time on 32" and 37" models
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NEWS
Delving into the technology of tomorrow

HOLY FORMAT!

Batman on Blu-ray and the new audio- only standard that not all BD players will support,
plus the discs from Amazon advertised to play on machines that don't exist. Barry Fox reports

F

ox Home Entertainment is releasing the original
1966 Batman movie (with Adam West as the
caped crusader, Burt Ward as Robin and Burgess
Meredith as the Penguin) on Blu-ray BD. The
jazzy score was written by Nelson Riddle, and Fox has
come up with the neat idea of including an audioonly version in lossless 5.1 DTS-HD Master Audio. This
'Isolated Score Track 5.1 DTS-HD Master Audio' option
is claimed to be an ' an industry first for Blu-ray Disc that
allows viewers to listen to the score only'.
The audio- only BD evokes memories of early
experiments with audio-only DVDs, some with orchestral
surround in Dolby Digital and some with alarge
selection of popular classics in sub-CD stereo. These
discs had the advantage of playing on all existing DVD
players. But they led to the creation of the two new
DVD-based standards, DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD,
which both boasted lossless audio but needed anew
player to access the full audio quality — or play at all.
As an inevitable result of two incompatible formats
offering something similar that not many people
wanted or needed, both DVD-A and SACD flopped. If a

'The Blu-ray Group has been
threatening anew Blu-ray Profile'
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ABOVE: Stegen Electronics offers to modify Blu-ray
players so that they will play discs from all regions
2008, but so far only in the US and Canada ( at $ 40).
Because the music tracks are extras on avideo BD,
and Fox is astaunch supporter of regional coding, the
disc will very likely be coded and will not play on BD
players sold in Europe.
Although BD region coding is by letters A, Bor c,
not by DVD numbers 1, 2etc, there is still no clear
explanation of this on BD packaging, and no room for
much explanation anyway because of logo clutter.
The Blu-ray Group is making no effort to explain the
coding scheme to consumers. The problem affects
Europe more than North America, because few discs
are available on Blu-ray in Europe ahead of the USA.

DVD is used for audio- only recording now, the recording
is in lossy Dolby Digital or DIS and will play back on any

WHICH MULTI-REGIONAL PLAYERS?

DVD player.

As proved by recent adverts, even the trade is

AUDIO- ONLY PROFILE UPDATE
The Blu-ray Group has been threatening anew Blu-ray
'Profile', probably to be called 3.0, which will follow on
from Profile 1.1 (which gives interactivity with multiple
picture and sound streams) and Profile 2.0 (which
uses an internet connection to play BD Live discs).

confused. Amazon in Europe is now selling BDs from
the USA with the warning that ' Region 1encoding
requires aNorth American or multi- region DVD player
and NTSC compatible TV.'
There are no multi- regional players on sale, and
no DIY hacks for existing players. The BD Group is

The latest software update for the Sony PS3 (version

committed to making regional coding undefeatable.
Dutch company Stegen Electronics has been

2.20) converts the player to Profile 2.0, but this is only

promising to modify some Blu-ray players so that they

possible because Sony had the forethought to build dual
audio/video decoders and an internet connection into

ignore regional coding ( see www.stegen.com) but the
modification risks invalidating player guarantees.

the PS3. Many existing Blu-ray players do not have
the electronic hardware needed for an upgrade
to Profile 1.1 or 2.0.

rtImr
tit
* I,,"

Because plans for Profile 3.0 are still hazy,
there is no way of knowing which of today's
players — if any — could be upgraded with new
software. So there is no way of predicting what
consumer confusion an audio-only Profile will
create. The PS3, for instance, has no built-in
display for player control without aTV. The
Fox Batman release is scheduled for mid

18
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Responding to suggestions that the Blu-ray Group
may be at legal risk under US Anti-Trust and European
Competition law, for using regional coding to stop
people in Europe taking advantage of the EIS rate
and buying cheap discs from the USA, some members
of the Group are now looking again at their labeling.
Says Danny Kaye, Technical boss at Fox in
Hollywood: 'We thank you for pointing out the
inconsistencies.., we'll strive to rectify immediately.'
There is also still time for the Blu-ray Group to learn
from the lessons of SACD and DVD-A, and standardise

LEFT: The original Batman movie from

the release of music-only recordings on BD in aform
which will play on all existing players, in any region.

1966 is due on Blu-ray mid- 2008

But will they learn? (')
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Enjoy music in every room of
your home. Wirelessly.
Before Sonos, if you wanted music in every room of
your home you had to break through walls to hard-wire
the house. With Sonos, you can play music throughout

Pick the room.
Pick the mood.
Play the music.

your home wirelessly, in as many different rooms as you
like, controlling it all from the palm of
your hand. No wonder Stuff.tv
calls Sonos " adelight to use."

Sonos is easy to install and
even easier to enjoy.
Easy, intuitive setup makes Sonos ready to enjoy right
out of the box. With afull-colour Sonos wireless controller
in hand, everyone in your family

11.

Kitchen

can have their music wherever and
Mcuter
Bedroom

whenever they want.

The Sonos Multi-Room
Music System.

owif Patio

Go far beyond your
current music collection.

With Sonos, you have instant access to your personal
music collection, and to all the music on Napster and
select Internet radio stations.

napster.
Order Sonos today and enjoy a
free 30- day trial of Napster.
Visit www.Sonos.com/demo9 for ademo. Then try
Sonos at home to see why T3 describes it "as close to
the perfect multi- room audio system as you can get."

To see ademo,
find astore or order, visit
www.Sonos.com/demo9.

(S 0 N O_S)
All the music you want. All over your house.

2004-.'oub
I, All rIghtS reserved. Sonos earegistered trademark of Sonos. Inc. in the United States,
Canada and Australia. and atrademark of Sonos, Inc. in other countries. All other products and services may be
trademarks or servicemarks of their respective owners. Quotes used by permission, Stuff.tv 11/07.13 7/06.
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WHY OUR REVIEWS ARE THE INDUSTRY'S BENCHMARK..

audio equipment - two-channel audio
from turntables, integrated, pre- and
power amplifiers, FM or DAB radio and
CD players, through to multichannel
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magazine in the world. Each month we
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Ever wonderea what makes an amplifier,
CD/DVD/Universal player or AV processor
•
tick? This is where firFi News lifts the lid
-"`
on each and every review product to give
th
you
the
inside
track
on its key building
win
blocks. The blue 'speech bubble' captions
are generated by our engineers, rather than
" copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
RIG
the product's inner workings.
d
As a rule, many of the highlighted
•
components or circuk details will be linked
'si
to specific areas of performance in the Lab
dig
Report. No longer an anonymous ' black
lel
box', visualising key areas of strength or
OH
weakness within a product permits a far
20
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.
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They say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
on each Lab Report will be repeated for products of similar type. For
example, our reviews of CD/DUD/Universal players, outboard DACs and
AV processors will always include a graph illustrating how distortion
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both 1kHz (black trace
or
and 20kHz ( blue rfill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have
a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, 101Areohm.
fhe second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
technical feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You
might see a graph showing abnormally high jitter from a CD payer, for
example, or how the dynamic power output of an amplifier varies with
different loudspeaker loads.
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This specific 3D or 'waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph iilustrates the 'cumulative spectral decay' of a loudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabiret in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted fr om 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on producing same output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, howeve , subtle, are depicted by the cascade ( 2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these ' noises' emerging from the speaker (3)
up to 5msec (five thousandths of a second) from the initial transient and are a
direct indication of how clean ar coloured the design is likely to sound.
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3D GRAPHS
Occasionaly ' simpossible to illustrate aspecific technicai 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCD/DVD player to show the effect of ts digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal level (tne vertical or Y ax(s) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kFtz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic roil-off ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the 'digital distortions ( 3) are caused by reflections of
the aud-o data off muitiples ot the sample rate (something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd. 3rd, 4th.., haimonic distortions (4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAE.
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HiFi News is also in the unique position
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subwoofers and headphones.

Not only does this exhaustive testing give
HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are
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'As On the Run' fades
swiràmsty litIo 'Time' he
docks explode into

DVD-A and SACD players. Not forgetting

players, AV receivers and processors plus
advanced display technologies, whether
plasma, DLP or D-ILA.
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THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about aproduct in our Verdict
section, with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features, Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent;
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colourcoded price
bands - the pie-charts are coloured
purple for products up to £ 1000. blue
between E1001-E3000 and red for the
rarified high-end at 3000+.
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SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY

PIE CHART COLOUR ICEY

EQUIPMENT
UP TO £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 3000

For the diehard music and movie enthusiast.
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or, indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents abalance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality.
60% is good, 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.
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Benchmark DAC1 PRE DM converter
11111

SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES

26 Denon AVC-A1HD AV amp

This slice of the pie is very straightforward
-the more inputs, outputs. knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while amultichannel preamp with
digital, analogue and HDMIinputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.

FEATURES

75%
48 Sony VPL-VVV200 SXRD Full HD projector

BUILD

ECONOMY RATING

Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity bills tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's alittleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors
may demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

qataimajl
e.90-4-44_ p.

32 PrimaLuna valve amplifier

75%
ECO

75%

BUILD QUALITY

With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of ail
our review products. Remember,
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in astunning.
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like abrick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%,
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5year guarantee.

This 3dB gif*"."14.40484e0.0.0

52 Linn Majik turntable

En Su er S

56 Lyngdorf loudspeakers
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ems: East meets West - Tri, PS Audio and Spendor
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BENCHMARK DAC 1PRE (E 129 1)

Combining preamplifier, headphone amp
and DAC all within casework barely more
than 8in wide, this ' professional' product
punches well above its weight

Tested by Ken Kessler

0

nthose rare occasions when worlds collide
-pro gear and high- end audio - one often
benefits from the other. Look at the superb
cross-pollination: LS3/5As, EMT turntables,

AKG headphones and other broadcast or studio gear
from 'the Dark Side'. We've paid them back with SME
tonearms, phono stages from Manley, preamps from
EAR and other delights. Fortunately, the lines are
blurred, and most companies above acertain size or
competence deal with both pro and domestic: B&W,
Meridian, ad infinitum.
Until recently, Benchmark was new to most of us,
being purely pro, but it created abuzz in America's
high- end community with anovel device: ahigh-quality
DAC with abuilt-in, top- grade headphone amplifier.
Clearly, this was designed for monitoring in studios,
off digital desks or any source with adigital output.
Everyone who heard it wanted one, especially in light of
embarrassingly low pricing by audiophile standards.
At CES this year, the company unveiled an even
more desirable variant: the DAC1 with the addition
of apreamplifier, including RCA single- ended and XLR
balanced outputs, five digital inputs (three coaxial, one
optical and one USB digital), and an analogue stereo
input, which will allow this to be incorporated into any
system using minimal lateral thinking to expand it: just

else functioned with aplomb, including this brand's
spec.ality: the two front- panel 6.35mm headphone
sockets powered even the hungry Beyer DT48s, one
socket muting the rear outputs, the other for monitoring

ABOVE: The rear
panel of the
DAC1 PRE offers
acombination

with main outputs on.
Damn, is this thing fun. In addition to feeding it
analogue, optical and coaxial sources via my computer,

of analogue,
USB, optical and

Ialso used the Quad 99CDP II and Marantz CD12 CD

digital inputs.
Outputs include

Kylie Minogueinewborn-kitten manner. To see it is to

players, and the Nagra ARES BB and Zoom H4 digital
recorders. So fluidly did the unit operate - sources found
instantly, auto- muting recognising along silence, level

want it. To hear it is to want to steal it.

adjusters allowing it to match any system you could

ended RCAs
plus two

INSTANT SATISFACTION

name - that Icould barely contain my glee. Ihaven't
found aproduct so instantly satisfying and confidence-

feed the line sockets with amulti- input switcher.
Not only, though, is this thing incredibly costeffective and sublimely well made, it's positively dinky:
at 210x50x230mm (whd) including knobs and sockets,
the DAC1 PRE can only be described as ' cute' in the best

Everything about it screams ` no brainer' - plug it in and
it works. Iran it from system to system with only one
hitch: the USB worked instantly with my Windows XP
notebook, but not my desktop. This, though, was afault
of the computer, not the Benchmark, which also worked
with athird XP computer in the house. Everything

I

.

ULTRALOCK CLOCK SYSTEM
Based in Syracuse, NY, Benchmark is aleader in

inspiring in years.
Surprises were plentiful: on one computer, the
analogue output was superior to the digital, more

on another PC, it was the other way around. Iplayed
with the various settings on the little Zoom H4, and the
Benchmark quickly allowed me to hear - vividly - both
gross and subtle differences between 44.1, 48, 96kHz

broadcast, and audiophile markets. Its customers
include such high- profile clients as NPR, the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Lucas Films, and

to present microscopic details without resorting to
in-yer-face fatigue inducement.
It even made me ' appreciate' Girls Aloud.

e

SILKY SWEET

headphone outputs. More impressive still is its

Probably the only reason Iwould ever want to be 17
again is to be able to sing along to 'Teenage Dirtbag',

'UltraLock' jitter reduction regime that reduces

Wheatus' angst epic and one of the greatest rock

interface jitter more effectively than atraditional

songs of all time. While theirs is the definitive version, I

two-stage PLL while offering afar quicker lock time.
Benchmark is somewhat coy about its operation,

couldn't resist acquiring Girls Aloud's cover, first heard

save to say that the converter clock is not phase
locked to areference [ see lab report]. PM

headphone
jacks

open and transparent with aBBC iPlayer download:

the field of precision audio products for the pro,

Pixar. Benchmark also has numerous proprietary

balanced XLRs
and single-

'This baby manages to present
microscopic details without resorting to
in-yerface fatigue inducement'

anc MP3 recordings. This baby, fed mainly into the Quad
909 amp but also into the McIntosh MC2102, manages

technologies under its banner, including a ' Oohm
output impedance' amplifier that drives its

three coaxial

while channel-surfing. It is to the original what grape
juice is to wine, but, hot damn, did it sound silky and
sweet through the Benchmark. There's real energy to
be found in the track, even amodicum of anguished

AUDIO

FILE
Combined
preamplifier,
headphone
amplifier and
USB, SIPDIF DAC
Made by:
Benchmark
Media Systems
Supplied by:
SCVLondon
Telephone: 020
8418 1470
Web: www.
benchmark
media corn
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hi-fi news

D/A CONVERTER TEST

BENCHMARK

LAB

DAC1 PRE/£129;
These 4-position
jumpeis select between
OdB, - 10dB. - 20d E
and -30c113 output
attenuation settings

RESULTS

Upsampling to 192kHz is achieved
with this 24-bit AD1596 sample
rate converter from Analcg
Devices. This chip also affords
excellent jitter rejection

2
0/A conversion is
achieved with this
Analog Devices
AD1853
This AKM AK-4114 provides
the interface with. Doth
iS/PDIF (consumer)-and AES3
"(professional) digital inputs

Benchmz rk -uns its custom
Vitt aLocle re-ciccking and other
housekeeping regimes via this
Xilirx XC2C1t4A processor

ABOVE: A generously sized control knob allows selection
between

six stereo inputs. The fascia also features two

65mm headphone sockets and apreamp volume control
sincerity, though this group will never inherit Edith Piaf's
crown. Even so, playback shimmered and they sounded
like they meant every word.
Despite this recording's wholly modern technological
mien, the Benchmark reproduced it with no hint of
artifice, as one might expect of something so utterly
digital. Material which originated in analogue, though,
such as the bulk of the discs in Robert Plant's Nine Lives
box set, revealed in the Benchmark acommand of space
and airiness that made the remastered Honeydrippers'
'Sea of Love' sound as lush and room-filling as amint
original vinyl pressing.
This device fears no genre. Plant's early solos feature
Phil Collins doing the best John Bonham impression this
side of Dread Zeppelin. All the weight, the mass, the
roar came through like the thundering armies in 300 solid, palpable and realistic, even through headphones.
And if ever apiece of equipment will make you want to
opt for headphone listening, this is it.
There are plenty of fabulous headphone amps
out there, but combining one with apreamp and a
(sublime) DAC in acase this tiny begs its presence in
bijou systems. Perhaps one day Benchmark will make a
matching amp; the DAC1 PRE sounded so silky through
LS3/5As that one could imagine it as the heart of the

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Any manufactuier so confident of its
technology that it reserves 22 pages of its
user manual for test, measurement and
general specification gets avote from me.
lust be thankful this is astereo DAC/preamp
and not a7.1-channet HD AV receiver or the
manual would be 2in thick!
In every practical sense, Benchmark's
claims for vanishingly low distortion, jitter
and awide S/N ratio are fully met on test.
In fact, Iobtained aslightly lower 0.0003%
distortion (- 110.5dB) at peak output
(-10dB and -20dB pads) from 20Hz-20kHz
than Benchmark itself suggests. This is
close to the measurement limit for many
test systems. That this performance is
maintained at or below 0.001% distortion
over the top 30dB of its dynamic range
through the midband ' black trace, graph
below left] is quite remarkable.

ultimate ' second system' for the study or bedroom.
Which is not to say that it can't hold its own in a

Not just good, but stupefyingly
good, Benchmark's DAC1 PRE
provides you with three highend components in one - DAC,
headphone amplifier and
preamplifier. In every mode, it

clock from incoming S/PDIF data. Interface
arid other jitter is removed to below the
level of the analogue noise floor with either
the - 20dB or - 30dB pads in place. Wei
the - 10dB or OdB attenuation settings, it
is just measureable at < 30psec (less than
-130dBFs) as illustrated by the graph below.
In similar fashion, the SIN ratio improves
with higher analogue output selections, but
afigure of 110dB (A-wtd, re. OrIBFs) seems
realistic. As always, readers are invited
to view afull QC Suite test report for the
Benchmark DAC1 PRE by navigating to
www.hifinews.co.uk and clicking onto the
red ' Download' button. PM

-100

I -110

cost- no-object set-up. It's so coherent, transparent and
commanding that it might do for preamps what the
DAC1 did for headphone amps and DACs. For once,
here's something you can buy on faith. (')

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Equally impressive is Benchmark's jitter
reduction scheme [see boxout, p23],
especially so as this is not an integrated
digital path (aCD/DVD player) but an
outboard DAC that has to recover the audio
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HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

• .

authoritative, almost

A-urtd SiNRatio

109.5dB

valve- like in the mid and

Distortion. lkHz / 20IcHz @ OdRFs

0.00035% / 0.00031%

does what it should, without
drama. It is truly the Swiss
Army Knife of hi-fi.
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lkHz, blue trace = 20kHz); ABOVE RIGHT: Remarkably low digital jitter with
24- bit 48kHz data ( sidebands marked in pairs)

excels. It sounds natural and

it's an absolute joy to use. It

2000

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus decreasing digital input level ( back trace =

Maximum output level (20dB / 10d8 padq

treble. Sublimely well made,

1000

Jftler Frequenc,

00121.1 Level a.

1.05Vrms / 3.24Vrms

Distortion, lkHz / 20kHz @ -30M3Fs

0.0014% / 0.0041%

Frequency Response. 20Hz-20IcHz (48IcFs)

+0.0dB to -0.83dB

Frequency Response, 20Hz-451cHz (9616s)

+0.0d13to -2.40dB

Digital litter. 4810s/ 96kFs (24-bit data)

30psec / 20psec

Delivering premium audio performance,
Sneaky Music DS combines digital streaming
with pre- and power amplification in one
compact unit.
Simply connect it to your home network,

r.

ailongside

your

music

storage

and

loudspeakers, to enjoy music as you've never
heard it before.
Experience premium audio performance with
tie convenience of accessing your music or
internet radio from anywhere in the home.
Want to listen in another room? Simply add
another unit. You can quickly combine more
than one Sneaky Music DS in asystem for an
easy, accessible multi- room solution.

Sneaky Music DS
A network music player that's serious about music

Linn Majik system offers
Please call for our latest prices on this superb system

Price includes full UK installation.

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

ARCAM

Linn Ex IDem List

Latest Award winning
Onkyo Receivers

Latest mat

Award winning AV products on permanent
demonstration.
I..'
1.reduct

Solo Mini

rev rem

Just arrived. This fantastic new product from Arcam
An evolution of the Solo range. Combing co,
DAB Tuner in an even more compact stylish
box. This wonderful product also comes complete

MM:==UM
-_

Including TX-SR506E,606 and 876.

Please call instore to hear this superb system.

Pioneer
PDP-LX608D £4899
PDP-LX508D £ 3299
PDP-428XD £ 1399
PDP-4280XD £ 1399

Price includes free delivery
in the UK.
Please call for details.

•

s• • • • •

VARIOUS SPEAKER PACKS
AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES
PLEASE CALL OR SEE OUR WEBSITE
FOR DETAILS

dts Ho

1-4 MI nil'

Used
Ex Dew
Used
Co Dew
Used
Used

Colours available
Silvet
Black 8. Silver
Black St Silver
Black & Silver
Black
Black

Control
Kisto AV Processor
Klnos AV Processor
Kairn Pre Amplifier

£5000
£3750
£400

Co Dew
Co Dew
used

Mack
Black
Black

C61
4 - 1:171K
1
,
—
Now showing, the fantastic new
C3X 1080 DLP 3 Chip Projector.

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Ar.:am, Marantz, B8(0, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus, ] VC,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus mary more.

6Abbey Street, Carlisle, CLmbria. CA3 8TX

£6000
£4500
£2500
£2250.
£350
£400

Playback
Silver
Klimax Solo Power Amplifiers
£4950
Co Dern
Silver
Klima> Solo Power Amplifiers
£4000
Used
Week & Silver
Chakra 5100 Power Amplifier
£1400
Co Dew
£1000
Ex Dew
Black
Chakra 2100 Power Amplifier
Solver
£900
Used
2250 Power Amplifier
Black
£400
Used
LK140 Power Amplifier
Bloc,
LK85 Power Amplifier
£400
Used
Maple
£14000 Used
Kornri Loudspeakers
Ftosenut ( Immaculate;
£1800
Used
Unn Keltik Loudspeakers
£15000 Co Dew
H.gh gloss Black & Cherry
Artikulat 350A Loudspeakers
Artikulat 350P Loudspeakers
£8000
Co Dew
Rosenut
£2600
Co Dew
High gloss Cherry
Artlkulat 345 Subwoofer
£6000
Co
Dew
High gloss Cherry
Artikulat 340A Loudspeaker
£90300
Co Dew
High gloss Cherry
Artikulat 320A Loudspeakers
£4000
E> Den,
ROSenut
Akurate 242 Loudspeakers
£2500
Es Dew
Maple
Akurate 212 Loudspeakers
£1400
Co C'en,
Maple & Black
Akurate 221 Subwoofer
Ex
Den,
and
used
Products avallebl.•
Linn Knekt multlroorn
M.MUa cell for details.

with an IPod interface.

VARIOUS SPEAKER PACKS
AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES
PLEASE CALL OR SEE OUR WEBSITE
FOR DETAILS

Source
Linn CD12 CO Player
Uniclisk 1.1 Unive-sal Player
Unldisk 2.1 Universal Player
liniclisk SC
Karik CD Player
Numerik DA Converter

Special
3 chip DIP

projector for sale —
normal RRP £ 12000
Available at £ 7000

nen ta % tie

www.petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Nmwcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.

Telephone 01228 546756
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk

41%r

Used Sim2 C3X .0085 11huximio„

hifi

www.newcastlehifi co.uk
Email mark@newcastiehifi.co.uk
Oper Monday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

DENON AVC-A1HD (
E3800)

\With Blu-ray confirmed as the 1080p carrier
of choice, high performance ' HD' amplifie_F__
s,;are in the ascendant. Denon reckons fts—
new AVC-Al HD is flying higher than

40.

Tested by Richard Stevenson

W

ith HD technology and disc formats now
on afirmer footing, almost every maker
worth its transistors has launched a
range-topping HD' amplifier. Enter

Denon's AVC-A1HD, goodbye AVC-AlXVA.
Price-wise, the AVC-A1HD amplifier's £ 3800 ticket
nestles between Denon's flagship AVR-4308 receiver
(£2000, HFN, Dec ' 07) and its new £ 10,000 Al HD
multichannel pre/power combination. But of far
more relevance is its position against its only serious
competition - Yamaha's DSP-Zl 1(
HFN, Apr ' 08) and
Pioneer's SC-LX90, both at £ 5000. The AVC-A1HD is
almost identically specified but comes to market with
enough latitude in the budget to buy the Denon
DVD-3800BD Blu-ray disc spinner as well. Interesting.
TOYS FOR THE BOYS
Specifications, features and toy-count leave no stone
unturned and are directly comparable if not damn near
identical to its equally fully- loaded rivals. It is THX Ultra2
specified and built in Japan onto achassis claimed to
afford dramatically shortened signal paths, minimise
vibration and isolate audio and video circuits. It offers
4-zone multi- room with all the triggers and IR extenders
you could need, and the 4- in 2-simultaneous output
HDMI 1.3 ports are going to please those with HDMI
displays in two rooms. Moreover, the Realta SXT2 HQV
de- interlacing and scaling does afine job of converting
all incoming video signals to HD resolution up to 1080p.

At the other end of the audio quality spectrum, the
AVC-Al HD has a ' 3rd Edition' DenonLink port for lowjitter connection to the company's higher- spec DVD and

ABOVE: Seven
power amps
drive seven

multichannel audio disc spinners. While this may seem
old hat in aBlu-ray world, don't go binning the old tech
just yet as ieither of Denon's new SD players offers
SACD/DVD-A playback or aDenonLink connection.

fixed and four
assignable
channels (via
4mm terminals).
There are USB,

Now where did Iput that old VHS machine...
The built-in Wi-Fi connection should eliminate the
need to use the machine's hardwired Ethernet port.

THREE SUBS AND A BACKACHE
Of interest to those with lots of room and an account

Ethernet and
DenonLink ports,

It doesn't, of course, because in the week Itried it

at the local hi-fi emporium, the AVC-Al HD flaunts itself

six HDMI 1.3a

Jupiter had moved into the shadow of Uranus and the
Denon and my Wi-Fi network refused to speak without

as a9.3 channel design. Unlike Yamaha's ' Z11, which

and four optical/

claims 11.2 with 11 powered channels, the Denon is a
7-channel amp that allows you re- assign two of the rear
channel amps to different speakers. Thus you can switch

three coaxial
digital inputs,

anetwork- engineer to counsel proceedings. Still, the
Ethernet hooked- up and established anetwork easily
and there is no denying the ability of 9000 radio
stations to find you some new tunes - even if they are
largely in low-bitrate MP3.

between a 7.1 set-up with effects speakers at sides and
rear- back, ideal for movies, and atrue 5.1 set-up with
effects speakers 30- odd degrees behind the listening
position - ideal for multichannel music.

E311
0

0

0

0 o
IN CAR NET RADIO
Don't dismiss the AVC-A1HD's MP3/net radio
features lightly. The combination of instant access
to the world's streamed radio content and Denon's
Compressed Audio Restorer ( CAR) feature makes for
addictive everyday listening. The CAR circuit does
areasonable job of extending both the dynamic
and frequency range of MP3/AAC/VVMA recordings,
making even sub-120kbps radio streams quite
listenable, if not hi-fi. Moreover, the whole gamut of
net radio is the best access to new music available
today and it's free. A former net- radio sceptic, Inow
listen to background radio whenever Ican - and
buy more new CDs than ever.

nine analogue
inputs ( inc MM),
one 8- channel
input and a7.3channel preamp

'There's no denying the ability of 9000
radio stations to find you some new
tunes - even if they are in MP3'
The three-subwoofer idea proves more of an enigma
because the set-up becomes rather challenging. You
either do the sub positioning manually ( Iended up left
front, right front and side of the room) which means
several days of moving subs and two-weeks of backache
afterwards - or let Denon's full-specification Audyssey
EQ system sort out the room anomalies, standing
waves, comb filtering etc. Given the time and effort, the
manual mode eventually yielded better results for the
prime listening position - but one has to ask whether
just spending the cost of three subs on one larger, more
competent sub in the first place is not abetter idea.
The whole package is wrapped up with afabulously
straightforward and very pretty GUI interface, aset-

AUDIO

FILE
7.3 channel AV
receiver with
Dolby & DTS HD

decoding and 6x
HDMI 1.3. Rated
at 150W/8ohrn
Made by:
Denon Brand Co
Supplied by:
Denon UK

up mic, W Fi antenna and two remotes. The main
controller is the familiar EL back- lit model and Iam still

Telephone:
01234 741200

not abig fan. It seems clunky to use, especially as the
backlight has to be activated with apress before any

Web: www.
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AV AMPLIFIER TEST

RIGHT: Denon's
latest AV
amplifiers and
receivers are
all driven from
this elegant and
broadly intuitive
on-screen setup
menu. Afew
of its 100- plus
pages are
illustrated here

of the touch-screen functions can be used. Still, that
saving over the ' Z11 or ' LX90 would buy you avery nice
Pronto remote from Philips...

e

DENON'S NEW HOUSE

If Ihad auditioned the AVC-A1HD ' blind' Icould have
named it, put aprice tag on it and damn near guessed
the colour too. This amp could not sit any more
squarely between Denon's AVR-4308 receiver and the
top- end AlHD pre/power combo without the aid of

Ier
Sul... Mu],
t•vel
rove , free.
Speaker

atape measure. Denon's invigorated house sound is
immediately evident: clean, punchy and imbued with a
crisp and superbly well-balanced top- end dynamic.
As is the norm for AV- centric amps, the Pure Direct
mode is pure gold for stereo. By shutting down all
but the essential circuits there is marked increase
in separation and dynamic range, largely due to the
perceived noise floor going from very low to

'The listener is left in no doubt that
when Baez and Dylan next meet, he
can expect aprompt knee in the groin.'
BELOW: Direct

sub- basement. With the title track to loan Baez's

access to various

Diamonds and Rust CD her voice has afine sense of
presence in the room with her complex, often vibrato,

key functions,
including the
input and
surround
modes, zone

vocal tones really laid bare. The strings swell out of the
mix with grace and authority and there is an amazing
cleanliness to the whole sound that utterly belies the
disc's 1975 roots. The sentiment and emotion of the

solidity underpinning every genre of music you throw
at it. Where this integrated slips into the wake of the
stupendously more affluent Al HD pre- power is in the
resolution of the finest detail. This is not immediately
evident in the oh- so precise top end, but in the middle
and lower registers the bigger brother ekes out more
character in woodwind instruments and more tonal
shades of drum and pipe instruments. Not that the
'Al HD is short of bass; with ahigh-volume session of the
Frankfurt Orchestra's rendition of the Egmont overture

assignments
and EQ options

track simply shines through, leaving the listener in little
doubt that when Baez and Dylan (the muse of the track)

are provided

there is crushing drive in the LF range and the finale is a
superb, arm-waving, trouser-flapping experience.

next meet, he can expect aprompt knee in the groin.
It is this extra presence, and asense that the amp

DENONLINK THE THIRD

is never working too hard for its dinner, that elevates
the AVC-A1HD above the already impressive AVR4308 by agood margin. There is more headroom,

and the 3rd edition connection between aDVD3930 and the AVC-A1HD does not disappoint. The

alongside
on- board
navigation of the
comprehensive
setup menu

more space in the mix and an even greater sense of

Ihave been abig fan of DenonLink since its inception

improvement over the analogue audio connection
from this multi-format player seems to build further
on the amp's strengths - gaining yet more separation
in individual instruments and further sweetening the
excellent top end. Elton John's Goodbye Yellow Brick
Road SACD is atestament to what the format should
have been in terms of resolution and production values,
and the AVC-Al HD dives into the music with an integrity
and grace that the competition can't touch.
The flowing ' Sweet Painted Lady' puts you right
there on a 1970's beach watching the side-shows and
the punchy ' Bennie and the lets' comes across with a
pace and depth that can shame most popular music
recordings from this century! If you don't have aDenon
DVD player the DenonLink feature is amoot point but,
for me, its ability to maximise SACD/DVD-A recordings
makes it areal plus- point.
Using an assortment of multichannel movie formats
simply elevates my rising opinion of the AVC-A1HD
-two weeks in and Iam struggling to find anything
about its performance to criticise. There is never ahint
of congestion or sluggishness and even when the going
gets tough with multichannel mayhem the Denon
remairs amazingly poised. Even with atrio of £ 1000
subs engaged the Denon never gets bogged down or
drowned by its own LFE. The dynamic benefits of welltuned multiple subs are obvious ( particularly around the
spleen area) but after extended listening Istill ended up
preferring to use just two - perversely in the same room c+,
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(NEW) leema Stream / Pulse
The NEW CD Player and Integrated
Amplifier from Leema is just exceptional
value for money and delivers
aperformance that will
astound!

With growing interest from
HI-FI enthusiasts, audiophiles
and audio professionals alike,
the Leema range is gradually
evolving in to a class-leading
portfolio.
Here at Guildford Audio we think
its very well deserved!
Call Trevor at Guildford Audio
today to find out more...

art loudspeakers • astintrew • audio analogue • audio research • copland • crystal cable • dream vision • final • focal
jmlab • gamut • grado • isophon • isotek • jadis • koetsu • krell • lavardin • leema acoustics • martin logan • mcintosh
mimetism • music first audio • nordost • opera • pathos • prima luna • resolution audio • roksan • shanling • sme
sonus faber • stands unique • stax • sterling broadcast • stratton furniture • sugden • sunfire • theta • transparent
unison research • velodyne • wadia • wilson audio • yter & many more...

We've cherry picked

We're afriendly bunch who have auditioned hundreds of
speakers, amps, turntables, cd players and plasmas to find the
best of the best. Now it's your turn to come and listen for
yourself and decide which of the best is best for you.
Unilet offers you the pick of the crop - with no organic fertiliser
(otherwise known as bulls**t).

SOUND+VISION

hi-fi • audio-visual • multi- room specialists
Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820

Tel: 020 8942 9567

www.unilet.net

BADA The Pick of the Crop Acoustic

Energy • Arcam • Audio Lab • B&W • Bryston • Chord • Chord Cable • Denon • Dynavector
Electrocompaniet • Esoteric • Heed • KEF • Lehmann • Marantz • Meridien • Michell • Mission • Mordaunt Short • Musical Fidelity
Onkyo • Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • Plinius • PMC • Primare • ProAc • Pro-ject • Quad • REL • Roksan • Rotel • SME • Sonos
Spendor • Stax • Tannoy • TEAC • Wilson Benesch • Wharfedale • Yamaha
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is screened toroidal
nsformer has multiple
ondaries feeding
parate supplies for the
ven power amplifiers

Four of the sexen discrete
power amplifiers are ,
mounted onto this
heatsink, the remaining .
/
three
on tie left hand .
- .
de of the Ave-MHO

ABOVE: The ' Quick Select' function commits the current
input source, input and surround modes, room EQ settings
and individual speaker channel volume (etc) to memory
position as had succeeded with Yamaha's 11.2 channel
set-up back in the April issue.
THE AV TARDIS
With any movie soundtrack the slick top-end again
works its magic, allowing you to move the volume into
ASBO-inducing levels without getting shouty or acerbic.
The sheer presence with acleanly cut soundtrack is
quite eerie even if the Denon doesn't quite manage
the mammoth scale and room-dimension defying
soundstage of the DSP-Z11. But the AVC-A1HD feels
more fleet-of-foot across the range; alittle tighter, a
little crisper and graced with bass taut enough to have
edges. Even DVDs that sound dull by HD-audio standards
are invigorated by the Denon's pace and balance and a
move up the surround-sound format quality ladder reaps
benefits with every step.
The Dolby True HD soundtrack on ¡Am Legend
(Warner Blu-ray) is an excellent example of Hollywood
audio-craft at its finest and the Denon reproduces
the score and effects to create atmosphere with rare
precision. The spooky scene where our hero has been
trapped by nightwalkers and he and Sam the dog are
on the streets approaching darkness is craft with pure
breath- holding, pillow-chewing tension. The subsequent

Seven separate PCBs are stacked across the back of tie amplifier
servicing (top to bottom) the WLAN/Ethernet optiom: the Silicon
Inr agedriven HWI 1.3 connectiois; the optical/coaxial digitai
inslou:s and the aialogue video eslou:s and scaling ' using a
alta video processor). HO audio decoding is performed on one
of three SHARCiprocessors. alongs.de bass management and
Audysiey multeg XT room correction. The analogue audio outputs
are drven via six Furr-Brown POO" 796 stereo DACs

Either side of the main toroidal
transformer are smaller frame
transformers feeding irdependent
supplies for the front panel
microprocessor, SHARC DSP and
other digital circuits

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
By endeavouring to offer all things to all
enthusiasts, there's always the opportunity
for atechnical 'slip-up' in one area of
performance or another. Particularly with
seven full channels of amplification and
DSP support for every surround format. HD
or otherwise, on the planet. But Denon,
by design rather than luck, passes with

contribute to ' harmonic distortion'. The
frequency response(s) are gently tailored
to - 2.0dB at 100kHz, increasing to -4dB
when driving impedances as low as 1ohm.
The respective output impedance(s) are
moderate at - 0.065ohm through bass and
midrange, climbing to - 0.14ohm at 20kHz
and 0.5ohm at 100kHz.

flying colours in every sphere. The 2x150W
specification is easily matched at 2x200W/
8ohm, decreasing to aperfectly respectable
7x140W/8ohm (drawing - 1.2kW from the
wall); digital jitter ,sas low as 221psec while
the (analogue) A-vdd SIN ratio is wide and
perfectly matched at 91.7dB (re. OdBW)
across all channels.
Distortion is as low as 0.00035% to

Denon's bass management is textbook
provided you keep the sub channel active.
With no sub, bass is mixed into both front
and surround channels ( but not the centre)

0.006% across the frequency range with
uncompressed LPCM inputs, but there is
some ' digital hash evident on the plots that
looks alittle untidy but does not directly

with any subsequent ' small' setting diverting
more bass to the front channels only.
Ideally, an amplifier of this stature should be
partnered with ' big' speakers and sub(s))
Readers may access full QC Suite reports
covering the Denon AVC-A1HD's analogue,
digital and multichannel performance by
clicking onto the Download' button at
wwwhifinews.co.uk. PM

BIM
impee"

attack crashes from the front of the room towards you
as the rabid dogs charge in, punctuated by growls,
howls and gunfire that pierces through the chaos. The
Denon's separation and balance are spot-on, there is
power to back up the sound at very high SPLs and its
ability to do atmosphere is stunning. Sam the dog died,
Icried. ' Nuff said. ( 1
)
100
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The AVC-A1HD is the sort of thing
that gives me a tingly feeling

1k

180

beam', Pone, 01 fin',

108

Frequency •

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output vs. distortion into Bohm ( black), 4ohm
(red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm ( green); ABOVE RIGHT: Dolby Digital distortion
vs. freq. ( all channels), LPCM ( blue infill), analogue 10W/ Bohm ( dashed)

in the gentlemen's area. It
does a class- leading job of
two- channel audio in Pure

89%
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Madman power output, tiplohmi<1%THD)

2x2DOW. 5x' 60W. 7x140VV

and stunning presence with

Dynamic power, 814/ 211ohm

235W / 410W / 420W / 215W

movies is a revelation and the

Output impedance (20Hz-20kHz.Frontl Surround)

0.060-0.135ohm

Frequency response (20Hz-100IcHz, FrontiSurround)

+0.0dBto-2.0d8 / +0.0dB to-2.1dB

Distortion, 20Hz-201diz (FrontISurround)

0.0007-0.11% / 0.0009-0.064%

A-wtd SIN ratio (Wont/Surround)

91.7dB / 91.7c18

Digital jitter (24-bit1481cHz)

22 1,Psec

Direct mode, its balance

feature- count is exhaustive. If
you needed a clincher, it's also

BUILD

£1200 worth of CDs and BDs
cheaper than the competition.
Brilliant.

NI

E

FC°

59%

84%

2x285W

J 0.060-0.135ohm
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Prima Mover
PRIMALUNA DIALOGUE TWO (
E1999)

It takes amix of valves with achoice of
modes selectable via aremote. But
it's not solely tube-tweakers that
PrimaLuna's new -ntegrated
has in its sights...

.111e -
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Tested by Ken Kessler

H

aving played with anumber of PrimaLuna
ProLogue products, I'm safe in saying that

each and every one represents astonishing
value because 1) they're made in China,
but 2) to European standards. They single-handedly
established and provided credibility for the lower
entry-level price point for rock-solid valve products, and
showed that China was ready to compete with the rest
of the world in hardware manufacture, if the proper
structure was applied. With DiaLogue, PrimaLuna is
attacking the next price point, with the same vigour.
That in itself should be enough to make the DiaLogue
Two afascinating prospect for those with up to £ 2000
to spend on amplification. Provided it could pull off the
same coup at £ 1999 as its predecessors did for under
or around agrand, it would be aboon for the middle
market. But then Prima Luna had to go and introduce
Adaptive AutoBias, which positively encourages you to
mess around.

CAN'T STOP MESSIN'
Not that this is the first amplifier to allow tube changes
agreen/red LED telling you which mode is playing. And

without manual re- biasing. Additionally, plenty of others
have allowed users to swap tube types within agiven
category; AudioValve's amps even let you mix tube types

the differences are not subtle.
This meant that the DiaLogue Two required four

in the same channel, eg you can run amix of KT88s,

times the listening, as Ihad to audition both sets of

6550s or EL34s in its bigger power amps.
Be that as it may, PrimaLuna has made valve

valves, and in both modes. It almost begged four

changing afeature of the DiaLogue Two, with
proprietor Herman van den Dungen informing me that
Icould also use KT66s, KT77s, 6550s and abunch of
others in addition to the KT88s and EL34s supplied for
review. Even better, and multiplying the possibilities, is
the choice of triode or ultralinear operation ( and Iuse
italics to emphasise this) switchable with the remote
control. So, not only do you get to swap valves, you get
to A/13 triode vs ultralinear from the listening seat, with

conclusions, because each mode sounded quite distinct
from the others. And while experience will lead most

ABOVE: Swapping
out an E134
output tube for
an alternative
valve is easy as
the amplifier
offers automatic

of you to anticipate certain traits, eg added warmth in

re- biasing; a

triode mode, choosing among the four possibilities is

choice of triode
or ultralinear

not that straightforward. Power, by the way, was never
an issue with any of the four set-ups.
If there's any consolation should this plethora
of choices overwhelm you, the triode vs ultralinear
element is less difficult to deal with than one tube
against another. The ease with which you can flick

operation can be
selected via the
remote control
handset

from triode to ultralinear — whicl you will do with
much regularity when you discover how each deals
with different recordings — makes for aperfect and

'The PrimaLuna delivered aflood
of schmaltz that would render even
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad philo-semitic'
instantaneous selection process. But let me also say this:
triode vs ultralinear is just as embowering achoice as
one valve against another. PrimaLuna really is letting you
tune this to your heart's delight.
DECIDE WITH YOUR EARS...

MIXING 'N' MATCHING

Like PrimaLuna, Iwant to cop-out here, repeating
the company's instructions: ' Decide with your

So let me spare you some of the suspense: although
Iused this amp with LS3/5As anc PMC DB1i speakers,

ears.' Itried KT88s and EL34s in both triode and

the majority of my listening involved the Sonus faber

ultralinear modes, preferring the KT88s in triode

Cremona Auditor Elipsa. And with that loudspeaker, the
KT88s certainly had the edge over the EL34s: greater

above all because of the warmth and the scale.
Yet equally, Ifound the EL34s in ultralinear mode

coherence, command and force. Conversely, Ipreferred

to be both punchier and more neutral. Devilishly,
everything changed when going from Sonus

the EL34s when using the LS3/5As, and in ultralinear

fabers to PMCs to LS3 / 5As: your speakers will
have as much arole in making your choice as any
prejudices you may harbour. My only regret is that I
didn't have aset of KT77s to hand!

mode: this choice tightened up the bass, added some
mass and left the vocals intact.
With either valve in triode mode through the LS3/
5As, the midbancl grew too warm and almost ( dare Isay
it?) gooey. Which is fine if you think Joss Stone should
sound like Elaine Paige.

AUDIO

FILE
Ultralineari
triode mode
integrated valve
amplifier. Rated
at 381808ohm
Made by:
PrimaLuna
Supplied by:
Pistol Audio
Telephone:
020 8971 3909
Web: vvww.
absolutesounds.
COT
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PRIMALUNA

DIALOGUE TWO / £ 1999

RESULTS

The combination of
12AX7 and 12AU7
double-triodes at the
input to the amplifier
are rated at between
000-10.00a hours

Motorised volume control
may Ike driven off the
remote handset

ABOVE: On the rear of the amp can be found five line- ins,
atape loop, ahome theatre input that bypasses the

eva
are connected
by point-topm: wiring
aid supported by ceramic
standoffs with peripheral
ventilation holer to improve
air- flow and cooling

[1 PrimaLuna's Adaptive Autobias'
rcuit responds to changes in the
,. ,/ temperature, voltage aid audio
.. : s.gnal, accounting for tie ageing
; of each individual output tube
,.,

preamp section, plus 4and 8ohm speaker taps
Triode-vs-ultralinear challenges were more
music-dependent rather than speaker-dependent.
With hard rock, louder material, punchy brass, I
opted for ultralinear. With fragile material, prominent
vocals, acoustic strings, triode was preferred. This was
consistent from speaker to speaker and valve to valve.

-

—

L

So, please accept for the rest of this assessment that
Istayed with the KT88s, flicking between triode and
ultralinear as the music required. What needed aural
detective work was finding out the intrinsic character
of the amp regardless of valve choice or mode. And it
genuinely sounds, blatantly, like amore robust yet more
sophisticated Prologue. Which is how it should sound.
RICH YET NATURAL
Fed some analogue from afine US mono LP of Connie
Francis Sings Jewish Favorites, the PrimaLuna delivered a
flood of schmaltz that would render even Ahmadinejad
philo-semitic. Francis' vocals always were astunning
balancing act: one track, emotional in the extreme, yet
never sailing near the absurd bathos of Piaf, the next
so poppy she could make the Spice Girls sound like
the Staples Singers. Regardless of tube or setting, the
PrimaLuna possesses arich yet natural midband ideal for
vocals of this calibre, and with detail that caresses every
nuance. You want to put on some Toyah, just to savour
the lisp, or Julie London to hear her breathe.

g915nreer7114 4 à-"Mlaid.
Whatever your choice of output valves.
Primatuna's rated 38W (ultralinear) and
21W (triode) specification is well met in
practice at 50W and 30W ( 8or 4ohm taps
at < 2% THD). There's aslight increase under
dynamic conditions to -- 65W into 814ohm

Otherwise, both the choice of operating
mode and valve influences the overall
S/N ratio and trend of distortion versus
frequency [see graph, below right]. The
highest 86d8 A-wtd S/N ratio is achieved
with KT88 valves in triode mode down to

loads in ultralinear mode. The amplifier idles
at 155W and draws 270W for 2x4OW/
8ohm, so it'll not be causing sleepness
nights for any Class D competition!
While the DiaLogue is no powerhouse,
its performance with different loudspeakers
is otherwise governed by the high 4-5ohm
output impedance. Sure enough, this is still
gratifyingly lower than the 30-odd ohm that
belabours older PrirnaLuna amplifiers but
it's still more than sufficient to influence
LF damping in addition to modifying the
overall system response in line with the
impedance trend of the speakers.

83dB with EL34s in ultralinear mode, all
else being equal. The lowest distortion (at
IOW/Bohm) is achieved with the EL34s in
ultralinear mode at 0.135%/1 kHz rising to
0.5%/1kHz with the same EL34s in triode
mode. The KT88 valve performance is more
consistent between modes [see red traces,
below] although all four permutations see
an increase to 1.7-2.9% distortion at 20kHz.
Readers may view comparative QC Suite
test reports for both EL34/KT88 valve
and ultralinear/triode configurations by
navigating to www.hifinews.co.uk and
clicking on the red * Download' button. PM

I1 i.000

Better still, and certainly augmented by the KT88,
is openness - both its recreation of three-dimensional
space and its clarity/transparency. True, this is not the

0.10o

most wide-open of valve amps - it's certainly not as
squeaky clean as aGRAAF or an Audio Research - but
neither is it smudged.
10
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SOUND

75%

And now PrimaLuna joins the big

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output vs. distortion into 8ohm (
black trace),
4ohm ( red), 2ohrr ( blue) and lohm ( green); ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion vs.

boys. The value is still incredible,

freq. at 10VV/8ohm ( E134 = blackIKT88 = red; ultralinear mode = dashed)

but performance, build and

FEATURES

70%

styling ( the world's best
valve cage!) take things up a
notch. More than that, this
amp makes hi-fi fun again,
especially if you get a kick out
of valve swapping. PrimaLuna
for grown-ups, with added
refinement, grunt, detail, and
transparency. Yummy.

34
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Power Output, 814olvn (<2% THD, EL34 ultra (triode)

50W/50W,/ IOW:30W

Dynamic Power, 81412/1ohm (EL34 ultralinear)

65W/63W119W/SIN

Output Impedance (20Hz-201diz)

4.7-4.35ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz, Rohm)

-0.3dB to - 5.4dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW(38VV)

44mW269mV

A-wtdS/N ratio (for Dc1BW/38W)

82.2d13/982d13

Distortion ( 10Wititonm,20Hz-20kHz,EL34 ultra/triode)

0.14 -1.79% i0.50 -2.9%

The Driving Force in Vibration Control...
The verdict's in: Grand Prix Audio makes the highest- performance
vibration isolation devices, in the business. From Stereophile's Michael
Fremer and Paul Bolin to Stereo Times writer and Blueport Records
producer Jim Merod; from Enjoy The Music's Rick Jensen to 6moons
publisher Srajan Ebaen - professional reviewers have praised the stunning
system advances when their components were isolated on our multistage Carbon- composite Monaco Modular equipment support system.
The audio community has long accepted the benefits CO vibration
control. Grand Prix Audio believes an investment in audio video
equipment should not be compromised by the use of a poorly
designed and inferiorly produced equipment stand.

The

incredible

has

to

NEW Monaco Turntable

be heard

to

be

believed...

A Turntable for the 21st Century...
The Monaco Turntable is truly a 21st century design, which
establishes a new state-of-the-art in design and engineering.
It raises the bar when it conies to speed accuracy and lack of
rumble. It is the first analog device of its kind with many features
that were simply not possible several years ago.
Features:
• DSP Signal Processing / Active Feedback Loop Technology
- Floating Platter, DC Motor, Phosphor Bronze Bearing and
Internal Flywheel
•Carbon Fiber Plinth
• No mechanical Contact Oil Suspension Bearing and
DC Drive System
•Separate Isolated Thrust Bearing

In my opinion, our Molaco is without equal
the first ever commercicrly available turntable
capable of keeping such accurate speed ... it is
the finest example of serious turntable engineering
on the market today... the first and only ever table
to allow such enormous ° moult of detail to be
extractec from vinyl uncoloured...."
44

So direct-drive might seem like
the star, but even a star needs a
supporting cast, and here that cast
are also stellar - as is the resultant
performance. "
44

Roy Gregory. Hi>F4 Issue 57

Steve Eleftheriadis, Reference Audio Visual Pty. Ltd

To receive your special personalised Grand Prix Audio presentation brochure,
price list and details of your nearest dealer via e-mail, please e-mail
your full contact details to info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

osymmetry

AUDIe'

UK DISTRIBUTOR

SPECIALIST RETAILER

+44 ( 0)1727 865488

+44 ( 0)845 4000 400

info@symmetry-systems.co.uK

info@audiosalon.co.uk
wvvw.audiosalon.co.uk

www. symmetry- systems. co. uk
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Formula rcars don't use
2 star fuel ...

PS

il\> \ I\

...their precision components require
the highest quality fuel to optimise performance
Similarly, your high- end audio/visual system will only perform to
it's true potential with pure, consistent re-generated mains power.

Did you know.
the mains supply to your home is already compromised?
It's polluted with various types of noise and grunge.
Add this to afluctuating input voltage of between 220V — 255V,
None of which you have any control over, and you may begin to
understand why your high quality system sounds better or
worse at different times of the day or night.

Audio's award winning
Power Plant Premier
delivers pure re- generated AC mains power. stabilised and
provided at aconstant voltage that will optimise the individual
performance of each of your Audio/Visual system
components and deliver asound you have not yet
experienced.

The Power Plant Premier is the only product that
provides true regenerated AC mains, unsurpassed mains
conditioning that can reduce harmonic distortion by a
factor of 10 and it's the only product that will protect
your system against both surge and spikes.

To gain complete transparency over your mains

hi-finew%
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PRODUCT.
,
j

power and arrange ademonstration to hear how
good your system really sounds please
contact one of our approved

PS Audio dealers.

Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems
0208 480 3333
info@signaturesystems.co.uk
www.signaturesystems.co.uk
Dealer enquiries welcome

AUDIO

PS Audio have a 35 year history of innovation within the High End Audio industry.
Renowned for their AC power regeneration and AC conditioning products, revered
for their award winning Phonostages, Digital Analogue Converters and Amplifiers.
PS Audio continue to research and develop new cutting edge technologies
that improve the fidelity of audio and video systems.
PS Audio have established the benchmark through the years
with exceptional products at unbeatable prices.
P.S.... Why not ask one of our Dealers for afree demonstration.

AUDIO

PS

Quintessence
The penultimate AC conditioner includes the most advanced Nano- Crystalline
filters and super filters and also full AC protection against spikes and surge.
With full remote control and multiple switching options.

Quintet
The Quintet is the entry level AC mains filter and AC cleaner, offers amazing
sonic improvements at this price point. The quintet is used by leading electronics
and loudspeaker manufacturers at shows and exhibitions.

GCPH Phono Amplifier
HiFi News Analogue product of the year 2007.
Reviewers say this is the default phono stage even at twice the
price. Uniquely the GCPH MC/MM has a gain/volume control.
mono/stereo switch, full remote and XLR balanced outputs.

DLIII DAC
The Digilink Ill DAC is the latest DAC from the manufactures of the very first
commercial out board DAC, this is PS Audio's statement DAC. It features full
192k upsampling and also a USB input

GCC 500/2501100
The GCC series amplifiers provide up to 1000WATTS/channel into four ohms.
Th.ey have one XLR balanced and four single ended inputs, each of them
addressable for easy selection on the front display. The GCC series will drive

£2395-£3495

any loudspeaker with consumate ease.

TRIO C100
The TRIO C100 control/integrated amplifier offers 200Watts/channel into four
ohms using dual internal power supplies with three s/e inputs and and bi-amp
output in a compact and very efficient package.

£1099

Participating Dealers
Paul Green HiFi
Bath. BA1 3JN
Tel: 01225 316197
sales@paulgreenhifi.co.uk
www.paulgreenhifi.co.uk
Sounds of Music
Cross in Hand, Nr Heathfield
TN21 DOL Tel: 01435 865212
info@sounds-of-music.co.uk
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Stereonow
North London / Essex / Herts
Tel: 0208 447 8485
enquiries@stereonow.co.uk
www.stereonow.co.uk
Practical Hifi Manchester
Manchester. M3 3130
Tel: 0161 839 8869
web@practicalhi-fi.net
www.practicalhi-fi.net

Audio Venue
Maidenhead, SL6 1HZ

Brighton HiFi Exchange
Flimwell, ( nr Tunbridge Wells)

Tel: 01628 633654
info@audiovenue.com
www.audiovenue.com

East Sussex. TN5 7QB
Tel: 01580 878101 / 07734 436180
dave@hifiguy.co.uk www.hifiguy.co.uk

KJWestone
London, W1G 8TY

Basically Sound 8, Vision
Reymerston. Norfolk. NR9 4QD
Tel: 01362 820800

Tel: 0207 486 8262
info@kjwestone.com
www.kjwestone.com
Art HiFi Salon

enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

Music Matters
Solihull Birmingham
B92 8JL

Audiofile Cambridge

Tel: 0121 742 0254
www.musicmatters.co.uk

01223 368 305
www.audiofile.co.uk

Cloney Audio
Blackrock Co. Dublin
Tel: (+ 353-1) 288 9449
sales@cloneyaudio.com
www.cloneyaudio.com

Cambridge
CB4 3AX

Audio Venue
London, W5 SAS
Tel 0208 567 8703
w5@audiovenue.com
www.audiovenue.com

Practical Hifi Warrington

Midland HiFi Studio

Warrington, WA1 2RF
Tel: 01925 632179
web@practicalhi-fi.net
www.practicalhi-fi.net

Wolverhampton, VVV3 8AY
Tel: 01902 380083

tom@artaudio.co.uk

The Green Room
Exeter. EX2 8RG
Tel: 01392 425567
pete@thegreenroomay.co.uk
www.thegreenroomay.co.uk

info@midlandhifistudio.com
www.midlandhifistudio.com

HiFi Corner
Falkirk Scotland
FK1 1PU
Tel:01324 629011
www.hificorner.co.uk

Premier Audio
Wakefield, West Yorkshire
Tel: 01924 255045 / 07970 541239
info@premier-audio.net
www premier-audio.net

Blade Audio
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£80-£170 IN- EAR ' PHONES
In- ear ' phones are not just for portables, as our definitive group test proves...
REVIEWS AND LAB TES

BY KEITH HOWARD

W

hen Iwee alad ( misty eyes, slight crack in
the voice...) hi-fi headphones looked like
industrial ear defenders. They were big,
heavy, enclosed and exerted quite ahigh
clamping force on the head to ensure that their earpads
sealed around the ears. The height of sophistication
•

AUDIO

The ATH-0(5i capsules
house abalanced
armature drive unit that
makes its reguency
response temsitiye to
source imaedance

FILE

Audio Technica
ATH-CK9

-41e •

was to have oil-filled ear seals, which Auidged around
your cranium with greater facility than mere foam-filled

£130
www.audiotechnica.com

types. Only telephorists and radio operators wore
headplhcnes resting on the ears, and they weren't hi-fi.
Then, in 1968, Sennheiser turned the world on its
head with the introduction of the legendary HD414.
It was ight, comfortable to wear, had earpads that
pressed against the ears rather than surrounding them
(supra-aural rather tnan circumaural, as we learnt to

Denon AH- C751
£150

The cable length
ol 1.2m is OK for
personal players and
laptops but too short
fcr most hi-fi systems

www.denon.co.uk
Etymotic
Research ER 45
$299
www.etymotic.

say) ard it was open- backed rather than enclosed.
'Experts' predicted that it wouldn't sell but within six
years Sennheiser had shifted amillion of them.
The rext headphone sea change carne 11 years

COT

Sennheiser CX 95
£80
www.sennheiser.
co.uk

later with the introduction of the Sony Walkman

'Insert earphones primarily
exist to service the personal
stereo sector, of course'
personal stereo ( aproduct type which, as even Sony

doesn't mean they are no interest to those of us who
only want apair of headphones for home listening. By
bypassing the pinna, insert earphones potentially offer
headphones - aprospect to stir the interest of any

one Aldreas Pavel). With the advent of personal stereo

dyed-in-the-wool audiophile, particularly anyone who
finds conventional headphone listening to fall short

concha - the large depression in the outer ear that

TWO DRIVE TECHNOLOGIES
Insert earphones use two distinct
types of drive unit technology, both

leads to the ear canal.
More recently the third great headphone revolution

of them represented in this review.
The most familiar is the moving- coil

occurred with the introduction and popularisation of
insert earphones which press into and seal off the ear
canal, of which the five models reviewed here are all
examples. Together with shell-type in- ear ' phones, these

ultimateears.com

p.-rY‘e9

of expectations.

these were scaled- down conventional headphones,
then 5mall in- ear ' shell' designs arrived that did away
with aheadband, each capsule snuggling into the

W1NW.

superior sound quality to conventional high quality

now acknowledges. was actually invented in 1972 by
there came aneed for headphones that were even
lighter and more compact than the HD414. Initially

Ultimate Ears
Super.fi 5 Pro
£170 retail/
£120 via web

t
,

driver: aminiaturised version of the driver
type used in most loudspeakers.
Performing the miniaturisation
poses engineering challenges

now account for about three-quarters of the European

but the resulting drive

headphone market. Insert earphones primarily exist to

unit, if well designed, will

service the personal stereo sector, of course, but that

be compact, have low

ATH-CK9 ,

R"11'

Audio Technica ATH-CK9
Balanced armature earphones are generally larger and heavier than moving- coil
equivalents but Audio Technica has clearly striven to keep the ATH-CK9 compact. It is
significantly smaller than the Ultimate Ears and even manages to be shorter - though
not lighter - than the moving- coil Denon, because of the latter's ' acoustic optimizer'.
Cable length is the same to both capsules and at about 1.2m is sufficient for use with

ABOVE: The

apersonal player clipped to abelt or carried i
yatrouser o-jacket pocket, or with a
notebook computer or other sound source placed on anearby desk or table. no extension
lead is supplied so this will have to be purchased as an accessory if you intend to use the

compact AT
only has a

ATH CK9 with amore distant hi-fi system or television. Audio Technica does supply asmall
zip- up pouch to carry the earphones and three different sizes ot soft rubber coupler to

you may need
an accessory

suit different diameters of ear canal.

extension

1.2m cable so

1/

GROUP TEST

Auminium capsule
houses amoving-coil
delve unit but is larger
aid heavier than the

part of the normal hearing process. Corrections can be
applied, for either free-field or diffuse-field response
assumptions, to generate a 'flat is correct' response but
these are not used here because uncertainties remain as
to their relevance.
The two models with the flattest diffuse-field
corrected responses are the Etymotic Research and,
not quite as good, the Audio Technica. The Ultimate
Ears and particularly the Sennheiser and Denon have
corrected responses which - just like their uncorrected

At 03m the :
the shortest'
group but it'
lengthened
with the su
extension I

ones - rise significantly towards low frequencies.
Readers with previous HFN headphone reviews to hand
might like to compare these responses with those

'They give of their best only when the
source impedance is very low indeed:
just afew ohms at most'
typically delivered by conventional circumaural and
supra- aural designs - they are quite different.
distortion and will display an impedance that is almost
constant with frequency throughout the audible range.
The alternative motor technology is the balanced
armature, in which the diaphragm is driven by athin rod
connected to ametal armature located between apair
of signal coils and permanent magnets. Signal current
in the coils induces afluctuating magnetic field withir
the armature, which moves in response within the static
magnetic field created by the magnets.
Balanced armature earphones are generally larger

With loudspeakers the principal reason for quoting
the maximum and minimum impedance modulus is
that the latter gives some indication of how difficult
aload the speaker presents to an amplifier. With
headphones the significance is quite different since
any headphone amplifier of good quality should have
no difficulty delivering acoustic output levels well
beyond advisable limits. Here the issue is that different
headphone amplifiers commonly have awidely varying
output impedance, which can react with the frequencydependent headphone impedance to create what can

than moving- coil equivalents, generate higher distortion
and have less constant input impedance versus

be large modifications to the frequency response.
As part of the testing process Iroutinely generate

frequency ( asignificant issue in practice, as we shall

graphs which show each headphone's attenuation

moving- coil
AH-C751s feature

see), but they can offer higher sensitivity. In this review
group, the Denon and Sennheiser are moving-coil

versus frequency for source resistances of 15, 30, 60

an ' acoustic
optimizer'
venting system

and Ultimate Ears are balanced armature types.

and 120ohm. Although these are not reproduced here
the results are of importance because, with some of the
models in this group, choice of headphone amplifier will

HOW WE MEASURED THEM

be critical to the results you achieve.
Both the Denon and the Sennheiser,

designs while the Audio Technica, Etymotic Research

Although each of the five earphones in this group
receives an individual technical assessment in the
accompanying lab report, some words of exploration
and explanation are necessary here about various

as they are moving- coil models,
have very low impedance variation
over the audible range and are
therefore extremely tolerant of

aspects of the measured results.

source resistance. Their tonal

The first point to emphasise is that the frequency
response graphs show uncorrected responses: that
is, the raw responses measured using an artificial ear
including an eardrum simulator. These responses are

balance will alter very little from
one headphone amplifier to
another. The same is true of the

generally not flat, nor should they be because the outer

Etymotic Research, not because
it has such aconstant impedance

ear imposes large variations in frequency response as

but because its impedance is

Denon AH- C751
Although the AH C751 is amoving-coil design it sacrifices some of the
compactness this allows by extending its aluminium housing - all the others
here are plastic - to incorporate what Denon calls an 'acoustic optimizer'. In
more familiar drive unit parlance this is avent whose purpose is to prevent large
changes in air pressure occurring behind the moving diaphragm. As aresult there is
some sound leakage from the AH C751 whereas most insert earphones, when properly
fitted, are almost silent to everyone but the user. Nevertheless it still provides ahigh level
of sound isolation for the user. Cable length is the same to each capsule but at just 0.5m
is only long enough to reach apersonal player in ashirt or inside jacket pocket. A 0.8m
extension is provided for use with more distant sources. Three sizes of ear coupler and a
zip- up hard shell carrying case are also supplied.
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BELOW: Denon's

behind the
diaphragms
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GROUP TEST

Thin body houses a
balanced armature
drive unit, allows easy
insertion into the ear
canal. Cable is 13m

;•i

sounds. Indeed, this is one of their primary attractions,
particularly if you are afrequent tube or air traveller.
With conventional headphones Iperform an isolation
test to quantify this aspect of performance, but not
here. Isolation performance with insert earphones is
critically dependent on the quality of the seal to the
ear, and that is difficult to monitor using an artificial ear
except via frequency response measurements. ( Loss of
an effective seal causes the bass and lower midrange
to disappear.) However all the earphones here provide
enough isolation to be effective in noisy environments.
This review has been my first exposure to insert
earphones as auser, and the experience has not been
an entirely happy one. Ifound it difficult to achieve a
good seal with many of the review models, only the thin

'To ensure agood seal throughout
my listening to the other models Ihad
to hold them in place with my fingers'

Three-flange eartips
are claimed to provide
an average 35dB
attenuation of external
sound. Optional foam
eartips provide 42dB

high at 105ohm minimum. So even a 120ohm source
impedance has little effect on its frequency response.
The same is not true of the Audio Technica or
particularly the Ultimate Ears, both of which have
highly variable impedances that make their frequency
responses particularly sensitive to input impedance. In
both cases, Iwould say from my listening tests, they give
of their best only when the source impedance is very
low indeed: just afew ohms at most. With higher source
impedances the Audio Technica will suffer asignificantly
ramped- up output above 1kHz, to the tune of a2.5dB
rise at 10kHz for a 15ohm source impedance, increasing
to 7dB for 120ohm. The Ultimate Ears, by contrast,
will be subject to abroad boost centred on lkHz and
reduced high treble output above about 5kHz, the 1kHz

Etymotic Research proving hassle-free in this respect. To
ensure agood seal throughout my listening to the other
models Ihad to hold them in place with my fingers.
Clearly this is an anatomical issue ( let's not run with this)
and one which may not affect you - but be aware of it.
Another factor to consider is irritation of the
ear canal, which is also an acknowledged problem
with insert hearing aids. Given my less than blissful
experience Ihave no option but to mark these
earphones down with respect to comfort, since Iwould
much prefer to wear conventional ' phones for
long-term listening. But your experience may
be otherwise.

GETTING ACCUSTOMED

boost ( reference 20Hz) being 3.5dB for a 15ohm source
resistance and 10dB for 120ohm. These are big changes
with inevitable effects on sound quality.
Unfortunately, earphones and headphones are
often reviewed without any reference to the source
impedance presented by the amplifier or other device

If you like the isolation and sound quality of
insert earphones but also find comfort an issue
then acustom-fit earphone, moulded specifically
for your ears, is the best - albeit costly - solution.

used for the testing, which can render the subjective

offers custom-fit moulds that accept the Etymotic
Research ER- 6i. PerfectFit moulds, claimed to

results meaningless except in the identical equipment
context. Iused aMusical Fidelity X- CAN v8 for most of

Custom-fit earphones are available from anumber of
companies including Ultimate Ears, while ACS in the UK

be suitable for use with any insert earphone,

my listening, which has aspecified output impedance

can be obtained via Ear Plug Superstore

of 2ohm and therefore has negligible interaction with

in the US. To have custom-fit earphones

variable headphone impedance. Also to hand was a

made you first have to have moulds
taken from your ears by an audiologist

PS Audio GCHA, which has an output impedance of
44ohm and so is much more susceptible to this effect.
Because all these earphones seal off the ear canal
they provide ahigh degree of isolation of external

-astandard procedure used in the
manufacture of hearing aids, which
is quick and not uncomfortable.

Etymotic Research ER-4S
Etymotic Research has been making insert earphones for far longer than anyone else,
its original ER- 1and ER- 2 models being introduced as long ago as 1984. Moreover, the
company began by making, and still makes, products for audiologists and the hearing
impaired, so it comes to the audio industry from an unusual direction. The ER-45 looks

1
ABOVE:

Colour- coded
capsules are on
arelatively long

functional rather than stylish but its thin body and range of different ear couplers, both

(1.5m) lead.

three-flange plastic and foam types, make it easy to achieve atight, secure seal to the

Various plastic

ear canal. Colour-coded capsule connectors ( blue for left, red for right) also make channel
identification easy. Its 1.5m cable, while impractically long for some personal stereo use,

or foam couplers

makes the ER-4S usable with ahi-fi system if you sit fairly close. A large hard storage case

seal to the ear

is provided which includes a1
4 in jack adaptor, replacement filters, afilter changing tool,
/
shirt clip and asoft carrying pouch.
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ensure agood

The 0.6m cable can
be lengthened using
the supplied extension
lead, and there's ajack
adaptor provided too

and percussive edge. It is this that makes it astern test
for any audio transducer.
Last, and quite different, was the old Decca
recording of Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf with
Sir Malcolm Sargent conducting the LSO and Ralph
Richardson narrating [458 595-2]. It's arecording that
epitomises the rich, spacious orchestral sound for which
early Decca stereo productions are justly famous, but it

Moving-coil drivE
allows this to be the
lightest and smatest
earphone in the
group. It's also by -ar
the cheapest

h.

is not without idiosyncrasies.
The narration, which appears to be mono or
thereabouts, was obviously taped in avery different

'The Denon had aproblem
with tape noise too, which this time
sounded like escaping gas'
acoustic space from the music, which leads to some
startling changes in tone colour and perspective as

e

the orchestral contributions are faded in and out. In

THE TEST TRACKS
After trying out avariety of different recordings

particular, there is quite ahigh level of low frequency
ambient noise in the ( unidentified) hall which comes
and goes only too obviously if you listen over speakers

informally through these earphones, Isettled on three
to use for detailed comparisons. Two, by coincidence,

or headphones with sufficient bandwidth.
These infelicities, plus abrief low-level breakthrough

are from record labels which carry the names of famous
British hi-fi manufacturers.
The first is Claire Martin's wry, sophisticated
rendering of ' loo Darn Hot' from Linn Records [AKD

of unrelated speech on the right channel which
begins just before Richardson introduces the oboe as
representing the duck ( quite difficult to hear), would be

BELOW: Made

enough to damn many recordings but here you put up

with ahi-fi

243], but not the 16/44.1 CD version: Iused the
hi res 24/96 losslessly compressed FLAC file that's

with them for the truly sumptuous orchestral sound.
Ibegan by listening to the Prokofiev and took the

system in mind,
the lightweight

downloadable from Linn's web site. This track has had a
fair amount of dynamic compression applied to it ( if you

earphones in alphabetical order, starting with the
Audio Technica. The ATH-CK9's close-to-flat diffuse-field

don't believe me, run the unpacked Wave file through
the dynamics analysis freeware utility downloadable

corrected frequency response suggests that it should
have aneutral tonal balance but Ifound it alittle thin

and inexpensive
Sennheiser
comes with a1m

from www.audiosignaLco.uk) but it's not crushed to

and lacking in natural warmth. Low bass output was

death like so much of the ' loudness wars' pap that
passes for recorded music today. In addition to Martin's

clearly attenuated as the ambient LF noise in the hall

streetwise vocal it features arange of percussion sounds
and double- bass, joined later by piano and organ.
From the Naim label Ichose another vocal item,
'Goin' Back To Joe's' from the True Stereo collection
[naimcd080]. This time the voice is male (the urbane
Kurt Elling), the instrumental forces are smaller - just

and jack adaptor

wasn't apparent, and there was also acolouring of
the tape noise, which was more prominent than it
should be. Ialso felt there was alack of real
'hear-through' resolution.
The Denon had aproblem with tape noise

asolo piano accompaniment by Laurence Hobgood

too, which this time sounded like escaping gas.
Tonal balance was warmer, helping convey
abetter sense of the large acoustic, and

-and the recording is purist analogue, using asingle
microphone pair in ORTF configuration with not ahint
of dynamic range compression, other than any inherent

the changes in LF ambient noise could
be heard. But there was some sibilant
emphasis on Richardson's voice and

in the magnetic tape itself.

again Isensed alack of analysis.
With an even flatter diffuse-field

As well as having an utterly natural vocal timbre, this

extension lead

recording is notable for its unusually convincing piano

corrected frequency response than

sound which has just the right combination of sonority

the Audio Technica, the Etymotic G
T->

Sennheiser CX 95
Exploiting the benefits of its moving- coil drive unit, the Sennheiser CX 95 is the smallest
and lightest headphone in this group - at afeatherweight 11g it's only just over half
the weight of the heaviest, the Ultimate Ears. Although its cable length is just 0.6m
-sufficient only for use with apersonal stereo in atop shirt or jacket pocket - a 1m
extension cable is provided so, like the Etymotic Research, it is just useable with anearby
hi-fi system. That Sennheiser has this in mind is indicated by its supplying a1
/
4in jack
adaptor as standard - as is also the case with the Etymotic Research and Ultimate Ears
but not the Audio Technica or Denon. As usual the CX 95 is also supplied with arange
of different sized ear couplers and acarrying case - aflip- top hard plastic case in this
instance rather than asofter pouch, which might have been more practical than the
zipped alternatives if only it were easier to open.
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Acoustic Signature
Acuhorn
AirTight
Aura " Note"
Basis PSTT Cables
Basis
Benz Micro
Boston Audio
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
Luxman
Harmonix
King Sound
Melody
Mundorf
Neeper Acoustics
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Sound Mechanics
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WLM
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Acoustic
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o

armonix

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

•

Gershman Black Swan
Reimyo CAT-777
Reimyo PAT-777
Basis Vector Tonearm
Acoustic Sig. Analogue One
AirTight ATM-3
Basis PSTT Cables
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WINNER
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BASIS 2200 Signature

TONEARM

2006

BASIS Vector

feastrex

H. Basis 2800 & Vector Arm
I. Feastrex Coaxial Drive Unit
J. AirTight ATM300
K. Feastrex D6
L. Harmonix TU-220MT
M. Harmonix HS- 101 SLC
N. Luxman L-550A II

hi-finevvs
H,

Luxman D- N100 & SO- N100

No extension lead is
prcvided and the i.zni
cable would be :00
shoot for use Wie most
hill systems

coloured and less transparent. The Sennheiser came
closest but its warmer tonal hue was accompanied
by athickening of the piano's lower register and
asuppression of the ' being there' frisson that
distinguished the UE.
With its much leaner tonal balance, the Etymotic
Research gave an almost small transistor radio- like
quality to Elling's voice and the piano sound was thin
and clangy. By contrast, the Denon thickened and
coloured both the vocal and the piano sound, while the

Available in white,
black or clear plastic,
the balanced armature
Super.ti Pro 5is the
chunkiest earphone in
the group

AT moved back in the direction of the Etymotic with a

'None of the other models could match
this, sounding in various degrees more
coloured and less transparent'
lack of chest tones in the vocal and diminished weight

Research also had atonal balance lacking in warmth
and likewise missed the coming and going of the hall LF
noise. But it handled tape noise better than either the
AT or Denon and had better control of sibilants than the
latter. The least sensitive model in the group, it required
the volume control to be significantly advanced relative
to the others for an equivalent loudness level.
Tonal balance from the Sennheiser was much
warmer, helping recreate alarger acoustic space, and
the hall LF noise waxed and waned as it should. But

Ultimate Ears

The altogether busier 'Too Darn Hot' lifted the tempo
but not the spirits of the Ultimate Ears' competitors,
which again struggled to match it. Compared to ' Goin'
Back To Joe's' this is avery manipulated recording that
you couldn't possibly call natural. But it is undeniably
atmospheric, with ahigh feel- good factor. Via the
Ultimate Ears, Martin's vocal delivery was smart and

capsules come
in achoice of
black, white or
clear plastic.
There's no
extension lead
provided with

sassy, the dynamic range fully expressed within its
imposed limits and the double- bass solo

this model

in the middle of the track tuneful and
lacking any thickening bloom.
The Sennheiser was clean
but tonally more laid-back, less

again there was some emphasis of tape noise and a
slight but significant lack of presence, which denuded

dynamic and, curiously, less

the sense of clarity.
With some upper- mid forwardness, alittle emphasis

stereo. But its superior LF weight
brought more fundamentals to the

of tape noise and alack of discrimination of hall ambient
noise, the Ultimate Ears delivered asound Iwould
normally not like. But it conveyed acompelling portrayal
of agenuine acoustic space and had an addictive sense

plucked bass. Clarity was good via
the Etymotic Research but again its

of resolution and dynamic that, for instance, gave
the orchestral strings areal sweep. It sounded quite
different to my favourite conventional ' phones but the
force of its music- making was undeniable.

BELOW: The

from the piano.

tonal balance was too cold. The doublebass sound lacked fundamentals and the
vocal sibilants were searing.
As soon as Iplugged in the Denons
Iwrote in my notes ' boom
and tizz'. Bass textures
were thickened, high

FtEVERSIN' BACK TO JOE'S

frequencies emphasised

Switching to Kurt Elling's ' Goin' Back To Joe's' and
listening to the five earphones in reverse order, the

and in the middle was a

Ultimate Ears set ahigh standard for the others to
follow. Elling's voice and Hobgood's piano both had a

and detail should be. The
AT improved clarity but

convincingly ' live' quality and the acoustic was natural

there was too much leading

for all that it is quite dead. None of the ot her models
could match this, sounding in various degrees more

edge and not enough
weight and warmth. (->

hole where the dynamics

Ultimate Ears Super.fi 5Pro
Ultimate Ears has made its reputation supplying on-stage monitoring (fold- back)
earphones for professional musicians, aheritage it emphasises on its web site. Perhaps
because of this pro connection, it puts apremium on robustness, the Super.fi 5 Pro being

hi-finews

one of the heavier earphones in this group and also the chunkiest. Partly this is down

OUTSTANDING

to its use of abalanced armature drive unit. Cable length is just under 1.2m so you will
have to sit very close to use it with ahi-fi system or buy an extension lead, which is not

PRODUCT

provided - although a1
4 in jack adaptor is. Like the Sennheiser, the Super.fi Pro comes with
/
ahard carrying case rather than asoft pouch, but the lid lifts off the lower half rather than
being hinged to it, so is lose able. Other accessories are awider than usual selection of ear
couplers, acleaning tool and, uniquely, an in- line attenuator to reduce playback volume.
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Marantz Legendary Series

at rantz'

SC- 7S2 • MA- 9S2 • SA- 7S1

EDITOR'S CHOICE

Hi- Ft Choice September 2007. Alvin Gold wrote .

"If you want adisc player that will do the very finest
musical job possible with your CDs and SACDs - the only
really serious remaining audio disc formats - the Marantz
SA- 7S1 can even be considered abargain at £ 5,000!"

The Marantz Legendary Series is awork of art, which defines new horizons in both
musical performance and contemporary elegance. It is an enduring testament to
the synergy of today's technologies with frequency response and channel separation
far exceeding conventional requirements. The best from Marantz just got better.

(NEW) Marantz Premier Series
The Premier Series is based on the awesome Legendary
Series, but costs incredibly, half the price! Marantz is really
raising the performance bar with the Premier Series. Call
Shadow to find out more.
Models: SA- 1152 CD Player, SC- 1151 Pre- amp, SM-11S1 Power Amplifier

HEFICHOICE
magazine
\\/

Shadow Audio
sales line:

0844 800 0073
sales line:

0844 800 0074

email:
info‘wshadowaudio.co.uk
web site:
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

GROUP TEST

EARPHONES VERDICT
These earphones offer such a range of

Both the Denon and Sennheiser are quite

smarter balance between information

tonal balances that few tastes will not be

different, their much greater output below

encompassed by them. If you like your

lkHz giving them a quite different take

my second-favourite earphone of the bunch

reproduced sound to emphasise leading

on the music. To my ears the Denon goes

and at a recommended price of just £ 80
substantially undercuts all the others.

retrieval and long-term listenability. It was

edges then you will probably like either

too far in this direction, its thickened bass

the Etymotic Research or Audio Technica

textures compounding a troubled treble to

but Ifound both of them, the Etymotic

deliver a sound that lacks clarity but isn't

Ears. Its tonal balance is more mid-forward

in particular, too thin sounding. With the

always laidback either. The Sennheiser has

than Iusually like but music- making

benefit of hindsight, Ishould probably have

less low frequency emphasis and better

Super.fi 5 style is just infectious. Buy online

asked Etymotic to send the ER-4P instead.

controlled treble, so strikes an altogether

rather than in-store and it's a bargain.

AUDIO TECHNICA

DENON

ETYMOTIC RESEARCH

My preferred model was the Ultimate

SENNHEISER

ULTIMATE EARS

AUDIO TECHNICA ATH-CK9

DENON AH C751

ETYMOTIC RESEARCH ER-45

SENNHEISER CX 95

ULT. EARS SUPER.FI 5 PRO

As mentioned in the main

Unlike the Audio Technica

For atextbook frequency

With anear-constant

With its highly frequency-

review, the ATH-CK9 is one

and Etymotic Research,

response look no further

impedance across the

dependent impedance, the

of two earphones in this

but in common with the

than the ER-4S. Its gradually

audible frequency range,

Super.fi 5Pro is the most

group - the other being the

Sennheiser and, to alesser

declining output below lkHz

very tight capsule matching

susceptible of this group

Ultimate Ears - which has a

degree, the Ultimate Ears,

and well controlled peak

and the lowest distortion of

to response modification

highly frequency-dependent

the Denon AHC751 has

impedance. This makes its

boosted output below lkHz

due to changes in source

freq. response dependent on

followed by amuch higher

source impedance. Driven by

shelf- up between lkHz and

alow- impedance amplifier

10kHz - features which are

it has agently declining

retained when diffuse-field

response below lkHz and a

correction is applied. But the

shelf-up thereafter before a

C751's moving-coil driver

rapid roll-off above 10kHz,

ensures almost constant

which gives it apretty flat

impedance across the

diffuse-field corrected

in output around 2.5kHz

the group, the Sennheiser is

closely mirror the diffuse-

in many ways the star of the

impedance. Driven from

field response correction

lab tests.

alow impedance it has a

curve, so that the DF

The CX 95 also offers a

boosted output below 1kHz,

corrected response is almost

good 105dB sensitivity. The

but not to the extent of the

flat - even more so than the

only fly in the ointment is

Denon and Sennheiser, while

Audio Technica's. Sensitivity

its odd frequency response

above IkHz the output is

is lowest of the group by a

which, while not as extreme

insufficiently increased to

significant margin, which

as the Denon's, also exhibits

prevent apresence band

audible spectrum, so it is

may mean that some

alarge bass rise. As aresult

suckout in the diffuse-field

response. Higher source

largely insensitive to changes

portable devices struggle to

the diffuse-field corrected

corrected response. Capsule

resistance will increase HF

in source resistance. Capsule

generate sufficient volume

response is far from flat,

matching is mostly good

output. Pair matching could

matching is good but lkHz

level. If this is an issue then

with alarge dip and peak

where it matters, the largest

be better and this earphone

distortion is alittle higher

the more sensitive ER-4P

between 1kHz and 10kHz

departures being restricted

is phase inverting.

than expected.

would be abetter choice.

also evident.

to either frequency extreme.

AUDIO TECHNICA

TEST PARAMETERS lMODEL

DENON

SENNHEISER

ETYMODIC RESEARCH

ULTIMATE EARS

Sensitivity (
SPL at IkHz. 100mV in)

103dB

95.5dB

90.5dB

105dB

110dB

Inpedance modulus mm/max

21.9ohm @ 46Hz /

16.6ohm @ 913Hz /

105 ohm @ 20Hz /

15.8ohm @ 36Hz /

7.7ohm @ 10.2kHz /

(20Hz-20kHz)

116ohm @ 19.9kHz

17.6ohm @ 20kHz

144 ohm @ 19.9kHz

16.5 ohm @ 20kHz

97.1ohm @ I
kHz

Capsule matching (
40Hz-10kHz)

t4.3dB

t1.8dB

t2.2dB

t0.9dB

±2.9dB

LE extension (-6dB ref 200Hz)

<20Hz

<20Hz

<20Hz

<20Hz

<20Hz

THD (
100Hztl kHz for 90dB SPL)

0.2% I0.2%

<0.1% I0.6%

0.3% / 0.5%

<0.1% / 0.1%

0.3% I < 0.1%

Weight (
inc. cable)

17g

14g

21g

11g

19g

_
—
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PROJECTOR TEST

Bravía Bravissimo
SONY VPL-VW200 (£ 81
49)

The technology debuted in Sony's
legendary Qualia projectors is
tailored into asleek new
domestic machine

Tested by Paul Miller

H

igh-end projection technology is currently
dominated by implementations of Texas
Instruments' DLP system, with the likes of
Marantz, SIM2 and Projectiondesign making

all the headlines. NC has had some impact below the
£5k price point with its three- panel LCoS ( Liquid Crystal
on Silicon) engine but only Sony, with this top-of-therange Bravia projector, has attempted to break into
the top flight of Full HD home cinema displays. Three
1920x1080 pixel, reflective SXRD panels are at the
heart of this sleek but not insubstantial design [ see
boxout, below] that includes Sony's proprietary Bravia
Engine EX video DSP for scaling and de- interlacing of all
video inputs below 1080p. There's even afilm mode
that detects 1080p/60Hz inputs and upsamples the
signal to 120fps!

COOKING WITH INERT GAS
This is also the first ` domestic' projector we've reviewed
that's equipped with aprofessional xenon lamp engine,
capable of delivering awider colour gamut ( especially in
the red spectrum) than its UHP competition. You'll hear
the 400W lamp ' crack' as the projector powers up and
its cooling engine spins into life to help dissipate the
650W drawn from the wall. The exhaust from the rear of
the VPL-VW200's chassis will soon warm-up the coolest
of rooms, so switch off any radiators before settling
down for an evening's viewing...
Much of this will boil down to viewing taste, but
some of Sony's video processing options are more useful
than others. All are powerful but the Film Projection

there is advantage in setting the Color Space to Wide
and the Advanced Iris to Auto 1. The latter is broadly
transparent in operation, mimicking the action of the
eye in response to broad changes in light and dark,
but if you feel certain images are unusually modulated
(flickering torchlight against ablack background is an

ABOVE: Two
HDMI inputs
are joined by
PC and legacy
analogue video
inputs under the

obvious test) then defeat the Auto Iris for asmoother-

air intakes on

looking image partially diminished in contrast. But with
over 12,500:1 to play with [ see lab report] the

the side of the

VPL-VW200 already sets the stardard in this regard.
Motorised zoom ( 1:1.8), focus and vertical lens
shifting are offered for the exquisite Carl Zeiss VarioTessar lens assembly along with adigital keystone
and horizoital image shifting. Sony does offer various
screen modes ( most users will select the Full wide
mode) including an Anamorphic Zoom option for use

projector. Sony
has included
provision for the
VPL-VW200 to be
mounted upside
down from a
ceiling mount

with aseparate 16:9-to- 2.35:1 lens. Most impressive is
the comprehensive panel alignment menu that allows
individual RGB colours or patterns of colour to be
adjusted in both vertical or horizontal planes either as
azone or over the full image area. This allows for near-

mode ( and film detection option) were switched off

perfect convergence and uniformity of colour mapping

along with RCP ( Real Color Processing). Nevertheless

-just make sure the projector has been running for at
least 30 minutes before making any final tweaks.

Of& BRAVISSIMO
This is the first high-end Full HD projector we've
reviewed not to employ TI's DLP technology and there's

'Sony offers up images that seem
to have been rendered by the most
powerful of super computers'
SILICON XTAL REFLECTIVE DISPLAY
Sony's three- panel SXRD projector employs
an alternative technological hammer to crack
the same Full HD 1080p nut as the three
chip DLP solutions from the likes of SIM2 and
Projectiondesign. DLP chips employ amatrix of
mechanical micromirrors that tilt in sympathy
with the greyscale value (the light output) of each
individual pixel. Sony's SXRD panels use asolidstate ( Liquid Crystal) solution to twist apolarised
light source through apixelated electrode layer
and thus set the level of reflected light on the
same, pixel- by- pixel basis.
The generic version of this technology is
called LCoS or Liquid Crystal on Silicon. It has
the advantage of an unbroken mirrored layer
with smaller pixel gaps than DLP. However, the
response time of the LC layer is slower than that
achieved by DLP mirrors ( 5msec versus 0.1msec)
but still within the 8.3msec required by the fastest
(120f Ps) frame rate handled by the VPL-VW200.

no mistaking the very individual tenor of its images.
First off, there's not quite the dynamism and crystalline
but punchy contrast of the best DLP systems. Nor is the
VPL-VW200 soft or overly smooth in either its rendition
of sharp or swift- moving detail. It most emphatically
does not suffer the gauzy ' analogue- like' imagery that
still characterises less sophisticated LCoS projectors. If
the best DLP images are alive with millions of vibrant
pixels then the Sony offers up images that seem to be
rendered by the most powerful of super computers. Film
grain is often completely erased and yet there's no loss
of the finest detail. Edges look sharp, free of jaggies and
artificial reinforcement and yet these contrasting details
appear as if drawn by the most skilled of animators.

AUDIO
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Full HD projector
with 3x0.61in
1080p SXRD
panels. Contrast
rated > 35000:1
Price: £ 8149

Made by:
Sony Corporation

Nothing is quite what it seems...

Supplied by:
Sony UK Ltd

VISIBLE CONUNDRUM

Telephone:
020 7365 2947

The visible conundrum of the VPL-VW200 is illustrated
most obviously by Sony's own ' Motion Enhancer' signal
processing [ see Recommended Settings]. In its ' Low'
setting the images are largely - but not wholly - freed

Web:
www.sony-style.
co.uk
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PROJECTOR TEST

Hi-fi news

LAB

SONY

VPL-VW200 PROJECTOR / £814

RESULTS

This substa -it;alassembly
is the cooling ergine and
housing for Ube LMPH400
xenon lamp

The output of thee 1920x1050 high
frame rate ( 120f3s4 0.61" SXRD panels are

ABOVE: The rear of Sony's sleek casework is dominated by
the exhaust from its huge cooling engine

converged in the \aPL-VW290. The panels are
design to carry fill HD rescluton images with
minimal ' screen dcor' effects, high response

of any motion artefacts: the stepwise horizontal pan

times for aLCo5

extra frames of film were added. The slight stutter that
accompanies Bond's arrival at the port of Nassua in
Casino Royale simply vanishes. Large moving objects are
most obviously influenced: cars, boats, trains and
close-up shots of actors walking across the screen all
look effortless, as if the images were gliding on air.
The hectic chase scene across the construction site
finds Bond and his quarry almost floating, albeit with
arealistic sense of force and purpose, from girder to
crane, from crane to rooftop and from there to one
nook, cranny, liftshaft and hydraulic ram to the next.
Gone is the raw edginess of these teeth-chattering

three-month warranty for this part with
replacements ) ffered at 6696

HI-FI NEWS RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
Picture

Colours also seem that much deeper and richer, the
sky bluer, the sun hotter and more intense so that the

transparent as the overhead pan across the rainforests in
the BBC's Earth docu-movie indicates - there's just too
much mobile detail in the myriad branches and leaves
for the vast canopy to be rendered without some slight
judder. On the other hand, no other movie benefits so
keenly from the truly generous colour palette offered by
this projector, from 1he orange hues of the deserts, the
verdant greens of the woodlands through to the deep,
saturated blues of the oceans. This is jaw- dropping
viewing, made all the more compelling by extended
gamut of colours at the VPL-VW200's disposal. '.!)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

85%

This projector has an almost unreal
or ' other worldy' quality to its
images. The power of Sony's
video DSP to render noiseless
and vibrantly coloLrful scenes

FEATURES

87%

is impressive to behold, even
if there is the temptation
to marvel at its cleverness

BUILD

is extraordinarily different and

50

Advanoed Iris

Auto 1

Motionflow

Film Projection

Off

Motion Enhancer

Low

90

Brightnessff_olour

so

Color Temp

Custom 1

En

82 0/

15°/
,o
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RGB Gain

27( 19 / 5

RGB Bias

0113)9

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
For most users, Sony's Cinema picture mode
and Middle colour temperature setting will
yield very good results with a6650K white
point and acceptable 7.95fL maximum
brightness (off a3.0m white screen). It is
possible to squeeze afurther 1fL brightness
from the VPL-VW200, with commensurate
improvement in contrast, with recourse to
its powerful colour management tools.
The RGB gain must be increased [see
table, above] to compensate for the
reduced red level at high IRE outputs while
the RGB bias reduces the red content
through the low-lights. This balance ensures
the colour temperature tracks within 250K
over 20-100IRE, achieving afull white point
of 6750K at 8.8f1 and acontrast in excess of
12,000:1 through the lens (Auto Iris 1).
While the brightness is not dissimilar to
that from the two DIP projectors reviewed
in may ana June, me colour gamut cn tne
VPL-VVV200 is certainly wider [CIE chart.
opposite]. Otherwise, its gamma curve
places greater emphasis on silb-501RE (dark)

detail before peaking with less subtlety
through the 70-100IRE highlights. More
than anything else, this gives the Sony's
images avery different 'feel' - amoodier
perspective - than the punchy but arguably
more linear greyscale offered by the likes of
Marantz and SIM2. PM

MIMI

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Colour Temperature (Calibrated)

sm

Reflected contrast (0-100IRE window)

in the movie! The VPL-VW200
home cinema is all the richer

Cinema

Reflected brightness @

instead of immersing yourself

for its presence.

Picture Mode
Cinema Black Pro

Contrast

rather than blurred in the race across the screen.

A RIOT OF COLOUR
Ultimately, Sony's powerful DSP is not entirely

technology ( 5ms rise

Unusually for adomestic projecaor, Sony
has specified acostly 400W xenon lamp.
Capable of tremendows performance,
they are not necessarily as long- ived as
the typical UH. lamp. Sony offers amere

scenes to be replaced by asense of open-mouthed
wonder at the clarity of every detail, held transfixed

clothes of the workers, their tools and machinery stand
out in abold cascade of hues and textures.

Dznel

and tal» plus ahigh contrast ratio

across the snowcapped peaks afew chapters into The
Fantastic Four now passes as smoothly as if numerous

67501<

8.8ft
>5000:1

Direct contrast through-the-lens @ 1m (Auto Iris 1)

12,a30:1

Gamma

2.0

Fan Noise (A-wtd, 20Hz-20kHz @ 1m)

38cIttA
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LINN MAJIK PACKAGE (£ 1995)

If you've ever lusted after aLinn LP12 but found
the price 2 little beyond your pocket
then this Majik package deserves
pride of place on your rack

52
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Tested by Steve Harris

T

here must have been at least afew moments in
the 1990s when Linn came close to dropping
the Sondek for good. In the brave new world

of multi- room, AV and custom install products
aimed at well-heeled Beocustomers, that old belt- driven
LP spinner was becoming aserious anachronism.
Then there came asea-change, as, to its credit, Linn
seemed to rediscover its musical roots, launching the
Majik CD playing system, and at around the same time
starting to wheel out the LP12 for hi-fi shows once
more. Subsequently, the latest enhancements of the
LP12 and the Ekos arm have been highlighted as ' SE'
upgrades. After this, you could say that the creation
of alower-cost vinyl source for the Majik range was
entirely logical. Essentially, the Majik LP12 is an entrylevel Sondek-based package with - and this is areal
departure for Linn - someone else's arm.
Visually, it's perfect. Linn's Adikt cartridge has a
curvily pointed snout that completes the soft line of
Pro-Ject's integral cartridge platform and finger- lift, to
create something reminiscent of Escher's interlocking
lizards. The pointed shape is functional too, because
it makes accurate cueing easy. Meanwhile, the
(replaceable) stylus is aGyger II profile.
As for the turntable itself, there's no electronic speed
selection - instead, you need to fit the supplied pulley
adaptor when you want to play 45rpm discs. You could
always upgrade later to the two-speed Lingo power
supply. Similarly, the standard subchassis and armboard
could be changed for the machined- metal Keel. In other

exemplary, clean, unexaggerated, tuneful and punchy,
while the drum sound was extremely good, with
cymbals ringing and singing with an arresting realism,
even when the brass was blazing away. And the brass
had aconvincing rasp and bite which never went over
the edge into grunge.
Sticking with old favourites, Iturned to Daniel
Barenboim, with the ECO in 1969, in Mozart's Piano

words, the Sondek/Majik package is fully upgradeable.

Concerto 21 [ EMI ASD 2465]. Here, the sound had an
immediately bright and quick quality, the instruments

If you want alid, this comes as an extra at £ 140. As

placed in afairly believable acoustic, rather than

usual, the LP12 plinth comes in rosenut, black, walnut,

swimming in an ambient mush. Woodwind and

American cherry or ( as in our pictures) maple.

brass timbres were well characterised, underpinned

(8

MUSICAL HAPPENING

With some twinges of nostalgia. Ipulled out The King
James Version [
Sheffield LAB- 3], and found that it came
up as fresh as ever. From the first notes, there was
that sense of areal musical happening. The bass was

ABOVE: Made
from asingle
piece of carbonfibre, Pro-Ject's
9cc tonearm also
allows owners
to use the
interconnects
of their choice
between arm
and amp

'The drum sound was extremely
good, with cymbals ringing and
singing with an arresting realism'
satisfyingly by the double- basses and tympani,
which started and stopped without smudging into a
generalised boom. Strings were intense but not harsh or
overbearing. The piano was clear and clean, with fairly
good body to the sound. if not exactly sparkling. But as
with almost every record Iplayed, the Linn combination
unfussily unleashed asense of the rhythm withir the
music that subtly attracted and held your attention.

SOMETHING FLASH
Then Iindulged in aseries of audiophile delights from
AN LP12 YOU CAN ACTUALLY AFFORD

Pure Pleasure, starting with the astounding Annie Ross

Not just another variation on Linn's 35-year-old

Sings A Song With Mulligan [
PPAN ST 1253] from 1959.
This was 'A Strobophonic High Fidelity Recording',

Sondek theme, the Majik LP12 is a true package

stretched to it before. The turntable is in fact a

whatever that could possibly mean, but the Linn
faithfully exposed the artifice of the original echoey
studio sound, perhaps intended to make Mulligan's

full-blown Sondek LP12, although the simplified

piano- less quartet sound bigger.

Majik power supply offers only 33.3 rpm operation.
The tonearm supplied is the Pro-Ject 9cc, based on

Next came the Stevie Ray Vaughan's Texas Flood
[PPAN 38734], with its bonus cf the previously-unvinyled

a carbon-fibre main arm tube and precision ball-

version of 'Tin Pan Alley' revealed in all its smooth and

race bearings, which if bought separately would

shining guitar glory. Once again, the Linn combination

cost £ 450. Completing the package is Linn's own

also excelled in producing an accurate, uncoloured bass

Adikt MM cartridge, which sells alone at £ 275.

sound that gave the music atrue foundation. Finally,

deal, the first of its kind, intended to make the
LP12 available to customers who might not have

AUDIO

FILE
Complete
turntable
package with
moving-magnet
cartridge
Price: £ 1995
Made by: Linn
Products, with
tonearm by
Pro-Ject
Telephone: 0141
307 7777
Web: www.linn.
co.uk

there was the always palatte-cleansing Joan Baez from
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Do you get confused trying to
choose your Hi Fi Cables ?
With every manufacturer telling you
that their product

will sound the best

how can you be sure you're making
the right decision ?
We hope that you'll find our approach
refreshingly different as we encourage you to choose the cables that
give you the best performance and
musical pleasure in your own listening
environment.
With the help of the Metallurgy
Department of Bradford University we
have been able to conduct specialist
research in the pursuit of engineering
perfection for The Missing Link range
of cables.
•Our cables are an exercise in electrical engineering excellence - as
good cable design should be.

The Missing Link, Quality British Hi Fi Cables at Surprisingly Affordable Prices
01623 844478 or 07967 859333 E-Mail: Info@the-missing-link.net

•Our materials and construction

www.t.he-missing-link.net.

methods are the finest available.

If you would like more information
on our full cable range
Designed and Produced in
Great Britain contact us today
At The Missing Link we offer atrue bespoke service with individually

hand built high performance cables in any length terminated to suit
your preference and with achoice of colour.

•Our laboratory grade pure Silver 8.
Copper bullion has been scientifically
analysed down to parts per billion.
•We have developed our own unique
heat treatment process to create a
pure conductor that allows the minimum of disruption to the flow of the
electrons.
With the scientific facts to help you
make an informed decision we hope
you will feel encouraged to make your
own comparisons....
and because at The Missing Link your
satisfaction is our priority we offer a
'no quibble' full money back guarantee to give you complete confidence.

The Missing Link .. afresh insight into the recorded arts
Audio Destination
Tiverton, Devon
01884 243 584

SO

Audio Workshop
Norwich
01603 618520

nd proof
Moon Electronics by Sim Audio, manufacturers

Divine Audio
Market Harborough, Leicestershire
01858 432999

of high end audio since 1980.
Multi award winning CD Players, Integrated
Amplifiers, Pre-amplifiers, Power Amplifiers

Doug Brady Hi-fi
Warrington, Cheshire
01925 828009

available only from specially selected dealers.

Loud & Clear
Bonnington Mill, Edinburgh
0131 555 3963
Loud & Clear
Finnieston, Glasgow
0141 221 0221
Music Matters
Solihull, Birmingham
0121 742 0254
O'Brien Hi-fi
Wimbledon, London
0208 946 0331

re dline
rjMO ON

Velodyne

ims-risono

ABBEY ROAD CABLE •

Distributed in the UK by Redline

T:0131 555 3922 E: infoered-line.co.uk

www.red-imne.co.uk

Hi-ti news

LAB

LINN PRODUCTS

MAJIK LP12 PACKAGE / £ 1995

RESULTS

High torque. 24-pole
Synchronous motor me
interchangeabe 33.3rom
and 45ipm pulleys

The subchassis assembly
sits atop one of three
suspension points, each
comprising aspring and
two rubber grommets

ABOVE: Linn's high output Adikt MM cartridge is included
as part of its entry-level Majik LP12 turntable combination
The Malik LP I2 employs a
pressed steel subchassis.
Note the earthing strap to
the metal brace that also
carries the Malik PSLI

1959, which is amarve lous album, even though it had
to be cut from the mono master [Vanguard VSD2077].
This cut raises the question, perhaps, of how big a mono

The Majik power supply is fixed
to the LP12's main internal
bracing strut. An IEC mains lead
connects this to the outside
world. Power consumption
under oad is just 2W

'image' should be, because it certainly has some width
and depth.
And so, with another big twinge of nostalgia. I
wound up with Rickie Lee Jones [
Warier K56628], and
found that the Linn had ai easy and pleasant way with
'Easy Money', which hung together well rhythmically,

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Reflecting the true engineering hierachy

turntables, regardless of price. Meanwhile,

bloated. The track didn't nustle along as it can seem

that exists through the various permutations
of the LP12, there are clear measureable

subsonic bearing noise is also very low

to do with certain CD players, but it made sense. Even

differences between this ' lower cost' Majik

floor' settles up some 3dB higher than that

though Rickie Lee's voice seemed just slightly veiled for

LP 12 and the distinctly high cost SE version
tested in HFN, March ' 08. To begin with,

from the SE (still <- 80dB relative to the
cartridge's output at 5cm/sec). Iwould

the hugely simplified power supply does
not over-drive the motor from stationary

expect the cumulative DIN Bweighted
figure of -68dB to improve by 1dB or so

to effect aswift start-up, so much so

once Linn's proprietary single- point bearing

that this Majik LP12 takes afew seconds
longer to reach astable 33.3rpm than its
SE stablemate. In practice, our sample ran

has had afew weeks to bed- in during use

again perhaps because the bottom end never became

some reason, the treble detail was excellent, revealinc
the key noise on the celeste, for example.

STILL ASPIRATIONAL?
Though it faces more competition than ever, the LP12
has remained a product to aspire too. Saving up for one,

+0.2% fast ( 33.4rpm) but this will not result

indeed, although the 20Hz-200Hz ' noise

(our LP12 was fresh out of the box). This
is evident from the black trace on the
spectrum [ below, left] which also shows

though, long ago become a disheartening business,

in an audible pitch shift.

because it seemed to cost more every time you looked

More importantly, the wow and flitter
spectrum [ see graph, below nght] suggests

some trace of ± 50Hz cogging artefacts
even if there are no 50Hz flutter peaks
punching their way through the equivalent

the Majik LP12 is not significantly inferior to

W&F spectrum [ below, right].

the LP12 SE in either its low (0.06%) or high

Readers can view afull QC Suite report
for the Linn Majik LP12 by navigating to

at the price list.
Today, if you want a Liin with all the latest bits,
moving- coil cartridge and a Linn arm, it will indeed cost
you an arm if not a leg as well. But with the Majik LP12,
you can enjoy the essential merits of the turntable for a
lot less, in a package that works very well indeed. It can
be heartily recommended.
Above all, the Majik LP 2 proves that even after 35
years, the classic suspended-subchassis using traditional
materials still has more to offer, in its unassuming way,
than most turntables of the acrylic wedding- cake school.
And it's probably less likely to lead to divorce. ,
.
1
)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
What you don't get, arguably, is
that final bit of ease, freedom

impressively uncoloured,
well-timed bass through to a
smooth mid and treble,
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www.hifinews.co.uk and clicking on the red
'download' button. PM
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5cm/sec ( plotted ± 150Hz, 5Hz per minor division)
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HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Turntable speed error at 33.33rpm

33.40rpm ,14-0.20%)

Time to audible stabilisation

4.3 sec
0.06%1 D.04%

Rumble (silent groove, DIN Bwtd)

-66.2d8

into every kind of music.

Rumble (through bearing, DIN Bwtd)

-68.0d8

An excellent package.

Hum & Noise (unwtd, rel. to Santsec)

-681d8

offering an enjoyable way

3200

re. 5cm isec; ABOVE RIGHT: Wow and flutter spectrum using 3150Hz tone at

Peak Wow & Flutter

that just keeps on

3150

cc Frequency e>

ABOVE LEFT: Bearing rumble ( black infill) versus silent LP groove ( blue infill)

can bring. What you de get is
with great integrity, from the

El 0
se
-

-100

and flair that agood moving- coil
arefined, well-balanced sound

rate (0.04%) speed stability once up-andrunning. Atotal W&F of just 0.1% ( peak wtd)
keeps the Majik LP12 in the top flight of
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Poles
Apart
LYNGDORF DP-1/BW-1 (£2595/

Danish dipoles complemente
by compact closed- box wo
Lyngdorf amps will apply ro
correction too...
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Tested by Keith Howard

G

ilbert Briggs, famous founder of Wharfedale
and writer of many books on audio, half a
century ago, was afan of moving- coil dipole
speakers. That is, speakers using moving-

coil drive units that are free to radiate from both the
front and back of their diaphragms, unlike conventional
speakers where the rear radiation is contained within
an enclosure. He ventured to suggest, without any hard
evidence, that having an air load more or less the same
on both faces of the diaphragm was the reason for their
distinctive sound quality.
Enthusiasts for moving-coil dipoles are still to be
found, none more influential than Siegfried Linkwitz,
co- inventor of the Linkwitz-Riley crossover alignment,
who sells plans for acouple of DIY dipole speakers via
his treasure trove of awebsite (
www.linkwitzlab.com).
In between there have been various commercial
moving-coil speakers that were wholly or partly dipole,
such as the iconic Dahlquist DQ10. But these have been
rare - even rarer than the electrostatic speakers that
have made up the majority of full- range or part- range
dipoles offered for sale.
Designers of moving-coil speakers have largely
eschewed full- range dipoles because they have to be
large to achieve acceptable bass output, the issue being
cancellation of the front and rear output, which are in
antiphase to each other. Postponing this cancellation
to alow frequency demands alarge baffle, unless
electronic equalisation is applied to correct the -6dB
per octave initial roll- off.

WOOFERS NECESSARY
A glance at the Lyngdorf DP- 1is enough to tell
you that it is adipole over the frequency range of

Dipole main
speaker plus
compact closedbox woofer
Pace:
£2595/1395
Made by:
Lyngdorf Audio

ABOVE: In the Lyngdorf DP- 1amonopole tweeter sits
above the mid/bass dipole driver and bass is augmented
by the partnering BW-1 woofer
long-throw drive unit with apeak excursion capability
of 15mm, so it has significant air moving capacity.
Output at bass frequencies is further assisted by the

Telephone:
0845 262 2882

BW- Ibeing designed for placement close to at least
two room boundaries (front wall and floor), each of

Web: vuww.
lyngdorf.com

which will increase its low frequency sound pressure
capability by about 6dB. On this basis each BW-1
should be able to generate in excess of 100dB SPL at
3m at 40Hz, the frequency at which peak excursion
typically occurs on testing programme material.

its bass/mid driver, and that it is much too petite
to operate down to low bass frequencies. Above
its 2.2kHz crossover to the tweeter it becomes a

STYLISH LOOKS

conventional monopole radiator ( it could have been

Removing the cabinet doesn't necessarily make

made adipole to 20kHz and beyond by adding a

it easier to create amodern, elegant looking

rear-firing tweeter wired in antiphase), while below

loudspeaker but Lyngdorf has succeeded with the

500Hz it begins to roll off because of its small baffle.

DP- 1. Its tapered, slightly curved, black piano lacquer

This is where the partnering BW-1 woofer steps
in, one per channel, to continue the response down
to low bass frequencies. Although it has an internal
volume of only 13 litres, the BW-1 packs a255mm
ROOMPERFECT
Lyngdorf Audio's RoomPerfect room correction

'Tall, narrow speakers risk
margina] stability so the DP-1's
base is of cast metal'

system was developed to obviate the need for its
user to connect aPC or specify an equalisation
target curve during the setup process. RoomPerfect

finish baffle with inset metal plate carrying the bass- mid

determines its target function automatically, based

DP- 1's base is of cast metal to lower the centre of

on the acoustic behaviour of the room and is entirely

gravity and make it more difficult to knock over. The
base is tapped to accept four M8 spikes for carpet or

self-contained. Quite deliberately, Lyngdorf provides

driver and tweeter is stylishly minimalist.
Tall, narrow speakers risk marginal stability so the

no capability to access RoomPerfect via the TDAI
2200 digital amplifier's serial link, so the user cannot

flat feet for hard floors, both supplied. Unfortunately the

influence its function in any way, or even visualise the

wide cone angle that prevents effective penetration of a

equalisation it applies.
A computer can be hooked up to configure the

carpet to the floor beneath. ( Isubstituted some sharper

crossover in sub- sat systems, but RoomPerfect itself is
completely inaccessible. The upside of this is that setup
is simplified, with no daunting software to learn. The
downside is that RoomPerfect's EQ is agiven that
cannot be modified, other than by recourse
to the TDAI 2200's voicing function.

Lyngdorf ' spikes' barely merit the description, having a

aftermarket spikes for amuch firmer foundation.)
Although the DP- 1and BW-1 don't have to be used
with each other or with Lyngdorf amplification, this is
clearly what's intended. They were supplied for review
with aLyngdorf TDAI 2200 digital amplifier fitted with
the RoomPerfect DSP room correction module, and an
SDA 2175 analogue class D amplifier to act as aslave
driving the woofers. Crossover is performed digitally G>
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within the TDAI 2200, which first requires it to be

correction filters, which involves placing the supplied

hooked up to aPC via aserial port.
A downloadable configuration utility is then run

and then at anumber of other locations throughout

which requires the user to measure distances from the
listening position to all four speakers — something of
ahassle given that the TacT system, with which Peter
Lyngdorf was involved, determines this automatically.

measurement microphone first at the listening position
the room, chosen as randomly as possible. After six
measurements the front panel display showed I'd
achieved aRoom Knowledge index of 99%, at which
point the process was terminated.

Although the crossover is digital, the filter
alignments imitate those of conventional analogue

e

networks. The recommended alignment for the DP-

Let's start with the good news about the DP- 1/13W- 1's

1/13W- 1combination is 4th-order Linkwitz-Riley and
the recommended crossover frequency 400Hz, these

subjective performance. First, the bass is agreat
success: extended and weighty but also controlled and

THE GOOD NEWS FIRST...

being set automatically by the configuration software.

agile. The opening double- bass solo from 'The Saga

(Although my in- room response measurements showed
the acoustic crossover to occur at 330Hz.)

of Harrison Crabfeathers' on Brian Bromberg's Wood
was conveyed with rare authority, with full weight to

Once the crossover is configured. RoomPerfect
is evoked via the TDAI 2200 to configure the room

the lowest notes but no blurring on the runs. Likewise,
the bass drum and bass guitar on 'Way Down Deep'
from Jennifer Warnes' The Hunter were room-rattlingly
deep and powerful. Subsequent in- room response
measurements showed the bass response to be
maintained to 30Hz before rolling off.
Second, the DP- 1is utterly lacking the midrange
thickening which so many box speakers exhibit to
some degree. It never called attention to itself that
way, which is one reason it projects such alarge, floaty,
spacious stereo image — the other reason, surely, being
the midrange driver's unconstrained rear-directed

RIGHT: Single
pairs of 4mm
speaker outputs

output. Listeners who love electrostatic dipoles may fall
for the DP- 1for this reason alone.

are screened by
the curvaceous
metal base

But Iam not an electrostatic fan and Ihave
reservations. Firstly, Iwasn't content with the tonal

which gives
stability to the

was alittle too upper- mid forward. As aresult Ihad

balance dictated by RoomPerfect, which for my taste
to resort to the TDAI 2200's voicing control which
provides aselection of six preset EQ curves. Generally I

DP- 1, although
the supplied
floor spikes could

preferred the tonal balance with this set to Music 1or
even Music 2, both of which provide abroad notch in
the response centred just below 3kHz.

be improved

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

hi-finews

LAB

RESULTS

The DP- 1's crossover network
comprises three inductors,
three capacitors (yellow) and
three resistors (white). The
Inductors are all air-cored and
the capacitors high quality
film types

These measurements all refer

although the DP-1's gently rising

to the DP- 1and BIN-1without

response towards 20kHz would

RoomPerfect equalisation

normally have been corrected by

applied, representing the raw

equalisation within its crossover

performance on which the DSP

network, were it intended to

correction builds. Peter Lyngdorf

be used without any electronic

has suggested in the past that it

correction.

might be advantageous to build

with anarrow baffle. the DP- 1

frequency responses when they

begins rolling off below ahigh

are intended to be used with

500Hz, albeit at the expected

digital EQ, as this may allow

gentle initial first-order rate of

overall performance to be

6dB per octave. This roll-off will

enhanced. But there is little sign

only increase to 18dB per octave

of this in either the DP- 1or BW-2.

(third- order) below the free

RIGHT:

The tweeter and bass/mid
unit cables are of different
thicknesses, run through a
channel within the baffle to
keep them out of sight

The DP- 1has
agently rising
response trend
and an early LF
Lyngdorf's gold-plated 4mm
binding posts are tucked
away beneath the back edge
of the OP- 1's cast metal base
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Because it is adipole radiator

speakers with unconventional

roll-off below
500Hz

200

lk

Frequency »

lek

reproduces. In last month's group test Idescribed

how the best speakers in the group were able to
make recording acoustics specific whereas the others
could only generalise them. This generalisation is a
characteristic of the DP- 1and Ican't help but wonder
whether it's aside- effect either of the aforementioned
transition to amonopole treble or of the dipole
midrange output. Whatever, Ihad the impression
sometimes that Iwas hearing more of my room than I
was of the recording acoustic.
One track that highlighted these issues was 'This
Endris Night' from the first AIX Records sampler, which
Iused in last month's group test. You know within
seconds of this track beginning whether aspeaker can
reproduce the human voice convincingly and place
it in an equally persuasive natural recording acoustic.
The DP- 1delivered avoluptuously big soundstage and
utter lack of lower midrange thickening - but the best
of last month's group were able to delineate the timbre
and dynamic of each voice, and the character of the
acoustic, with greater realism. (')

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Ialso wasn't entirely happy with the treble, first
because the soft dome tweeter didn't always handle

ABOVE: The

vocal sibilants cleanly, and second because Ifelt Icould

woofer - one per

sense the discontinuity in directivity between the dipole
midrange and monopole treble. Significantly, Siegfried

channel - takes

Linkwitz has added arear-firing tweeter upgrade to his
Orion dipole to address this issue, which he describes as

DP- 1dipole and

making ' aremarkable difference'.

box design,

Lyngdorf BVV-1

over from the
is asmall closedalbeit elegantly

BUT A SOFT IMPRESSION

shaped

My biggest concern, though, is that the floaty image I've

mould, as is the use of a
separate woofer with such
a high crossover frequency.
Cosmetically it is a resounding
success but for what is
effectively a £ 10,000 system,
including electronics and a

BUILD

worthy source component,

85%

overall sound quality is a little
listeners crave both precision
and insight.

adds an element of sameness to everything this system

working frequency range - and there

-but this is of no relevance if the

measures could be tightened.
The DP- 1's measured 89dB

which the DP-1's impedance plot shows

70%

break the moving-coil speaker

disappointing, especially if

already referred to brings with it aslight but significant
blunting of precision, which softens dynamics and

air resonance of the bass- mid driver.

SOUND

The DP- 1is a brave attempt to

DP- 1is crossed over to asubwoofer at

are very few speakers which can claim

around 300Hz, as intended.

that. In fact its decay performance

to be at 35Hz. Because of this early

sensitivity accords exactly with

roll-off, the frequency response error

its specification, and its minimum

Most remarkable about the DP- 1's

200Hz-20kHz is on the high side at

measured impedance modulus of

performance is its cumulative spectral

±5.0 and ± 5.7dB respectively for each

3.8ohm fully justifies Lyngdorf's

decay waterfall, which is entirely

of the review pair, but if the lower limit

quoted 4ohm nomilaf impedance.

lacking the increased decay times

utilises closed box bass loading, the

of the measurement is increased to

Despite this the DP-1presents a

below 1kHz that are anormal feature

BW-1 subwoofer has only modest bass

400Hz the errors reduce to ± 2.7dB and

less stressful load than many 4ohm

of box speakers. Three low-amplitude

extension, its diffraction-corrected

±3.0dB. These are good figures, the

speakers, with aminimum EPDR

ridges are just visible, which may

near-field response showing it to be

more so as the DP-1has agently rising

(equivalent peak dissipation resistance)

be the result of residual structural

6dB down at 51Hz reference 200Hz.

response to the limit of audibility.

within its working range of 2.7ohm at

resonances within the curved baffle

Extension and output capability

Not so impressive is the ± 2.6dB pair

372Hz. Because its largest impedance

plate, but otherwise the DP- 1is

will both be improved, though, by

matching error, which suggests that

phase angles occur below 100Hz, the

essentially free of resonance or other

using the BW-1 close to two room

Lyngdorf's production quality control

EPDR there dips to 2.0ohm at 86Hz

energy storage across its entire

boundaries. as Lyngdorf intends. KH

betters that of many electrostatic
dipoles on the market.
As it has quite asmall cabinet and

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHT: Cumulative

spectral decay
shows the DP 1is
remarkably free of

Sensitivity (
SPL at 1m for 2.83Vrms input)

89d8

Impedance modulus mm/max (
20Hz -20kHz)

3.8ohm @ 172Hz
28.1ohm @ 34Hz

Impedance phase mm /
max (
20Hz -20k Hz)

-53° @ 50Hz / + 49° @ 22Hz

Frequency response error (
400Hz -20kHz)

t2.7dB

Pair matching (
200Hz-20kHz)

±2.6dB

LFIFIF extension (- 6d8 ref 200Hz/10kHz)

51Hz / >40kHz/>40kHz

THD 100HzilkHzilOklix (
for 90d8 SP Lat 1m)

2.7% / 0.2% / 0.1%

0.00

any extended bass

0.95

or lower midrange

1.90
2 86

resonances -18

3.81

-24

j ± 3.0d8

4.76 mec

-30

icoo

Frequency »
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Supci: £
l
leD5G0ET
Systems
hi-finews

Variously sourced, this affordable system finds
Christopher Breunig crossing his palms with silver,
seeing red, then zebra stripes — so he puts on his dark
glasses and gets down to some serious listening

lit If Mahe
PS Audio P-200 preamp (£799)
Based around PS Audio's proprietary, discrete op-amp
modules, this preamplifier offers amodest + 16.5dB gain
through both single-ended ( RCA) and balanced (XLR)
outputs. These are the same ultra flat response, wide
bandwidth modules used to great success in PS Audio's GCHA
headphone amplifier (
HFN, July'07) and GCPH MM / MC phono
amplifier (
HFN, May '07). The P-200 preamp offers switching
for three line inputs with remote- controlled volume, phase
inversion and HT ( Home Theatre) bypass modes.

pening the speaker
boxes took me back to
the evening ( it must
have been in 1970)
when Spencer Hughes brought
an early production pair of BC1s
to my home - proudly telling me
that Peter Walker endorsed his
designs as ' perfect for music lovers
unable to accommodate his Quad
Electrostatics'. In all that time since.
Ihaven't heard Spendor speakers as
part of my system - these are the
new SA1 mini- monitors mentioned
in Steve Harris' May 2008 company
profile, and first seen at the 2008
Bristol Show.
In afilmed interview at that
show, Spendor's owner Philip Swift

Tri TRV-CD4SE
CD player (£ 1250)
Heavily- built and featuring a
linear-tracking transport, this
Japanese-sourced CD player
mixes a24- bit/ 192kHz capable
Burr- Brown PCM1792 DAC with
comprehensive, op- amp based,
filter and gain stages. The final
analogue output is driven by a
single 6922EH double-triode
from Electro-harmonix. The XLR
connections, incidentally, carry
the same single-ended analogue
output as the RCA terminals.

Spendor SA1 loudspeaker (£ 1100)
With achoice of three finishes, this new mini- monitor is
asingle-wired two-way infinite baffle, with adamped,
thin-wall braced cabinet 305x165x190mm ( hwd). The
bass/mid driver is a 150mm Spendor unit crossing over
at 4.8kHz to a22mm wide-surround hybrid tweeter.
Internal wiring is silver-plated copper with halogen-free
dielectric and binding posts are WBT.
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PS Audio A-100 power amp (£799)
Rated at 2x100W/8ohm, this diminutive power amplifier uses alowerpowered variant of the B&O ICEPower Class D module employed to
such impressive effect in the GCA-MC, 500W multichannel power
amplifier (
HFN, Nov'07). Like other amplifiers using this technology,
the A- 100's speaker outlets are floating, or balanced, and must never
be hooked into agrounded speaker connection.

described the new model as

compliant corner pips by way of

position on the front gain

loosely based on the classic
LS3/5A, but more sophisticated
in its detailed design. Three

interface with the speakers.
To put it bluntly, Ithought
the SA1 looked as if designed

control, although there isn't

different wall thicknesses, for

to stand out in the showroom

instance, combined varying
resonances to dissipate cabinet
vibration. The enclosures were

the home - the stripy zebrano

single- ended RCA inputs,

this page you can see that the

could just as well be cardboard
under that thick sheen finish.

selected by afront panel

A- 100's Left channel input is
also marked ' mono'. In bi-amp
mode amono input signal is
switched to both channels, so
abi-wirable speaker may be fed

more than sit unobtrusively in

PS Audio strongly believes in
optimising program phase but

one on the P-200 preamplifier
here. Both, though, now come
with motorised gain.
The P-200 allows just three

damped internally and braced;
the SA1 crossover featured

At no extra cost, piano black

button, and abalanced ( XLR) or
unbalanced ( RCA phono) output

high-grade components and

seems to me the best option.

connection to the power amp

gold-plated conductors.
They come with 600mm
matching stands ( E400)
which are light, non- resonant
structures featuring afront inlay
corresponding to the chosen
SA1 cabinet veneer - jet black
piano lacquer, zebrano high
gloss or wenge deep satin.
These have astable triangular
base with three substantial
spikes. The top- plate has four

THE ELECTRONICS
With the PS Audio Trio series
amp and preamp it was more
asense of déjà vu, since they
share the same 215 x315 x
55mm ( wdh) sculpted casework
as the GCPH MM/MC phono
preamplifier Iwent gaga over
last year [
HFN Yearbook 2007].
Since that review was published
PS Audio has instated amarker

the marked button here, like
channel balance, is inapplicable
to this preamplifier.
On the bottom picture on

[see pic below CD drawer]. The
two may be used together for

from the LIR output terminals of

bi-amping but on the A-100
power amplifier arear switch

one A-100 amplifier.
First shown at CES 2008

determines which of these will

and then at Heathrow, the
TRV-CD4SE is an eyeful as well
as amouthful, with its dull red

accept the signal input.
PS Audio's dinky little plastic
remote allows input choice,
volume, mute or power off. (The

casework ( slightly speckled
under aheavy glaze) and

handbooks suggest these units
should be left on continuously
and power consumption is low.)

9mm-thick silver front plate,
which has adarker 40mm
inset vertical strip with its Tri a>

AUDIO

FILE
Angelsound
Audio
Telephone:
01923 352479
Web: www.
angelsound
audio.co.uk
Signature Audio
Systems
Telephone:
07738 007776
Web: www.
signature
systems.co.uk
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Spendor Audio
Systems
Telephone:
01323 843474
Web: www.
spendoraudio.
corn
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logo intersecting the drawer. A

on/off - no standby. From switch-on

valve hybrid, the player has a342 x

Mundi] it was almost as if the Tri

the Tri takes surprisingly little time
to come ' on song'.

player couldn't keep pace with

326mm (wd) footprint and there are
four compliant feet. It comes with a
rather tinny looking, if solid, remote
with ' hexangular screwdriver' (Allen
key) for battery renewal - Triode
Corporation's 11-sheet instruction
manual could do with decent
re-translation. The Tri is Japanese
manufactured.
As noted in the picturevaption
[on page 60], XLR or RCA phono

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

my own system first. Ibelieve the

had the hare's agility in its upper
ranges. A recent Oehms CD of
Schubert sonatas [ OC 593] also

old ESL57s and Iliked the triode
implementation more than that in

readout, display brightness and
mute are remote-operable only.
When aCD is playing, adistractingly

MF's X-DACv8, where it's surely a
novelty option best switched out.

vivid blue indicator light within the

and there's an obvious haze
of valve coloration. Everything
is very laidback, subjectively

But Iliked the way the two fascia

You cannot do that here,

slowed even. This suited anew
BIS SACD of Tchaikovsky's Violin
Concerto ( review next month),
notwithstanding ablowsy

the drawer closes. It self-closes

presentation of the recording

after 55 seconds if inadvertently
left open. The front power switch is

acoustic. But with Andrew Manze's
Beethoven Eroica SACD [ Harmonia

- -

Blue [
Sony] which had its attractions.
If the Tri was something of a
tortoise, the Spendor SA1 certainly

Tri will have astrong appeal to a
certain type of audiophile - not least

digital outputs are also provided.
Such functions as fast search, timing

skip buttons allow one to work back
from the last track if preferred, when

to the Miles Davis classic Kind of

the CD player and speakers within

may be used for analogue output
connection; rear optical/coaxial

green! - is dimmed.

added asmoky layer of atmosphere

None of these components has had
previous HFN scrutiny and Iwanted
to get some separate impressions of

classical music- lovers with nostalgia
for the old Quad 11/22 sound. The
player does go very well with my

readout panel stays on, even when
data display - non- matching sea-

the conductor's fast tempo for the
opening movement! The TRV-CD4SE

ABOVL. i
he
Spendor SA1
has an optional
stand with a
veneer to match
the cabinet

includes an avant-garde piano study
which makes agreat test track - the
performer runs his fingers over the
strings, pounds them acouple of
times, taps the pegs... The SA1s
gave agood woody timbre here,

CLOCKWISE
FROM BOTTOM:
The PS Audio

and the long decays were superbly
rendered. The expressive nuances in

remotes; the

the Schubert were finely presented
and image depth was good, albeit

speakers are
single- wire only;

the acoustic sounded more ' wet'
than it should. Ialso noted acertain

Spendor offers

shallowness in lower registers.

three veneers
piano black,
gloss zebrano
or satin wenge
(don't ask!)

'But with
Andrew Manze's
Beethoven
Eroica it was
almost as if the
player couldn't
keep pace with
the conductor's
fast tempo for
the opening
movement'

Early Decca mono LPs were given
asizzly top and their 'ffrr' tonal
characteristics were exaggerated.
The music was still tuneful. Speech
articulation was impeccable
except that voices (Stravinsky's The
Soldier's Tale - DG) seemed behind a
thickening curtain.
A new Naïve CD of Bizet Carmen
and L'Arlésienne excerpts, given on
authentic instruments, conveyed the
subtleties of phrasing outstandingly
well; the top was clean and airy but
again there were reservations about
the thickening of lower timbres.
But the SA1s cannot be faulted
on pace or timing. Incidentally, all
listening was done with grilles off
and the speakers spaced well away
from room boundaries and toed into
the listening seat - as recommended
by Spendor.
So maybe that mid/bass driver
needed the extra power offered
by the PS Audio A-100? And the
complete system might resolve that
subjective slowness of the Tri?
GETTING IT TOGETHER
With the system assembled
fully, time to try the same music
examples. To some extent the
Spendors diluted the Tri's slowing
effect with Manze's Eroica, although
focus would remain compromised
until the PS Audio combination
had been on for many, many hours
(much as Ihad found necessary last
July with its phono stage).
The Tri added aviola- like
coloration to Vadim Gluzman's violin
in the Tchaikovsky, and tuttis were
cloudy, even if the overall effect G.
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e Ayre P-5xe phono pre- amplifier. This suoerb

c Harmonic Resolution

a Lyra Skala cartridge. For us, the best

sounding phono stage is well established

sounding Lyra cartridge. Very neutral in

Systems ADL Record Weight.

tone, abig soundstage and asmooth,

This weight may look like many others

now but still offers great value. Alayered

musical sound. A radical different design

but the effect on sound is so different that

sound stage, smooth tonal balance and

to other Lyras utilising new materials that

it can be ashock to some. The special

afully balanced circuit option. External

have reduced resonances and increased

HRS polymer surface removes unwanted

switching offers different cartridge loadings

the speed of transients. £ 1849. Recently

resonances so effectively that LPs sound

and internal switching provides gain

re- introduced, the popular Helikon at

more transparent, with much more focus

the reduced price of £995 — superb value.

and fine detail resolved; it is as if you have

b Whest Audio PS.3oR phono stage.
The new phono stage to replace the already
acclaimed PS.2o with significantly upgraded
circuitry. Asingle chassis, full width design
that now included abalanced circuit and
six options for cartridge loading via internal

options. £ 1695.
f Nagra VPS phono pre- amplifier. The new

never heard the record before. Many of our

phono stage from Nagra is finally here and

vinyl enthusiasts say that, once they play

superb it is too. Very transparent, very

their systems with this weight, they cannot

holographic and tonally correct. Most

listen to their LPs without it. Exceptional

importantly for avalve based design, it Is

value at £ 132. Trial samples available.

absolutely quiet. There are several cartridge

d DaVinciAudio Labs Grandezza tone-arm.

loading and impedances options, via

switches. Exceptional imaging and detailed

One of the best and most neutral tone- arm

miniature plug-in boards, supplied with the

without being too clinical. An audition is

we have heard. The use of Swiss ruby

unit. Asecond phono board, either MM or

highly recommended. £ 1599. We also

bearings and magnetic anti- skate resiits

MC, can be retro fitted easily. An internal

have the whestTWO phono stage which

in one of the lowest friction arms on the

switch allows the selection of two RIAA

has sio% of the performance of the PS.20

market. This enables the cartridge used

curves; one for 19505 produced LPs and

and offers excellent value at £650.

to track to its best abilities, extracting the

one for 197os onwards LPs. All in all,

finest details from the LP. Available in 9';

probably the best phono pre- amplifier

io"and

we have heard, with the usual superb

12"

lengths. From Limo.

build quality that is associated with this
company. From £ 3600.
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North Star M192 96/24
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Transport with Pro 2CD
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SUPER SYSTEMS

was tuneful, making one attentive to the
playing. On Kind of Blue the background
hash was revealed in ' Sketches Of Spain'
but both Miles' and ' Cannonball' Adderly's
high registers tended to sound piercing,
although there was agood weight to the

Symphony on RCA ' Living Stereo' ( Chicago

qualities: aneutral- sounding PS Audio

Symphony/Pierre Monteux, 1961). As Ihad
anticipated, the Tri was well attuned to this
sound characteristic; the fulsome harp was
well set back, plaintive oboe and warm

which doesn't send you off having to find
suitable stands, and aCD player with a
kind of ` retro' sound appeal - one which I

pairing, askilfully designed small monitor

suspect would better suit, say, abig valve
set-up perhaps with horn speakers. 0)

string pizzicati were eminently satisfying.

overall sound.

The cleaner character of the remastering
for hybrid SACD reissue showed when

A NECESSARY INTERLUDE

comparisons were made with the original

Ifelt at a one stage that it was

important
to revert to my normal CD player, and this

CD transfer.
With Claire Martin's ' He Never

The Triode Corporation

confirmed that speakers and amplification

Mentioned Love' [ Linn] the piano

CD player had a strong

coped well with the dynamics on Kind

accompaniment with brushed cymbal
was very good, the articulation of words

identity that many will

superb, with the husky vocal colour well

context, would

defined. The more up- beat tempo ' Forget

appeal. But not in

Me' was just as enjoyable and these two
tracks prompted ahigher level setting than

present company!

of Blue. As to the Eroica movement I
wouldn't have missed asecond of it! The
architecture was clear, the interlocking
of parts (
eg timpani contributions) in
excellent focus. The piano study on Oehms

SOUND

45% h i.

like and, in another

FEATURES

68%

Spendor's new
SA1 is well built,

Iwould normally like.

had ' in the room' presence, and voices on
the Stravinsky LP no longer sounded veiled.
A clear, open soundstage showed just how

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

would look best

the SA1s had gained from mating with PS
Audio's A-100.
Having tried this substitution - which
was like clearing ahurdle - Iput the
system back together and some time later
tried another couple of familiar test discs.

BUILD

79%

TRI AGAIN
As you'll have gathered, as a ' super system'

in black but it

this still wasn't quite working for me.
Its overall effect was to demand close

voltage amplifier.

attention in order to get anything from
the music, without having that ability to
draw you in effortlessly, not tensed up.

it well and its Trio

needs an ample
PS Audio's served
range has other

[CO

78%

tempting add-ons.

As separates, the components have good

One was the slow movement of Franck's

HFN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER
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CD players with valve output stages are something

As befits its Class D topology, the A-100 power

of aFar Eastern fashion but, as Musical Fidelity
has demonstrated, this need not necessarily go

amplifier is very efficient, drawing - 123W per
100WI8ohm and delivering afull 120WI8ohm and
230WI4ohm - sufficient to raise just 97-98dB @
3m from the partnering Spendor SA1 speakers.

hand-in-hand with high levels of distortion. With the
TRV-CD4SE, however, it most certainly does. In fact
the player only achieves its rated 0.1% distortion
between -30dBFs and -65dBFs, reaching over 1%
through the top 10dB of its dynamic range [see
graph, above]. So the TRV-CD4SE is colourful even
though the 98dB A-wtd SIN ratio is fully appropriate
for 16- bit CD and the impressively low 150psec
jitter means that digital ' nasties' are submerged.
This player is also unusual in having abroadly
downturned response, showing amild + 0.2dB boost
through bass and lower midrange followed by a
roll-off to -0.4dB at 20kHz. This is asubtle rather
than aggressive tailoring, but it adds to the CD4SE's
overall 'character'. PM

Dynamic headroom is necessarily limited and its
relatively weak low impedance drive capability
suggests tougher speakers than the SA1 are best
avoided. Distortion is lower through the P-200
preamp which holds to - 0.003% from 10Hz right
up to 40kHz while the inductive filter in the output
of the A-100 drives distortion from 0.013% in bass
and lower midrange up to 0.3% at 20kHz. The low
output impedance keeps its response in line with
the -0.4dBI2OkHz ( Bohm load) and - 1.0dBI20kHz
(4ohm load) limits but cannot match the ± 0.01dB
10Hz-100kHz performance of the preamp nor its
wide 99dB A-wtd SIN ratio. Pm

Most speakers this compact use reflex loading to
improve the trade-off between sensitivity and bass
extension. The SA1, by contrast, uses closed box
bass loading and also presents arelatively easy load
to its partnering amplifier - attributes which have to
be paid for through low sensitivity. Spendor specifies
an optimistic 85dB whereas our measurements
show alow 80.5dB, meaning that the SA1 will need
lots of amplifier volts to play loud. But its minimum
impedance modulus of 6.1ohm and minimum EPDR
of 3.3ohm make it quite amplifier friendly.
The on-axis frequency response trend is flat
with low deviation, and pair matching excellent.
Distortion at 100Hz is on the high side because
of the small bass-mid driver and the cumulative
spectral decay waterfall [see above] reveals some
breakup resonances - but the initial decay is fast
over awide frequency range. KH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
kbadmum output level

2.15Vrms

Power Output, 8/4ohm (<1%THD)

120W/230W

Sensitivity (SPL at lmf 2.83V)

130W/250W/120W/65W

Impedance modulus (min/max)

80.5dB

Martd SIN Ratio

97.9dB

Dynamic Power, 8/4/2/1ohm

Distortion lIcitz.OdBFs/-30dEiFs

2.05% / 0.056%

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.001-0.0C2ohm

Impedance phase (min/max)

6.1ohm
@212Hz
-53°
01102Hz

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

1.95%

Freq. Response (20Hz-100kHz)

-0.1dB to -8.9dB

Freq. rasp. error (200Hz-20IcHz)

t2.7dB ±2.9dB

Digital litter

150psec

Input Sensitivity (0d13W/100W)

65mV/645mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hz)

79Hz

Resolution@ -100d8

t1.1dB

Awtd SIN ratio (OdBW/100W)

70.4dB/90.5dB

Treble extension (-6dB re. 10IcHz)

36.6kHz j35.9kHz

Stereo separation (20Hz-20IcHz)

>65dB

Distortion (10W, 20Hz-20IcHz)

0.013-0.29%

THD 100Hz/lkHz/lOidtz rim II lay

3.9% j0.2%1 0.5%
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50.4ohm
@ 84Hz
+53°
018.6kHz
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READERS' SYSTEMS

Steve Harris meets another Steve whose
upmarket system has changed radically since
his modest start with adeck propped up
with books, ' cheap and nasty' speakers and
budget amp. Oh, and there's an interlude with
the family kittens at play. Not to mention a
frustratingly complicated equipment stand...

I

(

t's awonderful pastime,' says Steve, who
admits that music frequently moves him

to tears. 'As you upgrade over the years,

you expect better detail and more musical
sound. But Istill get surprised by the fact that
there's more tune in the bass, there's more music in
the bass. It stops being asort of cardboard thump
and you realise that there's texture to drum skins!
'Most of my collection is classical, but since that
turntable's turned up Ican't stop listening to rock
and pop. Led Zeppelin and things really get to me
-I've turned into aNeil Young fan, Alison Krauss ...'
Steve is now enjoying an upmarket system,
based around apair of prized MartinLogan
speakers, but like most of his generation, he started
with audio on ashoestring - and continued that
way for many years.
'When Iwas ateenager in the late 1960s, my
parents were thinking of buying aradiogram, but
aschoolfriend of mine - now an avionics engineer
-said they should buy areel-to-reel tape recorder.
They wouldn't have to buy records, they could just
tape off somebody else's. Italked them into this,
and they bought one from amail order catalogue. I
can't remember what it was, but it was mono, and
used aBSR deck.
'I used to tape Alan Freeman's Pick of the Pops,
but then Idecided it would be good to be able
to record records too. Iwent out and bought a
Garrard SP25 turntable. Couldn't afford to buy one
with aplinth, so Istood it on its springs on piles of
science-fiction paperbacks that I'd stopped reading.
'I attempted to tape straight off the cartridge
and it sounded funny! Iwent back to the shop, and
CENTRE: Steve's
turntable sits

they tried to explain to me about RIM equalisation
and the frequency response of the cartridge - and

on aStands

sold me an amplifier.

Unique system
rack housing
aSonneteer
Sedley phono

'It was the most basic Nikko amplifier, with a
phono stage of course. And apair of headphones.

stage, Moon
Nova CD
player, Sony
DVD player,
Moon preamp,
Virgin- supplied
Pace cable TV
box and Russ
Andrews mains
power block
RIGHT: Cats will
play - see p68
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THE ROOM
AMP

Those MartinLogan 513
speakers do loom alittle
large in this smallish
living room, but with
Steve's current system
they manage to create
asurprisingly impressive
depth of image as
well as aconvincing
stereo spread, provided
you are seated at the
sweet spot. The bass is
tuneful and free from
any serious boominess
although inevitably
lacking in ultimate
extension. Steve's big
CD collection is housed
in racking just outside
the door

'In metalwork at school, everyone had to make
something for their exam piece. Most people made
adrawbolt for the door or agate- hinge, but Imade
apickup arm. It cost seven shillings and sixpence for
the materials. The bearings were just case-hardened
steel screws with points, into centre- punched dots
in aluminium rings which I'd turned up. It had no
long life intentions!
'Eventually, Istarted to work and earn money,
and treated myself to apair of Howland West
Narvik speakers. They were three-way and, on
paper, they looked like acheaper version of the

'I went back to the shop and
they tried to explain to me
about RIAA equalisation'
Wharfedale Dovedale 3. The Dovedales were £ 80,

BELOW: Steve's

the Howland Wests were £ 60 apair. Captive lead
out of the back, really cheap and nasty crude

Moon W-3
power amplifier

speakers. Ibought those, used them for years.'

feeds his
MartinLogans

UPSIDE DOWN
'Only when Itried playing them with the grilles off

via GutWire
Chime cables.

did Idiscover that the tweeter was at the bottom!

Power cables

The grilles must have been fitted the wrong way
round. Iturned them up the other way, and the
sound improved no end. '->

are Kimber
except for the

JULY 2008
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RIGHT: Steve
originally

'Many years later, Istill had the Nikko amp, and

bought the

the SP25 was now mounted in avery smart plinth
built by someone in the shipyard where my dad

Sonneteer

worked. But one day Iwas passing ajunk shop and I

phono stage

saw aGarrard 301, bashed to smithereens, with the
speed control and on/off levers broken. When the

to accompany
aTownshend
Rock deck;
the Sony
DVD player
beneath the
Moon CD
player is the
DVP-57700,
which can
also play CDs

guy in the shop plugged it in, it just blew the fuse,
so he sold it to me for £ 1.
'When Igot it home Ifound that the retaining
nut on the little Bulgin connector inside had fallen
off and was sitting across the terminals. Iput
the nut back and it worked, despite the broken
switches. So Iput my own pickup arm from school
on it and used that for ages.
'I played around with various amps, all bought
secondhand. Ihad aFerrograph amp, that matched
the Ferrograph 800 series tape recorder. Then from

'That was just wonderful. Ibrought
it back here and put on an LP of
Bruckner motets and burst into tears'

BELOW:
Steve's
turntable
is the Avid
Volvere, with

Technica OC30, which was nigh- on f600, brcugat it
home and promptly broke it trying to install it. Then I
discovered it wasn't insured!
'But Iwas really pleased with the Rock. It would
bring out detail on apar with that offered by CD. I
was very anti- CD, because Ithought it was completely

the same shop Ibought aTownshend preamplifier

and utterly sterile, at least with the players Iwas
listeling to at that time.

and power amp. The preamp had atapered back to
get all the sockets on it, because it was physically

'Then Ichanged the speakers. From afriend,
Ibought apair of speakers made to the design

so small. The front was about the size of apacket of
ten cigarettes. But it had an MC phono stage.

R50. It was afour-way transmission- line with KEF drive

OUT OF ROCK

un ts. He'd built them and used them for years before
he decided to go on to Quad electrostatics.

'By this time Iwas using aTownshend Rock with an
RB300 arm. Ihad saved up and saved up for the
Rock. Then Iwent into adealer to buy it and he told
me Townshend had stopped making it!

published in HiFi Answers, basically the Cambridge

`He sold me the transmission lines for Ithink £ 110.
Isold the Howland West speakers to awork colleague
at work for £ 80, making a £ 20 profit! Admittedly, with
my home- built stands, which were sand-filled boxes

Origin Live
Illustrious

'But luckily Iwas living round the corner from
Townshend at the time — as this was when he had
the factory in Hersham. Irang Max Townshend up

with spikes. Later Isold the transmission lines to the
same colleague for about £ 130.'

tonearm and
Lyra Helikon

and he told me he had some there with paint chips.
So Ibought one from him.

KITTENS GET THEIR KICKS

moving-coil
cartridge

'I had abasic Audio Technica moving-coil
cartridge. Then Iupgraded to the better Audio

'We had two cats, which were kittens then. Itook the
grilles off because the cats attacked them. Then one
day Iwas doing something in the other room and
Istarted hearing this " doomphi ... doomph!" and
thought what on earth is that?
'You know how kids run down acorridor and
kick their feet up against the wall and run the other
way? The cats were doing that on my KEF B139 bass
speakers. So Imade apair of expanded aluminium
grilles that would take the weight of the cats.
'Some years after that, an aunt passed away and
left me and my two sisters some money each. One
sister paid off part of her mortgage, the other sister
invested the money. And Ibought apair of speakers.'
These were, of course, the MarinLogan SL3 Mk2
wh:cn Steve has today. What made him go for them?
'I'd heard apair of Quad ESL63s, and was very
impressed with their detail abilities. I'd also visited
Len Gregory [The Cartridge Man] and heard apair of
Magneplanars. Ididn't buy them, but Ibecame quite
sold on the concept of panels. By then HiFi News had
said how well the bass was integrated with the panel
on the MartinLogans. Ialso auditioned the B&W 802,
but they were twice the price at £ 6000- plus.
'But the amps changed before the speakers. Ihad a
real rush of blood to the brain and decided to buy c>
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With Mayflower Sounds, Hearing is Believing.
Mayflower Sounds is aretailer of the world's finest two-channel
audio. Based in the North Midlands, we are an exclusive stockist of
some of the most desirable audio equipment available. Our facilities
consist of two brand-new listening rooms with top class music systems
on durriunalration, featuring products such as the breathtaking Opera
Caruso and the fabulous Unison Research Absolute 845. Our selection
is based not only on stunning sound quality but on desirability and
superior design. We are proud to be aflagship retailer of UKD
products, including the top line models from Unison Research, Opera
and Pathos Acoustics, which are all on permanent demonstration.

Discover the ronge of Unison Research's world
renowned valve amplifiers at Mayflower Sounds

Superior products require superior service.
Contact Mayflower Sounds to experience both. . .
Tel 01302 711528
e: mayflowersounds@fsmail.net

l 07931 524266
I

www.mayflowersounds.co.uk

telephone : 01753 652 669
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web site : www.ukd.co.uk
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READERS' SYMMS

aCD player, because Ididn't have one. Idecided Iwas

of Townshend Rock with RB300 and Audio Technica

going to buy some Musical Fidelity kit.'
At the time Musical Fidelity had launched what
Steve calls the 'Thomas The Tank Engine' range, the

0C30. 'The first upgrade was to add the Sonneteer
Sedley phono stage, to go with the Musical Fidelity

cylindrical XSeries. But he was offered an ex-dem

lead and cables to go with it, which doubled the

Elektra E200 preamp.
'It had agloss black finish, and came with balanced

price. But that was just wonderful. Ibrought it back

outputs. And it had acouple of customisable inputs,

into tears.

so you could have phono 1and phono 2.1 also bought
an F16 power amplifier, and aMusical Fidelity E600

'But the turntable mods really started with the
desire to buy abetter cartridge. Istarted talking to
Mike O'Brien with anotional budget, and to cut a
long story short, it boiled down to the Lyra Helikon.'

CD player. Iran that through an X10D. Then, awhile
later, Ibought the Musical Fidelity XDAC. The Xi OD
certainly improved the CD player, but once I'd gone
to the X24 DAC, the X1OD was sort of dulling it down.
'Later, Ichanged the preamp for the F25, to
match the power amp. Ifound that secondhand
at Heatherdale Audio, down on the south coast.
Everything you've ever read about that's exotic, he's
got there secondhand. And that was such amatch,
the F25 and F16.Istill think it was incredibly musical.
'Then 1bought the MartinLogan speakers. After
some searching, Ihad tracked down an ex-dem pair
at O'Brien Hi-fi. Itook my wife Chris along to listen to
them. I'd already made mockups with boxes in the
living room and asked her " Can you live with this?".
'When we got to O'Brien's, Chris looked through
the glass into the listening room and " God, they are
big!" They wheeled us in and sat us down, and we
must have got three bars into the music when Chris

amps. Ibought some quite pricey Transparent mains

here and put on an LP of Bruckner motets and burst

Remembering his earlier cartridge- breaking
experience, Steve took the Rock in to have the Lyra
fitted. But soon after, he went along with O'Brien's
proposal for acomplete turntable upgrade, and
moved on to the Avid Volvere and Origin Live
Illustrious Mk2.
'I was looking for something that was going to
be very musical and also good at rejecting surface
noise. Anyway, they put that together for me, and I
just couldn't believe the sound when it came here.
I'm still very impressed with it.'
Eventually the Musical Fidelity F25/F16
combination gave way to aMoon P-3 pre- and W-3
power amp combination.
'The other thing that's changed over the years
has been the cabling. That's been the biggest

BELOW:
Speakers
have come
along way
since Steve's
first pair of
Howland Wests
-apair of Mk2
MartinLogan
SL3s now take
pride of place

attitude shift. Years ago, Iremember blanching

said " You've got to have them!".'

OVER THE TOP OF THE MOON
'After that Idecided to upgrade the CD player. I
think Ihad anotional budget of £ 2000.11istened to
asecondhand Classé player and didn't like it. Then I
listened to the Moon Equinox, which was £ 2000, the
one with the transport that's like apyramidic lump on
the top of it. That was much better, but it still didn't
really hit the spot.
'So Mike O'Brien said " What about the Nova?".
This was £ 3000, which was bit over the top. But he
plugged it in and Iwas bowled over!'
At this point, the player was running on the
standard mains lead.
'Then they switched to an exotic Kimber mains
lead. We played the same track and Ijust burst out
laughing. The difference was colossal!'

'The other thing that's changed over
the years has been the cabling.
That's been the biggest attitude shift'
at the cost of aseventy-quid pair of van den Hul
D102s. But then lbegan to work my way up
through the Transparent range, until the GutWire
came along. O'Briens said that the Transparent
cables weren't agood match with the Moon
electronics - they were right!
'With Transparent cables there is an upgrade
path, so you get money back when upgrading.
However, O'Briens kindly gave me the same amount
of money back when trading- in for the Gutwire.

Up to that point the vinyl front end still consisted

RACK WITH PAIN
'Then there is the Stands Unique rack. A dust-trap,
and apig to move! It takes forever. Ihad cause to
move that stand and its contents four inches to the
right once, and it took me five hours by the time
I'd taken it apart, put it back together and levelled
every shelf.
'It comes as standard with 6mm shelves, but
this has got lOmm shelves and the shelf support
mod - little screws with carbon fibre crosses on
top instead of silicon pads. And the additional
shelf for the turntable, probably abit redundant
as that turntable is well isolated. But Ilike the gap
underneath for all the trinkets.
'I've got some ideas for making astand of my
ABOVE: Steve's choice of preamplifier is the Moon P-3

own, using cantilevered shelves, very minimalist

(centre) and he has the matching Moon Nova CD player.
Interconnects are GutWire, balanced and unbalanced

from avisual point of view, that I'm going to try
one day. But I've got to finish the kitchen first.: (')
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sounds of music
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When Iwas little my Dad
used to take me to see all the
wonders in his favourite hi-fi
store.
As Igrew up those wonderful
memories stayed with me and I
realised that eventually...
We all in some way, follow in
our parents footsteps.
One way or another...
/

Sounds of Music
Firgrove Business Park
Firgrove Road
Cross in hand, Nr Healhfield

Tel: +44 ( 0) 1435 865 212

East Sussex, TN21 OCL

Fax: + 44 (0) 1435 865 213

By appointment only please

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

The best collection of the best, all
under one roof, all available on our
famous home trial scheme, and all
accompanied by the best service
and advice anywhere. Why would
you or your family want to go
anywhere else?

Our Services include:
-8 Relaxing Demonstration Studios
-The largest range of the best hi-erd hi- ft in the south
-Unique One- Month Home Trial Scheme
-No pressure selling, decide at your leisure at Forne
-Exclusive 75% Upgrade Trade-in System
-Generous part exchange prices
-Free Tea, Coffee and other light refreshments
-Dedicated Parking at the store

NOVILAND

ART

LUMLEY

EB

LSA

Providing generation after generation with the
finest Music Systems money can buy

GAMIF

AUDIO RSSEARCH

CCNTIN JUM APH,0 Ltes

VITUS

MAMA

PMRUN LOGAN

TENOR

Every system at any
price level loses vital
musical information
unless you tackle the
problems like this...

The' way ter

DLscover

Model 10A

ZSZ rnore srnL'leS
Power supplies in hifi equipment,
especially the transformers, create
ACOUSTIC VIBRATION over awide
frequency range. RADIO
INTERFERENCE pollutes the mains
creating distortion, especially on CD.

Model 20/2A

Both conspire to kill the detail
that gives you presence, separation,
scale, imaging, tonal contrasts,
drama, timing — everything that goes
to create MUSICAL ENJ
OYMENT.

Model 20/1

OK, you can retrieve more with
major upgrades but you'll still be
bugged by the same problems and
they'll be revealed even more by
better equipment! Good stuff is just
as vulnerable — customers agree.

I\

Vertex AQ draw on aeronautical
industry research for products that
tackle the WHOLE SYSTEM to drain
and block vibration and suck the RF
interference away to earth.

Model 30/2

I
SOLATION from external energy is
valuable but system-generated noise
is easily THREE TIMES WORSE.
Vertex platforms drain the vibration
from components, while their cables
block transmission along the wire,
asuperb noise conductorThink of
your childhood telephone, two tins
joined by apiece of wire. Now
think of the BIGGEST VIBRATOR of
them all: your loudspeakers!

Series M2

Vertex offer mains treatments
from simple to sophisticated, giving
increasing clarity, sweetness, drama
and, well, more SMILES!

Series 300

As always, TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
and check www.vertexaq.com

The
Right
Note
Illtsic ill the home
411.

Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

Series IV

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID
the way and save money in the long run.

01225 874728
or lo-call

J
UST

0845 230 7570

EXPENSIVE MISTAKES ,enjoy music along

Series V

BATH

LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

CD:
ACCUS TI
CARTS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL, VERDI, VERONA, P81),
GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, W ADIA. VINYL:
AESTHETIX, AVID, CLEARAUDIO,
DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT

Ask

SME LTD • ST

Drdetails

of this superb range .

JING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND

tel: + 44 ( 0)19 3 814321

fax. + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email sales@sme ltd uk or visit our website www.sme.ltd.uk

SPECIAL TRANSFIGURATION. A MPLIFIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT,DK DESIGN, DNM ,GAMUT,
HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS :
AUDIO PHYSIC, DAL', ETHOS,
GAMUT, NEAT,
TOTEM. CABLES CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ
M AINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNI QUE, VERTEX AQ

MUSIC REVIEWS
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Music Classical

peg»

SIBELIUS/SCHOENBERG

Violin Concertos

Hilary Hahn, Swedish RSO/EsaPekka Salonen: DC 477 7346

Ican count adozen Sibelius
recordings by women violinists, but
none until now of the Schoenberg in any case rarely recorded.
When Vox issued its landmark ( if
unsatisfactory) 1969 LP, Hans Keller's
sleeve note quoted the composer
saying executants would need ' six
fingers' for it. Enormous confidence
is brought to the work here and
DC's recording will win it awider
audience - I'd suggest newcomers
work backwards from the finale.
Salonen also provides afabulous
Sibelius accompaniment. Hahn's
playing is technically flawless

Piano Concerto 1; Hungarian Dances— excerpts
Nicholas Angelich. Frankfurt RSO/Paavo larvi; Virgin 518998 2

Fingers fairly fly in nine excerpts from
Brahms's piano/four-hands Hungarian
Dances, Angelich partnered by Frank
Braley. This is the more rewarding half
of the disc - asplashy acoustic though.
Not that you will find amore observant
reading of the Concerto elsewhere.
Angelich's elegant, restrained manner
has its virtues and Járvi secures admirably
soft string playing where required. But

but can she see beyond her

his Frankfurt winds aren't the best in
Europe, and this version fails to capture

own reflection? CB

the essence of Brahms's tragic music. CB
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BoureethouthtithphoriS Orchestra
Mario !step

LISZT

BACH

BARTOK

The Wooden Prince

St Matthew Passion

12 Transcendental Studies

Bournemouth SO/Marin Alsop; Naxos 8.570534

Dunedin Consort and Players; Linn CKD313 (three SACOS)

Claudio Arrau; Pentatone PTC 5186 171 (SACO hybrid)

Considered the weakest of Bartok's
three stage works, this mystical fairy-

Directed by John Butt, this is aversion
of the Passion using no more than 12
singers, and with scoring based on Bach's

This great Chilean pianist is in danger of
becoming forgotten nowadays. He was

tale one-act ballet was written after the
opera Bluebeard's Castle, both with the
same librettist. The Miraculous Mandarin
was started two years later ( 1918).
Completing her Bournemouth trilogy,
Marin Alsop secures fine-detailed playing
somewhat clouded by the recording
acoustic. Better to pay extra for Boulez's
more ' symphonic' approach ( DG); better

own last performance, c.1742 ( it has
both organ and harpsichord continuos
and an added viola da gamba). With two
choirs of four singers the effect obviously

deliberation. A probing interpreter, Arrau
had been known as avirtuoso in his early

differs greatly from the weightier styles

aged 71 and his playing, always dignified,
betrays some technical strain. Pentatone

of, say, Klemperer or Karajan while Butt's
use of young voices adds to the senses
of intimacy and immediacy. Wonderfully
lithe instrumental playing compensates

still Dorati ( Mercury), whose idiomatic
grasp brings this score to vibrant life. CB

for variability in female solo arias. CB
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still recording for Philips in his eighties
and critics had tired of his increased

•

U

U

D
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U
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Berlin days. He taped these Liszt Studies

offers the original (then unused) rear
channels from the Concertgebouw
sessions. A cleaner sound but much lower
transfer levels than Philips' own. CB
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Copland CTA405 integrated valve amplifier
'Copland's CTA405 exhibits all the virtues that makes
fools of its rivals
stupendous value for money'
Ken Kessler - hill news

Alternative
audioplay

t: 01984 624242 e: peterGialternativeaudio.co.uk

t: + 44 ( 0)20 73596962
m: + 44(0)7966 101971

Nottingham Analogue (1), Lector (2), Music First Audio (3),

audioplay@btinternet.com

Border Patrol (4), Art Audio, Clearaudio, EAR/Yoshino, Experience
Filtration, Lector, LFD Audio, Lyra, Quadraspire, Shun Mool.,
SME, Transfiguration, Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio
Lamm

Copland

SRA

Metronome technologie

Verbatim Cables

Vonschweikert

www.alternativeaudio.co.uk

EW <\ VVO TAHT CRU COMETIPTI \O
C\A OTF\E LEVEA YU° FELEG1\
COF\DUSE
WE WONT

Oxford Audio Consultants Ltd

WE LOVE TO LISTE\
CANTAY HOUSE,
MON-FRI:

PARK END STREET,

OXFORD

OX1

1JD

10Am - 6pm / SAT: 10Am - 5pm

TEL 01865 790 879 / FAX 01865 791 665
INFO@OXFORDALIDIO.CO.UK

/ WVVW.OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK

VISIT WWW.OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK FOR LIST OF BRANDS AND OUR NEW/USED EQUIPMENT LIST
FINANCE AVAILABLE, SUBJECT TO STATUS

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Jazz
Album
OFTHEmonth

DIANNE REEVES

When You Know

Blue Note 0946 3 89658 2 .
1

Could any other singer launch an
album beautifully with VVhitfield and
Strong's ' Imagination', then breathe

MONTY ALEXANDER

something new and special into
`Lovin' You' and ' Windmills Of Your

The Good Life

Mind'? ' Social Call' is jazzier, Reeves
adding her own impeccable vocalese

Here the celebrated and versatile pianist
sparkles in astraight trio format. The
choice of adozen titles associated with

to the jauntily- wistful Jon Hendricks
song. Among the great musicians
here is guitarist Russell Malone,
giving arocking juke- blues sound

Chesky SACO340 (multichannel SACO)

Tony Bennett wasn't just apeg to hang
asession on, but aheartfelt tribute
-Alexander, endlessly iiventive, echoes

in Dianne's self- penned closer,

Bennett's own wit and tenderness. In

'Today Will Be aGood Day'. Her
outlook may have broadened

stereo, the piano is oddly placed to the

since she first signed with Blue

right, drums ( George Fludas) out to the
left and bass ( Lorin Cohen) in the centre.

Note 20 years ago, but more
than ever, she is agreat artist
giving her best. SH

you hear abigger space as the venue
comes to life, and so does the music. SH

1. MI In
la MI

In surround, get the balance right and
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Afro Bop Alliance

CARIBBEAN JAll PROJECT

GEORGE COLEMAN
I
Could Write ABook

ASTOR PIAllOLLA YSU QUINTETO

Heads Up HUCD 3137

Telarc CD- 83439

Milan 399 149-2

One of those albums where the opener

Coleman recorded this set of Richard

His influence as acomposer is now so

sets the pace, and you just go with it.
'Rendezvous' kicks off some accessible,

Rodgers tunes in 1998 with regular
sidemen Harold Mabern on piano and

pervasive it's hard to remember that in
the mid- 1980s, Piazzolla's nuevo tango

Live At The Montreal Jazz Festival

enjoyable and beautifully recorded Latin

Jamil Nasser, bass, plus Billy Higgins on

emanated only from his own quintet,

jazz from the Alliance big band, with
Dave Samuels on vibes and marimba.

drums. He plays soprano on the inevitably
Trane-like ' Favorite Things', alto on the

as he took the world's jazz festivals by
storm. In this 1984 recording, the sound

Newly recorded and arranged, the pieces

joyful title track, tenor on 'Thou Swell'.

is good, but inevitably, the PA ( or at

all have their origins in the Caribbean
Jazz Project collective: Samuels, steel pan
drummer Andy Narell and saxophonist

Sound is upfront, even brittle, perhaps
over-emphasising Mabern's relentlessly

least the mixing part of it) contributes
an electronic character. Against that

percussive piano style. Coleman was
always amuscular hard-bopper with

you can put the fact that this is a

Paquito D'Rivera. As well as Samuels'
originals, new takes on Coltrane's ' Naima'
and Monk's ' Bemsha Swing'. SH
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fantastic stamina, but this enjoyable set

simply tremendous live performance by
Piazzolia's epochal group at apeak of

does reveal his lyrical side. SH

passion and creativity. The real thing. SH
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Precision engineering
A passion for the music

Ortofon Cartridges
at last you will
find all the music
in your vinyl

often

accuracy in sound

rIENLE1

To find out more about the full range of
hi-fi cartridges from Ortofon, and
where you can buy them visit:
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

You don't know what you're

missing

—until you try avan den Hul
cable in your hi-fi system
, en Hul ca Isproved our music that will deliver it
ccurately and es completely
as • ossibl
To find out more about the full range of
interconnects, a/v. HDMI and speaker cables
from van den Hul, and where you can buy
them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

we de

FENEI

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Rock
REM

Accelerate
Warner Bros 9362-49885-8

This is REM's best album in some
while. From the over-driven surge
of opener '
Living Well Is The Best
Revenge', they're in full flight,

Hideaway

sounding like angry 1965 garage

Nettwerk 5037703 077720

punks. This is largely because

Two years ago Iraved about The

guitarist Peter Buck's simple

Weepies' second album, Say IAm You.

pop- rock obsessions are providing
the band's propulsive thrust for
the first time in adecade. Happily,
Accelerate not only starts well but
gets better as it proceeds, with
powerful cuts like ' Supernatural
Superserious' and ' Hollow Man'
providing aspringboard into
the meaty political allegory of
'Houston' and the despairing
title track. /
8
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PANIC! AT THE DISCO

THE WEEPIES

LONELY DRIFTER KAREN

This one's even better. The Californiabased husband and wife team write the
most sumptuously melting folksy- pop
songs you'll hear this year. Their voices
blend perfectly, their understated
instrumentation is magical, and their
tunes wrap themselves around you like a
new lover yearning to get closer. Maybe
they could rock out abit more but, for
the moment, Ican take alot more of
Hideaway. JB
Mann ri RECORDING
UU•UU PERFORMANCE

MOTORPSYCHO

Pretty Odd

Grass Is Singing

Little Lucid Moments

Decaydance 7567-89950-6

Crammed CRAM 132-P

Runegrammolon RCD 2073

PIATD follow up their scintillating debut

Iso wanted to hate Lonely Drifter Karen.

Norwegian trio Motorpsycho are so retro

with adramatic change best described
as arebirth of the spirit of eclectic

This quirky Euro trio's name sounds

they sound futuristic. Their epic guitarinfested songs sprawl into each other

innovation that fuelled the mid-' 60s pop
explosion. The jokey self- referential intro,

like abrain-dead attempt to invent
afolksy variant on Seasick Steve and

and sound chaotic, but their playing
is intense and structured, and their

'We're So Starving', begs comparison

the woman on the cover looks like the
kind who haunt health-food shops and

with Sgt Pepper, and then out rolls
akaleidoscope of cosmic anthems

harass passers-by about their ecological
shortcomings. When Ifinally heard her

vocal melodies prove to be hauntingly
beautiful once you get the hang of them.
This, their twelfth album, includes three

('Northern Downpour'), Vaudeville jazz

little girly voice it irritated me, but I
slowly became charmed by the bizarre

tracks that last between 11 and 14
minutes and a21- minute suite of four

whimsies ( 1Have Friends In Holy Spaces')
and lushly orchestrated singalongs

surreal cabaret music, elastic melodies,

seamlessly conjoined songs that The

('When The Day Met The Night'). Smart

off-the-wall instrumentation and

Grateful Dead in their ' 60s heyday could

pop is back with avengeance. JB

incomprehensibly child- like lyrics. .
113

not have bettered. ./B
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Music Audiophile
ELEANOR McEVOY

Album
OFTHEmontri

Love Must Be Tough

Moscod,sc MOSACD304 (SA( I ,

Audiophile diva Eleanor McEvoy's
latest is emphatically not more of
the same and might even upset

Illeled. - Write*
lilostiostitia • uelour
iiilatetai • WOW*
100110101,111tati\
intela • toselalla
WIIIII 111001110,0108
111011111001011111111111111111111
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IAN SHAW

the faithful. With this set, McEvoy

Lifejacket

features numerous covers of amore

Linn AKD3O (SACO)

rocking mien, earning kudos for
opening with aperfectly acerbic take
on the Rolling Stones' Mother's Little
Helper' and featuring Nick Lowe's
'I Knew the Bride ( When She Used
Ito Rock'n'Roll)'. More to the point,
McEvoy co-authored the title track
with the legendary Johnny Rivers.
This Moscodisc SACD ( distributor
RSK/Arvato Services) sounds warm
and lush, with rich bass. Some of
us will miss the format. KK

Shaw's easy-on-the-ears jazz falls
somewhere in-between Van Morrison
and Michael Feinstein but there were
moments on this set where Ithought
he was going to break into: ' If you like
pina coladas...'. That aside, tus set is
so polished and silky-sounding that you
can ignore the nagging feeling that if it
were any more mannered, it would have
been programmed by computer. Classy
original material, but Linn's guilty of that
one cardinal sin: this sounds like it was
made by audiophiles for audiophiles. KK
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DUSTY SPRINGFIELD

RINGO STARR

1* 1.

THE WHO

Live At The BBC

5.1 - The Surround Sound Collection

Universal 060249 8495254 (OVO)

Koch KOCCD-4496 (two discs, DVO.A/DTS/Dolby)

Universal 8252574 (MVOs)

Miracles do happen: it was believed that

Unusual: apackage containing anormal

With The Kids Are Alright only going

both series of Dusty Springfield's 1966-7

CD and a5.1 DVD-Audio disc (with
bonus track), made up of selections

Who documentary, and this one presses

TV shows for the BBC had been erased,
but - along with global searches for
Dad's Army, Monty Python and others
-foreign broadcasters managed to
unearth three episodes of Series 1and
all of Series 2. The footage is astonishing,
Dusty at her peak and sounding sublime.
4:3, b/w, best in mono. The UK's greatest-

from the former Beetle's recent albums.
Ringo's albums are more fun than you'd
expect, with polished performances and
much exuberance, so this might find an

Amazing Journey: The Story Of The Who

up to 1979, the time is right for anew
all the right buttons. Thorough, honest,
produced to the highest standards, it
illustrates just why this band is so loved

audience eager to tax the capabilities
of their surround-sound systems. The

and respected, through interviews and
simply amazing archive footage. And the
bonus disc! It contains nothing less than

multi- channel mixes are terrific, as were

the earliest known footage of the band.
Amust if you're afan. And watch out for

include appearances on other shows,

those of Yellow Submarine, Dark Side of
the Moon and other albums which have

including Morecombe & Wise. KK

undergone the transformation. KK

Disc 1: nice plug for Audio Research! KK

ever female vocalist in her prime. Extras
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the killer sound system which opens
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`Comprehensively the best

nt,SIC ENHIINCER-e.
r Itch Enhancer

all-round AV amplifier to date'
said HFN of Yamaha's awesome
DSP-Z11 AV receiver. And now
you have the chance to

(e)

e

'4>)

e'en

ana

it!

A

YAMAHA DSP-Z1 1SPECIFICATIONS:
•11.2-channel powerful surround sound: 980W

warded an 'Editor's Choice' in the April 2
issue of HiFi News, Yamaha's DSP-211 11

•Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby Digital TrueHD, DTS-HD High Resolution Audio
and DISHO Master Audio
•Analogue video (480i/576i or 480p/576p) upscaling to full HD 1080p
•Latest HDMI 1.3a (4 in/1 out) specification supports Deep Color ( 30/36
bit) transmission, Refresh Rates ( 120Hz/100Hz and 24Hz) and Auto

and vision. This unprecedented audio performance
comes courtesy of the Yamaha's 11.2 channel highdensity surround sound. It decodes the lossless au '
Dolby TrueHD and DTS Master Audio formats and
delivers amaximum 240W/4ohm into seven channé
plus 90Wizlohm to four new presence and rear

= 140W/8ohm x7 RMS;

50W/8ohm x4 for additional presence speakers

channel digital home theatre amplifier take
the home entertainment experience to an ,
entirely new level of sophistication and quality. Retail'
at £ 5000, the DSP-Z11 receiver is aradical new design
packed with state-of-the-art technology for both sou

Lip-Sync compensation
•Analogue video to HDMI digital video upconversion with TBC
•Network Receiver functions ( Internet radio, PC music files, USB
portable audio players and flash drives. MusicCAST)

-

presence channels. It also allows the simultaneous use
of two subwoofers. To be in with achance of winning
this ticket to audio and home cinema heaven simply
study the three questions below and email your answers

Ion

pcme

in the form below and send it to the HFN address on
p137, marked 'Yamaha competition'. Photocopies of
this page will be accepted. And don't forget: all the
help you reed can be found at www.yamaha-uk.com.

Competition entry deadline is 27th June 2008

ei Nem, published he WC Media Ltd (IPC). Will collect your
personal information re process your entry. Would you like to
receive emolir from Hi-, News and IPC containing news. specie ofTeis and product andseneice information and rake part in our

Questions:

Li

magazine research sea yniad? If not. please tick here
Hi Ft Nevis and IPC would like to contact you by post or telephone

•How many DSP programmes does the

•Name the superior DACs that are used in
the DSP-Z11

DSP-Z11 have?

and ask your opinion o our magazine, and services. It not.
pleat tick here El
PC may occasionally p ut you, details to Carefully selected
organisations so they cyn contact you by telephone on post
weh regards to promoting and researching User products and
whites. If not. please s.ck here U
Terms and consiltione
tre wiz! is 1Yamaha PSP-Z IIamplifie. The pore rs

•The Advanced YPAO Sound Optimisation
Auto Setup has four new capabilities.

Simply visit the Yamaha UK website at

Name one

vvww.yamaha-uk.corri to obtain the answers

eontiansIerable and is. cash alternatives will he offered. The
pr.kmoter reserves the oght to substuTte the prize for one of
greater or equal value. Employees of IPC Media Ltd. Yamaha
and all subsidiary roan:noes, their families or agents of anyone
connected with this pn motion are not eligible tc enter. Only ore
entry per perSOn, co trade or multiple entries will be accepted.
Entries must not be sere through third parties or agencies.
any such entry will be iwalid. The promoter cannot accept
responsibility for entity that are illegible, incomplete. delayed or

Name .

bst en [Impost. Pivot a' posting Will not be accepted as proof of
delivery. Entries that an. altered. amended. damaged or defaced
wi lnot be accepted. Te c/03///1/ date re/ entry /3 , 703 June

Address .

Telephone;

ime

Email .

0tria. er/313////,13/. ':/// {remoter II 1/1
le sure Media. / eon 113u3e. ' Ott/ 11/
3o/ f
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KEN KESSLER

Audio's Plum deal
'I love this commercial — cool- looking hi-fi all over the TV!' That's just one YouTube viewer's
reaction to anew American Express ad that spotlights US turntable supplier MusicDirect. The
result? Awhole raft of new customers for the company who have never encountered high- end
audio before. Ken Kessler says that to survive, other hi-fi manufacturers had better learn fast

[Ken Kessler
Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

with people of means, yadayadayada
-they have more excuses than apregnant
teenager. The result is aunique situation:
expensive audio equipment is the only
luxury product on earth not directly
targeted at the people who can afford it.
Before the Guardian- reading sandal
wearers among you start screaming

what would be AmEx's next ad. It runs
for one minute. It's since been shown in
'heavy rotation' in the USA. It was filmed
with acrack crew, as you'd expect of an
AmEx ad. It is so slick, so cool, so... well,
professional, that it is nothing short of
irresistible. Yes, aword rarely applied to

truth: ' no sales' means no dealers, no

audio: irresistible. Has anice ring to it. So
much so that most of the crew of 100
-many who'd never even seen arecord

manufacturers, and therefore no more

deck before - ended up buying new LP

selling high- end audio equipment

hi-fi. Period. Just as with subsidising halfwitted welfare schemes, the money has to

'What is the biggest problem

come from somewhere. And there simply

spinners from the guys.
The ad, acheeky collage of images
praising analogue, played to acountry of

A

sk anyone involved in
manufacturing, distributing or

you face?' and all will tell you one thing:
too few customers. Above and beyond
the meddling of green do-gooders, the
EU, Elf ' n' Safety and even the audiophile
press is one horrid reality: the very people
who can afford high-end audio don't
even know it exists. But
fortune has, for once,
smiled down on acouple
of high- end concerns
and - if it's not too late
-maybe the entire
industry will benefit.

MORE EXCUSES
For years Ihave been
railing/bellowing about
the absolute lack of
commercial savvy shown

'Elitist!', please accept one inconvenient

the world to support all the brands. But

nearly 300,000,000 people. Bizar tells me
they've never had so many requests for

that could change. And the cause of this
optimism arrived utterly unexpectedly.

catalogues. And that they're bucking the
sub- prime fiasco.

American Express recently launched a
new charge card in the USA called Plum,

Me? Ifeel vindicated. While I'm not
suggesting that many hi-fi companies

aren't enough well-to-do audiophiles in

The cheeky
collage of
images
praising
analoc ue
playec to
300m people'

aimed at small businesses:
no fees and atwo- percent
kickback if you pay within

can buy such exposure, at least it proved
that good old-fashioned advertising
and awareness- building pays off. Go to

10 days. To advertise this,

YouTube and check it out. And Idare

they've been running a
series of TV adverts featuring

you to tell me it didn't make you feel
warm all over: www.youtube.com/

precisely the sorts of small
businesses that would benefit

watch?v=7e13frLu32Q

from Plum.
At CES, Jim Davis and Josh
Bizar of MusicDirect - one
of the USA's biggest mailorder suppliers of turntables,
cartridges and audiophile

by every single member
of the high- end audio industry. Lack of

discs, and the company behind Mobile

money, lack of vision, lack of empathy

Fidelity - gave me asneak preview of

HAPPY ACCIDENT
AmEx found MusicDirect, not the other
way around, so this is ahappy accident
and not the basis for agame plan. But
something similar happened to Meridian,
whom all of you know now makes a
high-end table-top F80 radio/CD/DVD
system in conjunction with Ferrari.
Again, it was Ferrari that approached
Meridian. So, like MusicDirect, Meridian
has lucked into exposure beyond the
normal channels: the F80 has received
full- colour coverage in publications hi-fi
manufacturers only dream about and now
Meridian, like MusicDirect, is benefitting
from anew breed of customer.
For manufacturers stuck in the 1970s,
there's something unholy, impure, too
'commercial' about these alliances. I
expect we'll be sitting shiva for those

ABOVE: From the Amex ad - MusicDirect goodies and owner Jim Davis with aMoFi record
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morons by the end of the decade. As for
MusicDirect and Meridian, not only are
they the future, they have futures. (5

JON THOIVIF'SON

BARRY FOX

We'll tell
you when to
write about it
It's the idea, stupid...

He's not happy! DAB, digital television and the tyranny of an
increasingly bureacratic BBC... this month Jon Thompson
takes aswipe at, el, everyone really — well, anyone who
believes technology drives markets and not ideas

[Jon Thompson
Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company The Hat Factory.
He brings you the inside
view on AV

W

fine programme- making institution is
now no more than abureaucratic wheel
of middle management, dictating that
it's new technology or nothing when it
comes to making programmes.

The one good thing the BBC seems
to have done is launch its BBC iPlayer.
What's more, it has now done adeal
with Nintendo that allows owners of Wii
consoles to access the streaming version

The world of consumer
electronics continually

the move caused anger among Sony

promises better this and improved

Just take DAB. Everyone in the popular

of this content. Perhaps unsurprisingly
PS3 and Microsoft XBox 360 owners
who demanded to know why the BBC
is offering the iPlayer solely to the
Nintendo platform.

press raved about DAB, yet every time I

The reason is obvious: PS3 and

have brought aset home and tried it out

XBox 360 consoles are owned mainly

Ihave never been able to
pick up astrong enough
signal to access it. Have
you noticed that DAB
spelled backwards is BAD?

JUST SAY 'NEIGH'
DAB and digital television
are acase of the cart
leading the horse. How
much money can we
make out of the consumer
and squeeze quality till it
falls over under the guise

'The BBC's
move caused
anger among
Sony PS3 and
Microsoft
XBox 360
owners'

of greater consumer choice, ask the bean
counters at the BBC? What was once a

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

Wu WILL ROCK YOU

hy does nothing seem to
work the way it should?

that, yet in my experience, at least, the
promises always fail fully to deliver.

Non Disclosure Agreements
enable companies to show
new products to the press
while ensuring their details
remain secret. Yet the lawyers
writing the contracts are now
going too far, says Barry Fox

s

ometimes journalists are shown
new products or told news in
confidence — usually amonth
ahead of launch to give monthly

magazines time to write. We are asked to
sign aNon Disclosure Agreement, which
specifies the product and date when the
NDA expires. Although NDAs are very
difficult to enforce, it is for most journalists
apoint of honour to conforn with what

by garners. That is, 14

we sign. Until recently few people had any

to 26-year- old male

problems with this.

garners. On the other
hand, pop into your local

But some companies now seem
to be using NDAs to try and make

old people's home and

inconsequential news look more

chances are you'll find
any number of residents

important. And the NDAs look as if they

enjoying simulated bowls

idea how journalism works.

matches and in- air tennis
using Nintendo's Wii. In

BLANICET BAN

short, it's aquestion of
demographics.

Afew years ago JVC took aparty of
American press to Japan for aweek to

The Wii pushes the
boundaries, showing

visit the company's factories. When they
got off the plane they were handed an

have been drafted by lawyers who have no

NDA that covered everything they might

that once again it's ideas and not the
technology itself that is at the the root

see, and ' we'll let you know when you

of aproduct's popularity.

can write about it.' When the journalists

Maybe the BBC should learn from this
individual success story and get back to

rebelled, saying they might was well go G,

making class- leading television rather
than continue to push even greater
numbers of channels on the hapless
viewing public.
Sony once ruled the world, with its
TVs and Walkman, but now it's iPods
and iPhones while avastly under spec'd
console called the Wii is kicking its ass.
If the BBC doesn't realise that it's the
ABOVE: Nintendo's Wii — appeal across the
generations despite lower- spec tech

idea and not the technology that really
matters, it could well find itself headed

ABOVE: The new Sony Walkman — covered

the same way. c5

by anon-specific NDA lasting five years
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PAUL MILLER

home, NC altered the NDA to impose

Echo! Read
all about it...

is also
done under

secrecy on just one item which was
politically sensitive. All the journalists then
happily signed.

NDA. But
an engineer
complains: ' I'm

During arecent press event held by
Panasonic in Spain, we arrived to find
an NDA drafted by the company's Head

increasingly coming
across the " refusal to listen"

Office in Germany. Some journalists

syndrome. You can be chatting

refused to sign, saying they had already

to an Intel guy about processing

seen the products at CES. Others just ' lost'
their NDAs. Others signed without reading,

you really need to do is add adedicated

and then you say something like " What

which is legally very dangerous.

DSP engine to your dual core processor"
and he says " I'm sorry I'm not prepared

FIVE YEARS

to listen to what you are saying" and
walks away.'

Most recently Sony invited the UK press to
visit the company's HQ in Weybridge. We

company says 'we are already doing
that', it is giving away acommercial

Instead of specifying the products
covered, the NDA said only that it was

ranges, product features
and technologies, launch
timings and product
availability.'
The only expiry date
mentioned was ' five ( 5)
years from the date of
disclosure of Confidential
Information or five ( 5)
years from the Effective
Date, whichever is later.'
Ihave liked and
respected Sony for

[Paul Miller
Technician and writer on
all things audio for over
25 years, Paul Miller took
the editor's chair at HFN
in 2006. He invented the
QC Suite, used across the
audio industry

In an increasingly litigious society,
there is good reason for this. If the

were asked to sign an NDA that was by far
the vaguest Ihave ever seen.

'regarding ( but not limited
to) FY'08 strategy, product

Paul Miller discovers new
life in the old 16- bit CD dog
thanks to Meridian's 808.2

secret: if it says nothing it risks being
accused of stealing an
outsider's idea.

'I have liked
and respected
Sony for
decades but
dared not sign
ablank contract
that ran for five
years'

decades but dared not
sign ablank contract that ran for five

NO TAKERS

always scope for improvement
in the replay of this 25-year- old digital

This fuels the Not

medium. While the S/N ratio, distortion

Invented Here
syndrome. If something

and low-level linearity of current
24- bit DACs far outstrips the potential

is not invented in-house

of CD's 16- bit data. the implementation
of digital filtering still exerts an impact
on performance — both measured and

it cannot possibly be
any good because it
shows the in-house
development team has
not been earning its
keep. The sad result is
that companies go on
producing stuff that

could have been far better if only the

years. So Inever heard Sony's plans for
Blu-ray standalones to rival the PS3, or new
Walkmen to claw back the market lost to
Apple's iPod. Iwould dearly love to meet

times Ihave suggested that the only way

the lawyer suit who drafted that NDA.
It's not just journalists who are

to make home electronic equipment,
and computer software, genuinely

being handicapped by legal absurdity.

easy to use is to sit behind areal world
user and watch them struggle. Ihave
even offered to play the part of real

Rival companies often have to share
confidential information, for instance in
the run-up to anew format launch. This

0

ur exclusive review of
Meridiar's 808.2 CD player last
month il.ustrated that there's

subjectively experienced.
FIR LINED
Without low-pass filtering the
reconstructed digital audio would also
include mirror- images reflected either
side of the 44.1 kHz sample rate. Filtering

development team had been prepared

after DIA conversicn is tricky because

to listen to outside suggestions.
Ihave lost count of the number of

avery steep analogue filter would be
required to preserve everything up to
20kHz while suppressing everything

world user. But Icannot recall asingle
taker from the audio, video or
computer world. (.5

BELOW: Ablank contract? The Sony NDA
that UK journalists were asked to sign

above 24.1kHz ( 44.1kHz minus 20kHz).
Analogue trickwall' filters are difficult
to engineer but the same effect may be
achieved in the digital domain using an
FIR filter. Linear phase digital oversampling
filters compute acontinuous impulse for
every sample, truncated according to the
number of filter taps available ( hence the
term ,TIR or Firite Impulse Response).
The period of ringing about the
symmetrical impulse is proportional to the
—6dB cut-off frequency of the filter while
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CD player's brickwall FIR digital filter

PINEWOOD
MUSIC
KRELL INDUSTRIES
WILSON AUDIO
SONUS FABER
MARTIN LOGAN
AUDIO RESEARCH
JADIS
In these uncertain days, it's nice to
be
able
to
contemplate
some
certainty - such as the names above.
They have been around for a long
time, all of them longer than
Pinewood Music's 20 years. They
have seen good times and bad
times, as we all have. Such ups and
downs come and go, but music will
go on for ever, and listening to your
favourite pieces played through a
beautiful system is a rewarding
experience that never fades.
At Pinewood Music we have handled
these names since the day we
started back in 1987. We trust them.
Doesn't that say something?
Agents for: Krell, Sonus faber, Jadis,
Wilson Audio, Audio Research, Copland,
Martin
Logan,
Koetsu,
Transparent,
DarTZeel,Crystal Cable, Finite Elemente

DB1

TB2

GB1

"They sound vivid and dynamic and
deliver a thumping bassline" - GBi
What HiFi? Sound & Vision
*****
March 2008

000

Ring your dealer

" IN4

Aberdeen

Sevenoaks S&V

01224 252797

Kingston

Infidelity

0208 943 3530

Ashford

Soundcrcift

012.33 424441

:London SWII

Oranges & Lemons

0207 924 2040

Both

Pouf Green Hifi

01225 316197

'London W5

Audio Venue

0208 567 8703

Bristol

SeverioceLs S&V

0117 974 3727

Leeds

Audio Republic

0113 217 7294

Cambridge

Audiofile

01223 368305

'Maidstone

Home Media

01622 676703

Chester

Adventices in Hifi

01244 345576

.Maidenhead

Audio Venue

01628 633995

Edinburgh

Sevenoass S&V

0131 229 7267

Market Horboro• Divine Audio

01858 4324,99

Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

Norwich

Basically Sound & Vision

01362 820300

Glenrothes

Shadow Audio

0844 800 0073

New Malden

greet Sound & Vision

0208 942 9567

Hatch End

Music Metiers

02138 420 1925

Swansea

Audio Excellence

01792 474808

ATE'

www.pmc-speakers.com

Advanced Transmission Line

The Pinewood Music Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

II
DBI

TB2

GBI

FBI,

OBI+

EBI.

When it comes to Vinyl,
you need the best

Prodect
AUDIO

SYSTEMS

Makers of
award-winning
turntables
e
To find out more about the full range of turntables from
Pro-Ject, and where you can buy them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

HENI FY

k

www.henteydesigns.co.uk

BARRY WILLIS

Heat reduction

pre- echo is thought
to be particularly
disagreeable because it
represents aform of ringing

Concerned about climate change but worried you'll take a
performance hit by opting for an energy- efficient amp?
Barry Willis hears some Class D designs that will put your
mind at rest. And other technologies are using less energy too

that occurs before the musical
event, and since the ear uses
temporal cues to localise sound
sources, may well impact on our
perception of stereo images.
This ' transient distortion' was first
tackled by Wadia and Pioneer using FIR
filters whose impulse was windowed using
aSpline polynomial to yield just two pre/
post echoes. With reduced ringing came a
proportionally gentler filter, falling by 4dB
at 20kHz and proving less effective in the
suppression of any digital images beyond

[Barry Willis

Class D amplifiers are part of anew
generation of products that give off small

Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

amounts of waste heat.
Until fairly recently, most engineers

24.1 kHz. A more extreme FIR filter was

considered waste heat an inevitable sideeffect of high performance. That's why the
audio world is populated with adismaying
array of electronic behemoths festooned
with heat sinks, some so nasty that you
need industrial work gloves simply to get

employed in T+A's CD121OR CD player
which modified its impulse response

I

using Bezier polynomials to leave just one

nhis lead editorial in the April edition
of HiFi News, editor Paul Miller

faint pre- and post-echo. Nevertheless,
the passband roll- off was more severe
at - 5d13/20kHz just as its suppression of

mentions the ecological advantages
of Class D amplifiers, which are far
more energy- efficient than traditional

digital images was proportionally weaker.
In this instance, any reduction in transient
distortion must be weighed against the

designs. In his excellent investigative
piece on page 102, he
sums up issues facing

increase in intermodulation distortion
from strong sampling images.

electronics manufacturers
and consumers alike
as assorted regulatory

MERIDIAN KNOWS HOW

agencies attempt to

Apodizing digital filters, mentioned in our
Meridian review, represent an extension of
this technique whereby atapering window

reduce the amount
of greenhouse gasses
released into the

function is used to reduce the ' corner'
of the brickwall filter and the ripples (the

-primarily carbon dioxide

echoes) present in the impulse response.
Nevertheless, apodizing filters are really

atmosphere. These gases
-block the reflection of
infrared radiation into

them out of their shipping containers.
If there is one audio product category
that's an undeniably too-stupid-to-survive
dinosaur, it's the oversized amplifier.
The reduction of waste heat translates
to lessened greenhouse gas production

'If there is one
audio product
category that's
atoo- stupidto-survive
dinosaur, it's the
oversized amp'

at power- generating
stations, and smaller
utility bills for consumers.

INSIGNIFICANT
Orthodox scientists
dismiss the heating
effects on the
atmosphere from
small ' engines' such as
amplifiers. They use terms
like ' insignificant' and
'infinitesimal' comparing

only useful when the base sampling rate
is significantly higher than 48kHz ( say

space and are believed by
most scientists to be the primary human

amount of solar radiation reaching a

96kHz or 192kHz) otherwise there will

contribution to global warming.

typical square metre of the earth's surface

COOL PRODUCTS

the combined effects of literally billions

In the same issue, in agroup test of
five Class- D amplifiers, Andrew Harrison
mentions in passing the fact that even at

of electronic and electromechanical
devices in constant use must make some
contribution to average temperatures.

be asubstantial and audible roll- off within
the audio range itself. Ringing can be
eliminated but atypical - 9dB/20kHz
response with 44.1 kHz CD is the penalty.
In its 808.2 CD player, Meridian
has applied its know-how in designing
apodizing filters for high- end digital audio
applications to craft an asymmetric,
windowed FIR filter suitable for CD audio.
It is the first digital filter to offer the
best of both worlds: no pre- echo (the

such heating to the

each day. Yet it stands to reason that

full power, this new species of amplifier

The spare bedroom that serves as my

gets only slightly warm to the touch
-something cf astrange characteristic for

office stays considerably warmer than
the same-sized guest room next door.

those of us used to audio products that

The difference is that my office has two

double up as space heaters.

lamps, one computer, afew peripheral

Anyone who has ever spent an evening

USB devices, one desktop audio amplifier,
an idling copier and fax machine, and one

post- echo transient distortion is far more

with massive Class A monoblocks, or an

tolerable) combined with abrickwall filter

all-tube system, can attest to sauna- like

human operator, all of them intermittently

response above 20kHz ( 19.56kHz to be

effects. Compact and good sounding,

or continually busy.

precise). Who will be second, Iwonder? 0.)
El 2000
1500

l
oo
I

500-

-500
1000
0.0220

0.0225

0.0230
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ABOVE: Meridian's digital filter suffers no
pre-echo yet still offers abrickwall cut-off

ABOVE: The REF1000 monoblocks - cool to the touch despite aclaimed 500W into 8ohm
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AUDIO WORKSHOP NOR WICH
WORKSHOP NOTES 2: VINYL VISION

**** NEW IN STOCK *****

When dividing up your budget for a
vinyl front end, the temptation is to
start with the cartridge ( well, it is in
the signal path), then the arm, then
the phono stage. Then. .. er...buy a
turntable with what's left!
So spending 80% on the turntable
alone sounds perverse, but long term
the turntable will define your
achievable vinyl sound quality as
arm and cartridge cannot do their

Avid's new Diva turntable, stunning looks and build. ullied ‘‘ ith great sound.
and at less than 1000! Check our website for afantastic Diva based package
that plays beautiful music.

best on apoor platform. Budget
cartridges & arms are acceptable
stopgaps, but acheap turntable is
simply awaste of money. Put your
money into aquality turntable now,
then when you upgrade you will
realise all of your investment, not
just part of it.

CON1E TO Al DIO WORKSHOP
we offer
*Purpose built sound proofed and room treated studio
where you hear the equipment not the room.
*Home trial, exchange scheme, delhery and set-up.
*Competitive pricing, part exchange and free cabling
means you can afford the equipment you want.
*Ex-dem and used equipment - see our website for list.
*Free parking, two minutes walk from Norwich station,
brilliant coffee & good gossip what else do you need?
*Call Julian Musgrave on 01603 618520 and let's talk.

Oh, and good quality turntables look
wonderful, you get so much more
owner satisfaction right from the
start!

/
41

Avid Acutus ( top), Avid Volvere and Thorens 16011D. all on demo at
ANN' along with other fine audio products

31 PRINCE OF WALES ROAD. NOR WICH. NR1 166.

01603 618520. www.audioworkshopnorwich.co.uk

ABBEY ROAD. ATC SPEAKERS. ATC ELECTRONICS. AVID TURNTABLES. AUDIO PHYSIC. AUDIO WORKSHOP. BEL CANTO. DYNAVECTOR. EAR/TOSHINO. GOLDRING. GRADO. KRELL. MARTIN LOGAN

MISSING

LINK. BIN AUDIO/MOON. OPERA. NAD. SAD MASTERS. QED. SME. SODUS FABER. SOUND STYLE. THORENS. VELODYNE Fs MORE

•/\-/\-/-\-*/:\-/

Selected ex -dem

and second hand equipment

Boston Mirco 90x, 90c and VRS spkrs..£299.00
B&W DM603 S3 (Calvados) Sprks..£299.00
Copland CTA 305 Pre ampli 350.00
Copland CTA 306 5Ch Power ampli 495.00
Densen B400+ CD player. 1950.00
Harman Kardon AVR7300 AV reciever..£1,275.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 706s Spkrs..£180.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 714s Spkrs..£349.00

visit our web site for full second hand listing

atl

Acoustic Arts

eCOUStiC
its

Independent audio consultants

moved to aresidential
demonstration facility.
Now you can park,
relax and enjoy
your demostration.

Focal JM Labs Profile 918 Spkrs..£1499.00
KEF KHT9000 Centre spkr + Stand..£450.00
Krell KAV400ilIntg amp..£1,875.00
Krell KSL Pre amp..£595.00
Krell KRC Pre amp..P0A
Project Tubebox Valve phono stage..£225.00
Prima Luma Prologue 2Ingt valve. 1898.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Spkrs..£3,250.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor Spkrs + stands..£1,750.00
Transparent Ultra Balanced 20' cable..£999.00
Transparent Super Bi Cable 10' Spkr cable..£950.00
Theta David CD Transport..£999.00
Theta Voyager CD/DVD/LD Transport.£1,900.00
Theta Pro Prime 2Balanced DAC..£599.00
Theta TLC Jitter buster.199.00

sonus faber cremona m
large selection of ex-demo stands available,
full listing on request

wilson audio system 8

martin logan summit

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM
t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . clearaudio copland denon densery focal jrn-labs grado . harman kardon . hutter kef . koetsu . krell
martin logan michell ortofon . gad . guadraspire . rotel sonus faber theta transparent audio velodyne wilson audio

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

The other good
news is that Class D
amps generally sound
great. Ihave reviewed
both the Rotel RMB-1077
and PS Audio Trio A-100 and
enjoyed them enormously.
Iwas especially astounded at
their dynamic and low-frequency
capabilities. They have afeeling of
effortlessness not matched by even the
beefiest traditional amp.
My friend Bernie Kepke recently

A ha'p'orth
of tar...

Sony's Karajan legacy DVDs
are budget priced for the
centenary year, but what has
\ been done to the sound, asks
Christopher Breunig

replaced his Marsh Audio Designs preamp

[Christo • her
Breunig

and A- 400S power amp with Bel Canto's
latest, including the Dac3. Pre3, and

'Technology
may have helped
create the mess
we're in, but it's
also the cure for
what ails us'
REF1000 monoblock amplifiers. driving his
Avalon Eidolon loudspeakers. His system

HMV's Music Editor from
1986-2000 used to be an
architect, but music was
his first love. He's an avid
record collector

A

part from overstocks in the sales,
classcal music DVDs have so
far been at apremium price.
But with its backlog of Karajan
performance films, Sony has decided

to :-eissue these at under E10, for the

However, the restored
Alpine Symphony and added
Also sprach Zarathustra are
genuine concert performances
[88697 195449]. In all these we
see Karajan no longer conducting
eyes closed, as Idescribed in last
month's column.
More alarming than the
presentation lapses is the boast that
'B- Sharp' [ sic] sound reconstruction
has been applied. For both surround
and stereo channels we now have the
original tapes played back in the Berlin
Philharmonie and re-recorded - rather as
EMI did at Abbey Road, some years ago,
for its shortlived DVD-A classical series.
The results render these DVDs fit only for
computer playback: the sound is washy
and confused. They might just as well
have added buckets of reverb and phase
distortion. Recent DG DVDs - Brahms,
Bruckner and Tchaikovsky - are superior.

NEARER THE TRUTH
A new 90- minute profile of Karajan by
Robert Dornhelm [ DG 00440 073 4392]
is the nearest one could expect to a
warts- and- all documentary ( unlike the

was wonderful before, but the addition

centenary yea ,.Instead of the plastic case
you merely get aglazed card cover with

of the Bel Canto products took it into
another realm. Gone was that lingering

lettered spine - no problems there, but
the booklet editing for the examples I

sense of ' hi-fi', replaced by an enveloping

have seen so far has been adisgrace. We

sense of musicality. The sense of synergy

have misplaced paragraphs, printing errors
and with one RStrauss coupling neither

you will give us today?' he curtly asks a

weren't there before.

soloist is ment oned anywhere, nor are
dates given. This is a 1986 studio film

unseen footage shows, his ruthless striving
for perfection left little room for charm.

REAL WORLD RESULTS

of Don Quixote, with Antonio Meneses

We can expect to see across-the-board
improvement in all kinds of products

and o-chestral principal Wolfram Christ,
coupled with Ein Heldenleben.

This film exposes the intense dislike
players felt for Karajan in his old age,

in the near future, not only in audio,

lntercut wi7.h later close-ups of lines of
brass or string players, these are somewhat

and musical integration in his system

but in other technologies too. On April
4, Mitsubishi announced the arrival of

stultifying productions visually ( and the

LaserVue TVs - big- screen high- definition

Quixote is musically disappointing).

sets that use lasers to generate what the
company describes as ' atrue dimension

toe- curling bonus disc with EMI's big CD
reissue sets). 'You make asound like a
sack of coal hitting the pavement' Karajan
tells his Berlin strings... ' Is that the best
distinguished tenor. As much hitherto

makes no excuses for his manipulative
demands and career moves, but has
lighter moments too. Like the story of
aviolinist bringing apistol to rehearsal,
intent on shooting the conductor, or René
Kollo describing how aco-pilot in the

experience' with ' arange of colour never

private jet ' operated all the controls Khad
forgotten about'. Some lovely images, too

before seen in home entertainment'.

-of the family trudging in snow, followed

Perhaps even better. LaserVue sets use
only one-third the energy of similar-sized

by alarge pet sheep!

plasma displays. Technology may have

Gundala

helped create the mess we're in, but it's
also the cure for what ails us. O.)

Janowitz, Seiji
Ozawa, Evgeny

Christa Ludwig,

Kissin and
Anne-Sophie
Mutter all have
stories to tell
('one of the
loneliest people
Iever met',
Janowitz says);
and Eliette and

:ete,

Isabel
von Karajan

A

UM BY

fillOtliTIJUBIHLLN

recall a
ABOVE: Mitsubishi says its LaserVue TVs

ABOVE: Inside the Berlin Philharmonie

happier

consume half the power of today's LCD TVs

RIGHT: Dornhelm's 90m Karajan profile

domestic life.
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Not jus
lip service
KEEP PRACTISING WHAT YOU PREACH

Send in your views to: Sound Off, Hi Fi News, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or e- ma I
your views to:
hi-finews@ipcmedia..com — please use 'Sound Off' in your subject field
Correspondent sexpress their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit letters for publication.
Correspondells using e-mail are asked to give their full postal add.ess (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice
will be answered in print on our Sound Off pages, but due to time constraints we regret we're unable to answer questions on
buying items of hi-fi or any other hi-fi queries by telephone, post or via emai

GOING TO GROUND
WATCH OUT! HAZARD AHEAD WITH BALANCED CLASS DAMPS

Ihave noted several complimentary
comments regarding amore objective
and slightly less subjective bias since
Paul Miller became ed.:tor and Iwould
like to add my support to this. Personally,
Iwould like to see more circuits and
schematics and more engineering
assessment. For this reason, Iwas alittle
disappointed with your items on Class D
amplifiers in the April issue. Paul Miller's
column was informative, but [ had hoped
that you would discuss some of the
technical issues, which to my mind are:
1) The performance of these amps
depends on the design of the output filter.
One of the major factors ir effective filter
design is to have adefined (speaker)
load impedance. So why don't the
amp designers produce output filters
dedicated to particular loudspeakers?
Optionally. in active speaker designs,
the filters could be optimised for each
drive unit :oextract the best possible
performance from this type cf amp.
2) For the Rotel products, which use
the B&O ICE chips, the output terminals
are referenced to mains potential. I
was vaguely aware of this,
.
but became more acutely
aware when Itried

-...‘

.„.

_

to check the output
signal phase of one
of these amps, and
connected an earthed
, oscilloscope lead to
the negative output

SOUND

OFF

terminal. : drew
OF 116.
the most alarming
spark, which virtually
MOIMI
destroyec the 'croc'
clip. It is to the credit
of Rotel's design that the amplifier was
completely unaffected by this, and the
simple process of re-setting the trip
brought the amp back to full performance.
Given various manufacturer's
campaigns to ' ground' the chassis
of their loudspeaker drive units, Iam
concerned that this introduces ahazard
(unnecessarily in my view) with potentially
'hot' speaker terminals.
Nick Willans, London
Paul Miller replies Thank you for the positive
feedback, but Hi-F) News is ateam effort and
the ' new HFN' we have today would not be
possibie without the dedicated effort of all
involved. Regarding your recent shocking
expenence, the output of B&O's ICEPower
H-bridoe is floating rather than referenced to
mains potential. These ' hot' terminals have a
common-mode DC level equal to Vp/2 and
balanced probes should always be used for
monitoring or measurement. Such amplifiers
must nevel be connected to agrounded
speaker connection. This advice began with
our review of Rotel's Class E. RMB-1077 (
HEN,
Dec ' 0S) - one of the first products to employ
B&O's 10EPower modules. Of course, not all
Class D amplifiers are driven from abalanced
Hbridge, as the singleended output of the
HypenlIcD modules (
HFN, Apr ' 08) illustrate.

hide this reaction, Ken candidly
accepts it. Although many a
moralist will disagree with him,
the guy is simply practising what
he is preaching. Keep it running
Ken. Isalute your plain honesty!
Jun Pana, via e-mail

Bank the
Berkleys
AND DON'T DITCH THOSE TANNOYS!

Ihave apair of Mordaunt
Arundels and apair of Tannoy
Berldeys. The Berldeys, Iknow
need new cone surrounds, the
originals having perished. The
Arundels are in the loft and
haven't been played for years. Is
there amarket for such classics?
Iam planning to downsize, and
the alternative to aquick sale
will be the local tip, which seems
apity, don't you think?
A Smith, via e-mail
John Howes replies: Do not take
them to the tip! There will be alot
of interest in both pairs of speakers.
Either put an advert in HiFi News or
on the Audiojumble website, www.
audiojumble.co.uk.

,..._.,
IA

WIN A PAIR OF £ 100 HEADPHONES
As if firing off aquestion, anecdote or
hearty rant wasn't cathartic enough, those
generous peop eat Audio Technica are
giving away apair of award-winning ATHAD700 headphones (
HiFi News, Oct ' 07)
for the best ` Sourd Off!' letter of the month

90

Ihave always regarded
Ken Kessler's reviews as being
very informative and of ahigh
standard. His review of the Krell
Evolution 600 in the Yearbook
2007 issue of HEN now tells me
that he is avery honest person
too. On page 51 he writes:
'I am amused that asong by
adeceased lesbian has the
same effect on me as Viagra.'
Whereas many men would

www.hifinews.co.uk
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ABOVE: The Tannoy Berkley

HEADPHONE LISTENING: ALL MOD CANS
MORE HEADPHONES THAN EARS, BUT WHEN IT COMES TO DERIVING THE MOST FROM HIS MUSIC THIS READER HAS ALL BASES COVERED

I'm aregular reader of HFN here in
Plymouth, Michigan, USA and wish to
comment on Keith Howard's reviews
and tests. Ialso own apair of Auclio
Ibchnica headphones, the closed-back,
top ' othe line ATH-W5000s. Ibelieve
there is a 'house sound' with Al's, and
that Keith would find the 'W-5000s an
even more involving listen.
His test of the Grado 1000s [see
HFN April ' 08], in which Keith wonders
whether just one pair of headphones

Doug Jesse at ASi Iblcnologies - alocal
Michigan dealer - who also undertook
the mods on my other three headphone
amps. In the case of the Slee amp,
Doug worked on the voltage regulator,
replacing it with aDEXA UWB 15V DC
regulator and replaced the stock voltage
decoupling, bypassing, and coupling
capacitors with ultra low impedance
Rubycon caps. He replaced the stock
op-amp with the LM4562, and replaced
the stock input PCB traces with point-topoint silver wire and cotton tubing. The
improvements were profound.
Ianxiously await your next headphone
review and hope to read one on the Audio
lbchnica ATH-W500. This resurrection of
headphone listening has re-energized my
love of this medium, as has the finding of
the excellent WAV-LossLess conversion
program (bit perfect @ 44.1kHz and

is sufficient to do justice to all types
of music, or whether two or three sets
are in order struck achord. Not only
do Iown Grado SR- 125 and AKG 701
'phones, which Iuse alongside my
Alb, but Ialso use three very different
headphone amps, fed by three very
different sources, fed into three different
DACs, an anti-jitter box, aUSB outboard
soundcard, two ' in the computer box'
soundcards, toslink and coax digital
connections, etc, etc, etc! What's more,
all the headphone amps have been
modified by upgrades.
The upshot is that my AKG-701s
sound much better with my modded
Musical Fidelity X- Cans amp, the Alb
and Grados with my old, but venerable
AudioAlchemy Headphone Amp v.1
(completely updated and upgraded),
and all the 'phones sound fantastic with
ABOVE: The Graham Slee Solo and Musical
my Graham Slee Solo amp. This, too,
Fidelity X-Cans headphone amplifiers
has been upgraded and modified by

1.41Mbps) through MS Windows
Media Player. Ienjoy Keith's honesty
in describing what he hears. The
ATs, to me, are the most neutral of the
three pairs Iown, but certain music,
certain productions, and certain
times in the day - or life - demand a
different ' phone/amp/source.
John Martin, Michigan USA
HiFi News replies: Your wait is over John!
See page 38 for Keith Howard's round-up
of in-ear headphones...

On Her Majesty's Service
IT'S A SPEAKER FIT FOR A QUEEN BUT IT'S BEST VERSUS BEST VALUE FOR THIS BRIT READER

Iwas astonished to read the article, in
your February issue, about the Siltech
Pantheon speakers, priced at £65,000
with alimited run of just 39 pairs. What a
complete waste of resources and space
in your magazine. Who is going to buy
these? The Queen? Richard Branson?
Certainly not many of your readers, who
could probably name dozens of better
things to do with their money.
We Brits, as opposed to the Swiss
or possibly the Americans, are more
circumspect with our cash. We believe
in good value for money - hence some
of the superb, relatively cheap hi-fi
systems available to us from mainly
British manufacturers. For instance, I
own abrilliant Creek 4330 amplifier,
Rega Apollo CD player, avery good,
but affordable Pro-Ject turntable for my
diminishing record collection, QED

speaker cables and the latest amazing
B&W685 loudspeakers. The cost of this
set-up is between £ 1500 and £2000.
Ilisten to my equipment on adaily
basis in my small front sitting-room,
these days mainly to my 800-plus CD
collection. Ichose all my equipment
with my tuned ears - not with my eyes
or according to the size of my wallet.
Ralph Warfield, Bath
Paul Miller replies: Automobile enthusiasts
will still be keen to read about the latest
Ferrari or Koenigsegg even though their
budget may only run to aMini Cooper,
which is agreat car. Much the same is true
of the diehard audiophile who is just as keen
to read about the pinnacle of audio and AV
technology while enjoying great sounds from
significantly more affordable kit. After all,
there's always the prospect of 'trickle down'.

ABOVE: Siltech's Pantheon loudspeakers
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PUSH THE BUTTON...
WHAT'S THE LOWDOWN ON DOWNLOADING YOUR TESTS?

Iwonder if could you let me
know where Ican find the
'Download Button' on the HiFi
News website? Iam especially
keen to explore the Yamaha
CD- S2000 and A-S2000 CD/amp
pairing you reviewed in the
March 2008 issue.
Also do you think we can have
around-up review of the current
sensibly-priced SACD players? I
don't mean beer-budget models
(despite all this current talk of the
credit-crunch) but neither do
Imean over-priced flagship
models. Rumours of the demise
of SACD are to my mind
premature, as many recent CD
titles are being offered on SACD.
A rational discussion on
SACD, DSD, single-bi and
bitstream would, Ifeel, be really
timely and helpful.
The `mag' has improved
no end of late, and is back to
being amust-read. A few longer
in-depth reviews would always
please, but count me as a
committed fan.
Steve Shaw, via e-mail

Paul Miller replies: Readers can find
the red download button on the first
page of www.hifinews.co.uk. Rom
there you are linked onto my site where
all reports are listed by issue.

[
Way Back Then.]
We trawl the HFN archives for standout products of
yesteryear, this month revisiting June 2005 and our
review of Denon's DCD-SA1IPMA-SA1 SACD/amp combo
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There has always been astreak of
uncompromising audio purism in
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the Japanese psyche. In the UK we
have been shielded from much of it,
partly because high-end tastes don't
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always travel well. Denon itself ran
the so-called Reference Class Si series
from which these two newcomers
are loosely derived in 1993, but since
then most of its investment has been
on multichannel and home cinema. So
these two SA1 components. the PMA
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integrated amplifier and the SA1 stereo
SACD/CD disc player. are the first fruits
of arekindled interest within Denon in
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high- end audio.
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Above all it * resolution that the Denon brings to the table in an
almost kir,precedented form. The detail the combination can extract
from disc is cuite extraordinary, and may transform your view of some
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familiar recordings. With many mainstream commercial recordings
which have been processed to death at the recording or mastering
stages. the two Denon components contribute little that other more
mundane hardware can't do equally well. But give them their head with
programme material that has been recorded honestly and simply, and
where the musical dynamics have not been steamrollered into oblivion
at source. and this combination starts to sound genuinely special.

DCD-SAli
PMA-SA1

TUBE- BOXING CLEVER
VINYL LOVER SEEKS SOLUTION TOWARDS A LESS BRIGHT-SOUNDING FUTURE

I've got asystem with atummy
ache! I'm running aRega Planar
25 turntable through aPathos
Classic One amplifier into B&W
DM601 speakers. This shouldn't
be disastrous, but my ancillaries
include aClearaudio Smart
phono stage, van den Hul hybrid
speaker cables and QED Silver
Spiral interconnects. The overall
result is that Ifind the treble
sounds on the harsh side.
Anything pushing that register,
for example Joni Mitchell vocals
or some Dizzy Gillespie horn
playing, sounds quite raspy. In a
word, Ifind it all too 'bright' and
without much warmth.
I've changed my old Rega Elys
cartridge for aGoldring 1042 with
some success. Without having
to throw out the whole system,
Iwas wondering if achange of
phonostage would alleviate some
of the brightness. Any ideas?
Bruce Vair-71irnbull, London
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Ken Kessler replies: One might suspect
that the B&W speakers are adding
the treble edge, but not to the degree
described. In the short term, and for
the least outlay, achange of phono
stage may sort things out. Without
spending too much, I'd start with one
of Pro-Ject's valve phono stages or - if
funds allow - one of the EAR-Yoshino
834 phono amps.
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SACO and CO only. Stereo SACD mixes are
included on all SACDs, whether single layer
or hybrid dual layer, and of course this
player can play both SACD and CD layers
of hybrid discs. The player employs a newly
designed version of Denon's hybrid SVH
series mechanism, in which the emphasis is
on mechanical stability and the reduction
of microphony. and which - along with the
control firmware - was developed in-house.
"..."45?-•

A key part
the use of
species of
Ultra High

4
Project

of the PMA:51 is
relatively NJ ' usual
output MOSRET, the
Current LI-IC-100S,

which is said by Drool to
combine a' valve like' sonic
signature with an eve., higher
current drive capaoility than
bipolars in asimple iimple ( pair)
push-pull circuit, which igives a
high damping factor. Also, the
UHC-MOS stage uses cascade
bootstrap circuitry to linearise
its behaviour.

ABOVE: Pro-Ject's Tube Box SE II
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The DCD-SAI is one of aselect new breed
of players that supports two channel stereo
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VISION

the experts in home entertainment
Stofes Nationwide

Sevenoaks began life in 1972 as asmall,
specialist independent hi-fi retailer based in
Sevenoaks, Kent.

The philosophy behind Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is simple,
customer-focused and hasn't changed since the day the company
started. When you shop at Sevenoaks we guarantee you:-

Today, Sevenoaks has over 40 retail stores
nationwide and has recently launched a

• Superb customer service, including after- sales care and attention to detail.

new national network of Custom Installation
Centres. Fuelled by the stratospheric rise of
interest in flatscreen TVs, these CICs specialise
in the creation and installation of bespoke
home entertainment systems, across awide
range of budgets.
Demonstration Rooms

• An unrivalled product range, with every leading manufacturer in stock and
impartial advice on offer.
• Knowledgeable staff that are highly trained, dedicated to customer
service and have agenuine passion for home entertainment.
• Demonstration facilities in every store, offering pleasant and comfortable
surroundings totest high-performance products in ahome-like environment.

Ultimately, our stated aim is quite simple...

• Competitive prices across the whole range of products stocked.

to offer atotal home entertainment solution,
no matter what the customer's need.

• Leading edge expertise in Custom Installation via our associated network
of nationwide Sevenoaks Custom Installation Centres.

Brands Stocked Include*
Acoustic Energy
Arcam
Artcoustic
Atacama
Audiolab
B&W
Beyer Dynamic
Chord Company
Chord Electronics
Cyrus

Da-Lite
Denon
Draper
Escient
Goldring
Grado
In Focus
Ixos
KEF
Linn

Loewe
Logitech
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Monitor Audio
Musical Fidelity
Nevo
Onkyo
Optimum

Optoma
Panasonic
Pioneer
Pixel Magic
PMC
Primare
Project
Q Acoustics
QED
Quad

Quadraspire
REL
Roksan
Rotel
Samsung
Sennheiser
Sharp
Sim2Toshiba
Sonos
SonyYamaha

Sound Org
Sound Style
SpeakerCraft
Spectral
Spendor
Stewart Screens
Teac
Van Den Hul

'Some broads/products are not available at all stores- please confirm before travelling.

Find out more - visit www.SSAV.com today!
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the experts in home entertainment

HiFi Separates

•
Save Es in the Sevenoaks Sale
Amazing offers at OLT A iteiblm10.11‘ 1Ill
9

STARTS SATURDAY 31ST MAYA
LCD & Plasma Screens

Pro-Jed Turntables
see to revive your records! Pro-ject's excellent range
includes the multi award-winning Debut, versions include
Debut US8 - ideal for converting your favourite tracks to
your iPod and Debut colour - available in finishes to suit
any decor.

Home Cinema Separates
CFrus

Representing aquality of
sound that is rare at any
price. Come and hear Cyrus'
new CD players - CD6 SE,
CIDESE & CDEt SE

Onkyo
ilIS impressive range includes tee award-winning
TX-SRR75 Coming soon - TX-SR606 and TX-SR506.

CZ"

Roksan Kandy L.111
Sets anew standard for affordable hi-end amplifiers in
its class.

Pioneer KURO Plasma TV
42,50 & 6L) inch models available. HD ready.

Primare
Rotel 06 Series

_

acclaimed range includes integrated, pre and
imps, aCD player and AA/FM/DAB tuner.

With class-leading bit quality, and aunique blend o'
sophisticated Scandinavian design, Primare build elegant.
reliable, easy-to-use nynrermn that promise years °t high

Speakers
B&W 600 Series
Denon
Samsung TULIP LCD TV
3Z 37, 40, 46 and 52" inch, full 1080p HD ready models.

5Year Warranty
included with all Plasma and LCD televisions
purdhased at our normal selling price'
Choose models from Loewe, Panasonic,
Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp and Sony
with a26" screen or larger
•
Sevenoaks Retail Price INICWA00)

The range includes the award-winning Denon
DVD1940 upscaling DVD player and higly acclaimed
AVR2808 receiver.

Blu-Ray Disc Players
---w
---

-lir

u
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Pioneer BDP-LX70A

Get the best out of high definitbn media. Thisii - -7
player delivers'master quality' audio and video _ I'•exactly as the film-makers interded, perfectly '
played back at 1080p and 241-re Come and see -- .' f
Btu-ray in action.

The fourth generation of the 60
series features new drive units,
crossovers and awhole new
design.

Monitor Audio

., m
es 3nd finishes, there's aMonitor
Audio speaker to complement any system. Ranges
include Bronze BR, Radius, Silver RS, Gold Sigiatue
and the new flagship Platinum, the culmination of
many years research and development by Monitor
Audio's design team.

B&W MiniTheatre
MT30
Award-winning
5.1 speaker
system
available in
silver, black or
white.

Yamaha YSP4OD
'rector - surround sound from one
r
42"screens - just add aDVD player.

KEF iQ Series

Panasonic VIERA Plasma & LCD TV
New full 1080p HD ready Plasma and LCD ranges.

Essential Accessories

DLP Projectors
For the ultimate home cinema experience, why not
choose afell 1080p projector and screen?

InFocus
IN81,1N82 &
New IN83

Sim2
Grand Cinema
HT380
2

Panasonic DM P-BD30
The UKis first profile 1.1 Biu-ray dis: player delivers a
fabulous HD picture performance.

3rt2 rioter, eerzhought.

Our staff can demonstrate the difference the right
accessories can make to your listening
and viewing experience.

SOUR (* sr Le 0

GRADO QED

Includes bookshelf
and floorstanding
models. All models
feature KEF's unique
UniQtechnology.

KEF
KHT3005SE
Upgraded 5.1
speaker package
available in black
or silver.

• "à`i
r

Silver RS

Spendor SA1
The most musical
arid revealing small
loudspeaker ever
c-eated by Spendor.
Thri tiny 2-way
infinite baffle design
presents sound in
an uncluttered and
coterie manner
that is incredibly
captivating to
listen to. Finished in
gogeous; Zebrano
Piano Lacquer, Jet
Back Piano Lacquer
vl Satin Wenge.

Bronze BR

NEW

•

e
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amazing sale offers at wuvw.SSAV.com

SEVEN0a<S
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Both 2-channel hi-fi and full multi-channel home cinema systems are available. Our comprehensive range has models to suit
all your sound and vision needs.

Arcam Solo

New Solo Mini

Separates performance from
these award-esnning systems.
Available as Sac Music, Movie
5.1 or Movie 2.1 and new Mini.

Integrated CD, Rad oanc
Amplifier with inteigratec
iPod control via optional
rLead/rDock.

Denon S-52DAB

BAVil Zeppelin

Co-nbines aCD player, FM/DAB radio and iPod dock It
can even stream internet radio wirelesshr and play back
MPS or WMA
file :from CD,
or stored on
aLISB device
plugged
directly into
the unit.

Hear just how good
your Mod can sound.

All Sevenoaks stores stock awide range of products, have comfortable
demonstration rooms and provide first-class customer service. Our Custom
Installation Centres also provide the ultimate bespoke design and installation
service. These stores have unrivalled expertise in all areas of home automation
and can demonstrate awide range of installation options in-store.
Aberdeen
01224 252797

Hull (Closing at the end of lune)
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System Option
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records? Why not add

The lucky winner of our March
competition collecting her Arcam

the avvard-winn ng

Solo Mini, rDock and Muso
Speakers from the Nottingham store.

Pro-Ject RPM1 Genie
Turntable.

Sevenoaks
has put together this
horne cinema system
for it °intending
surround scundand
vision performance.

Don't forget to enter this month's
competition when you visit
www.SSAV.com
RECOMENDED

AV
System

Pioneer PDP-508XD 50"Plasma TV
Pioneer BDP-LX70A Blu-ray Disc Player
Onkyo TX-5R875 AV Receiver
KEF KI-T3005SE 5.1 Speaker Package

Can't find what you're
looking for?
Come and visit the new website and
see the latest in sound and vision.
• The latest news and information
• Comprehensive product range
• Nationwide stores
• Outstanding website only offers
• Free monthly_competition
• Amazing offers in the Sevenoaks
Sale - Starts Saturday 31st May

visit www.SSAV.com today!
PLEASE NOTE Some brands/products are not available at all stores. Special/added value offers are not in conjunction with any other offer ( NICWA00). ADVERT VALID UNTIL 26/06/2008, E&OE.
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HEARING EXPLAINED: Pt 3
In this concluding article Dr Doug Mahar explores some
phenomena which affect the way we identify tunes and pitch
and how acomposer's music touches our emotions
nour last two pieces [ Jan, Feb ' 08]
we explored how your auditory
system processes and localises
sounds. As areader of HiFi News,
you already know that not all sound
is music! There is something magical,
emotionally rousing, even life- changing
about music. No random sequence of
sine waves can ever evoke such effects.
All human societies know the magic
of music. It's deeply embedded in the
most significant ceremonies and rituals
of all cultures. Music flows from the
innate ability of our brains to process
sounds, and appears to be asolely
human phenomenon. It has been shown

message for each frequency that we
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hear, and thus that each frequency yields
aunique percept. The psychoacoustic
basis of music, however, reveals quite a
different case. Music arises from the fact
that certain sounds, though different
in frequency, sound similar. And certain
frequencies, presented together as
'chords', can have asynergy that is
pleasing to our brain - they go together.
Conversely, mixed frequencies may sound
discordant, or unpleasing. Chords exist
on asort of emotional spectrum, and
composers exploit their properties to
invoke apanoply of emotional responses.

Tone Chroma
Figure 1: Tone height and tone chroma as a
function of increasing frequency
avibrating string doubles the frequency
of the resulting sound - provided that the
tension of the string remains constant. This
1:2 ratio between the frequencies of two
sounds forms the basis of the octave, a
concept central to Western music.
Put simply, any two sounds that share

that infants as young as six months react
with surprise if even asingle note of a
familiar musical piece is changed.
From apurely bio-technical

The relationships between frequencies
that have perceptual similarities and
synergies are not random. There is a

consideration of how the auditory
system processes sounds ( identifying

clear numeric pattern underlying the
relationship between musical notes.

frequency components as locations
along the basilar membrane), it seems
logical that the brain gets adifferent

Two- and-a- half-thousand years ago

NOTES ' N' NUMBERS

the Greek mathematician Pythagoras
discovered that doubling the length of

a 1:2 frequency ratio ( such as 261.6Hz
and 523.2Hz - middle c and C5) are said
to lie one octave apart. They are also

'There is aclear
numeric pattern
underlying the
relationship between
musical notes'
even harmonics, which tend to sound
sweeter and more pleasing than odd
harmonics. Although substantially different
in frequency, these two notes sound
remarkably similar, more so than do two
adjacent musical notes which are much
closer in frequency ( say 216.6Hz and
293.66Hz - middle c and the next note
D4). The perceptual similarity of notes one
octave apart in frequency is called octave
equivalence, and holds for all frequencies
in the Western musical scale.
Figure 1shows this octave equivalence
as we move up in frequency. If we draw a
vertical line through the spiral, the notes
lying along that line are one octave apart
from those directly above and below them,
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and thus sound similar. While these notes sound similar, they do
differ in pitch, adimension referred to in musical terms as 'tone
height'. Each turn of the spiral represents one octave and as we
move around agiven turn we pass through each note of that
octave. The difference between these notes is called the tone
chroma of the note. You can think of each turn in the spiral as
representing one passage through the sequence ' do', ' re', ' mi',
'fa', ' so', ' la', ' ti', ' do' with the musical symbols C, D, E, F, G, A, B,
and C standing for each of these notes. To differentiate between
octaves, we use numeric subscripts to identify which octave a
given ' do' lies in: eg, the ' do' middle C is in the 4th octave on a
piano keyboard and is symbolised as C4.
DIFFERENT HARMONICS
Of course, music does not consist of single notes played in
isolation. Nor are these notes normally pure sine waves. Each
musical instrument exhibits aparticular timbre - amix of higher
frequency components ( or harmonics) that it generates in
addition to the so-called fundamental frequency that defines each
musical note. It is these differences in the harmonic components
of notes that cause middle C played on apiano to sound different
from middle C played on any other instrument. Regardless of
the particular instrument, certain pairings of notes yield more
pleasing percepts than do other pairings.
We know that notes one octave apart sound good together,
but there are other pairings defined by specific ratios of their
fundamental frequencies that are also consonant. One common
example, whose roots lie in Gregorian Chants, is the so-called
perfect fifth where one note is 1.5 times the frequency of the
other. Similarly, the perfect fourth, where the two notes share a
4:3 frequency ratio such as C4 and F4, is particularly consonant.
Moving from simple pairings of notes to melodies - sequences
of notes constituting tunes - we find that it is the relationship

ABOVE: It's the particular harmonics produced by apiano that
makes it sound different from, say, aviolin ( bottom left)

between the frequencies of the notes rather than the absolute
frequency of each note that defines amelody. This is called

ter

Many Gestalt principles can be readily applied to music,
particularly when several instruments or voices are present
at once. For example, one Gestalt principle is figure-ground
organisation, used in the visual domain to explain how we
distinguish objects in the foreground of an image from those
in the background. In the case of music, we can think of the
melody as the foreground and the accompaniment as the
background. Jnder this principle, we tend to group the most
prominent notes together as the melody, and consign less
prominent ones to the accompaniment.

Figure 2: Two melodies with different notes, but the same melodic
contour (frequency relationships shown in red), can sound the same
the musical ( or melodic) contour of the notes, and, as shown

ALL IN THE MIND
The principle of proximity is asecond example of the
application of Gestalt principles to music perception,
purporting that items close together in terms of arelevant
stimulus dimension ( pitch, for example) will be grouped

in Figure 2, above, allows apparently different sequences of
notes to represent the same melody. However, the relationship

together in the listener's mind. This principle is well

between the frequencies of notes in amelody is not the only
determinant of how the piece sounds - temporal relationships

Bregman. He presented two melodies to listeners via

such as the duration of each note and the interval between notes
also strongly determine the overall sound of the melody. Figure 3
demonstrates this with two melodies possessing the same musical
contour ( indeed the same actual notes) but different temporal
relationships between these notes. You would never confuse
the first, the beginning of ' Red River Valley,' with the second, a
passage from Mozart's Serenade in D!
Perceptual psychologists have developed models of how we
organise complex patterns of stimulation into meaningful units.
The Gestalt (totality) approach is one such model that provides a
powerful set of principles for explaining the emergence of order
from any stimuli.

demonstrated by ar experiment conducted by Albert
headphones - but did so such that the first note of the first
melody was presented to one ear while the first note of the
second melody was presented to the other ear. For each
successive note in each melody, the ear to which it was
presented was alternated. Bregman found that it the two
melodies were presented at similar frequencies (ie, in the
same octave) then the listeners could not identify either
melody. However, if the melodies were presented in different
octaves then the listeners heard each melody clearly - a
process he dubbed ' auditory streaming'.
Rhythm is also an important aspect of music. The same
melody can have vastly different effects when set to afast
tempo rather than aslow one. Physiologists have done 3.
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many reliable studies showing that people can exercise
longer and with greater sustained effort while listening
to favourite music with asteady beat. Music with abrupt
tempo changes is not only harder to exercise or dance to,
but can be emotionally jarring. Composers are equally adept
at manipulating tempos as they are with melodies and
arrangements, all to produce adesired effect in listeners.
Their success or failure in doing so is part of the art of music.
PERFECT PITCH
There are innumerable individual differences in ability to deal
with musical stimuli. As an audiophile you probably pride
yourself on your ability to detect subtle changes in sounds:
you may even hope that you are blessed with so-called
perfect or absolute pitch. This is rare, even among trained
musicians. Less than 1% of the general population has perfect
pitch and only 3% of musicians who began their training after
the age of nine exhibit perfect pitch. Yet around 40% of those
who began training before the age of four exhibit this ability.
Perfect pitch also seems to run in families. Indeed,
sufferers of arare genetic disorder, Williams Syndrome, have

ABOVE: Melody as the foreground - aGestalt principle

frequently been found to possess perfect pitch - and to have
alove of music - although at the cost of araft of cognitive

is the phenomenon called chromesthesia, an example of a

and physiological abnormalities.

BELOW LEFT: Music on the brain - Dr Oliver Sacks' Musicophilia

general class of perceptual phenomena where stimulation
of one sense not only generates the usual percept but also
provokes adistinct percept in another sense. In the case
of chromesthesia, the listener experiences astrong visual
sensation of colour in response to music - most often involving
bright colours being associated with high notes and dark
colours with low notes - much in agreement with audiophile
jargon. While this condition is very rare, you are more likely to

Figure 3: Two melodies made up of identical notes ( and thus
the same musical contour), but which feature different note
durations and intervals, can sound very different

You may even hope that you are
blessed with so-called perfect or
absolute pitch. This is rare...'
experience it if you are awoman. Amusia, chromesthesia, and
other music- related brain anomalies are examined with insight
and humour by Dr Oliver Sacks in his new book Musicophilia.

Conversely, while you may hope to have perfect pitch,
it is highly unlikely that you wish to suffer the reverse
condition: tone deafness. It is important to discriminate
between tone deafness as an everyday descriptor for those
who have difficulty carrying atune - but demonstrate pitch

BACK TO HI-FI
Ihope this short series about the ear and hearing has given you
abetter understanding of the nature of the stimuli that your

discrimination well within the normal range and usually

hi-fi system must reproduce, together with an appreciation of
the near miraculous job that your own auditory system does in

improve their musical skills with practice - and those who
suffer acognitive disorder called music agnosia or amusia.

processing sounds.
\Ne can never know for sure whether two people hearing the

This is an inability to recognize or reproduce musical tunes
and melodies. Resistant to training, the syndrome is related
to aspecific dysfunction in the

that different people find pleasure ( and pain) in different

processing of musical stimuli,
even though speech perception
is normal. It seems to involve
difficulty in processing small
changes in the frequency of
sounds and may affect as much as
4% of the population.
Brain scans show that music
is processed in the left auditory

laelCOrHILI A
Talc,
0

of ifoxir Orld ihr
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same sounds have the same internal experience. It's inarguable
musical genres. It's important that your hi-fi has the qualities of
transparency, dynamic range, timing, pace, etc, to deliver all the
relevant cues needed for alifelike presentation of music. Even
so, your involvement with hi fi should not be about the least
significant digits in your equipment's technical specifications,
but about the way the music you hear touches you emotionally.

Dr Doug Mahar is aresearch
psychologist who works in tie area

cortex while speech is processed
in the right auditory cortex. It's

of sensory perception and memory

easy to see why music perception

of Technology. He has published

can be affected separately from

widely in the areas of audrtcry
information processing and the

speech perception.
Afinal example of individual

at Australia's Queensland University

design of devices to assist the deaf.

differences in music perception
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INSIDE STORY
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This month Jim Lesurf tests some well loved and well used stylus assemblies for his
Shure V15111 cartridge and looks at possible replacement MMs from Rega and Ortofon...

A

few months ago Ireported
the maximum levels I
found on avariety of
LPs 1.In order to get

these results Ihad to calibrate the
behaviour of the system Iwas using.
I've continued to use my old Shure

V15/III cartridge with aMicro Ridge
stylus. Ibought my V15 back in the
years BC. ( Before CD, that is.) My
notes tell me that Istarted using
my current MR stylus in 1987, so
it has seen over two decades of
service. Yet there have been no
audible signs of problems. The low
playing force, low tip mass, and
high compliance of the V15 family
mean that stylus wear is relatively
light. However, Idecided that it was
time for amore careful check. Ialso
started to wonder - how would my
antique compare with more modern

111

choices? Isuspect Iam not the only

terstLR

•

OK. Figuie 1shows 1he main

old fogey who has preferred to
keep on using an old cartridge that

Analogue Test LP which is produced
by Analogue Productions. This

Ilike. But would those of us who
have done this be better off with a

magnet types like those from Shure.
Figure 1and the later results
include four graphs. One shows

particular LP has some useful bands
if you have suitable -neasurement

modern alternative - and just how
would an up-to-date MM fare as a
'drop in replacement'?

ABOVE: The
Ultimate Analogue
Test LP

THIRD PARTY RESCUE

equipment. For example, it has
stepped frequency sweep bands
which Iused to obtain the results

BELOW: Figure 1
-test results for
Shure V15/IIIMR

shown. Note that for all my tests I
used astandard loading of 47kohm

Shure no longer makes aV15, nor
any replacement styli for them. But

280pF. This was established as pretty
much the standard for moving-

results obtained using the Ultimate

the frequency response of the
cartridge. Ideally, this should be
apair of flat lines along the ' OdB'
level. In practice, though, most
cartridges show departures from a
flat response. Typical results show
a ' dip and peak' due to mechanical

in parallel with approximately

third parties like the Expert Stylus
and Cartridge Company can re-tip

Frequency response

styli or even replace the cantilever,
if necessary. So it is possible to

THD variation with level

4

2

refurbish and go on using ' orphan'

15

designs like the Vi Ss if you wish.
And other suppliers can provide

0

1

h
-

'white box' nominal replacement
styli of uncertain parentage.

-2

0.5

ztoeWee4"
.4e.emere

There are various options
005

available. Given my old-fashioned
liking for Shure moving- magnet

with some of the choices available.
My starting point was to carry
out aset of measurements on my
V15/IIIMR to see if it was working
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2

Shure M97xE. But perhaps there
were alternatives I'd find that were

V15/11I to investigate and compare

0.2

Frequency ( kHz)

types the obvious choice for anew
cartridge would seem to be the

preferable? Itherefore decided to
expand the checks on my Shure
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resonances, etc, in the system. With
4

out to alarge extent by optimising
the electrical loading.

varies as we increase the amplitude
of the sinewave. For this the ' OVU'

o
2

2
-3
-4
005
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Shure V15/IIIHE
° 0.05

0.1

0.2

2

05

ABOVE: Figure 2
-test results for
Shure V15/11I HE

5

Frequency ( kHz)

Frequency ( kHz)

to groove deformations caused by
high stylus pressures on the vinyl.

Ithen moved onto anew Shure

The results, shown in Figure 2, are
almost identical to those for the MR.

M97xE and obtained the results
shown in Figure 3. Again the playing
weight was 1.3g. The M97xE has a
'damper' brush that is designed to

Again, the ancient stylus seems to
work very well and deliver textbook
results. Quite atestament to the
original manufacturing quality!

Note, though, that the HF distortion

In both cases Iused aplaying

results in particular are very sensitive
to the precise set-up, so it is hard to

weight ( downforce) of 1.3g. The HE

they show the classic behaviour for a
V15 moving- magnet. Having carried

0

2

to mistracking and distortion due

LITTLE SIGN OF WEAR
If you look at the plots in Figure 1

-2

Level of 315Hz tone re. OVU ( dB)

LF THD versus frequency at OdB

signal frequency. One is for alow
frequency sweep at OdB. The other
for ahigh frequency one at the

get definitive values for this.

4

2

mono due to the geometry of the
way that the left and right signals

magnetic circuit.
The HF sweep is more sensitive

01

Frequency ( kHz)

left and right channels. This also
means that ' OdB' here actually
corresponds to around 7cm/sec

-20dB level. The low frequency
sweep shows distortion mainly
caused by geometric factors and
nonlinearities in the cartridge's

1.5

2

level means 5cm/sec on both the

are recorded on astereo LP.
The lower pair of plots display
the distortion as afunction of

2

3

The plot next to the frequency
response shows how the distortion
for a315Hz mono ( lateral) sinewave

THD variation with level

Frequency response

care, this behaviour can be flattened

damp down the LF arm/compliance
resonance. Iclipped this damper
up, and out of use, for the
measurements shown in Figure 3.
(When Itried using the brush, with

'I am not the only old fogey
who has preferred to keep on
using an old cartridge Ilike'

the recommended higher playing
weight, the results were quite
similar to those shown in Figure 3.)
Comparing this with Figures
1and 2there is aclear 'family

out afull set of measurements Iwas

stylus does show aslight tendency

pleased to see that there were no

to higher distortion for frequencies

resemblance'. However it can be
seen that the M97xE has atendency

above about 5kHz, but it wasn't

to slightly larger frequency response

BELOW: Figure 3
-test results for

clear if this was due to the different

variations than the excellent V1 5/11I.

stylus profile or aslight error in my

The stereo separation values I

Shure M97xE

alignment of the system.

measured for the M97xE were (1+,

signs of any stylus wear or other
degradations. The results were
excellent. For example, the original
crosstalk spec for the V15/11I was
better than 25dB at 1kHz. When I

THD variation with level

Frequency response

measured this Igot over 30dB with
distortion included, and over 35dB if
Ionly considered the lkHz tone. The

2

15

results show that despite its age the
V15/IIIMR was working very well.
In addition to the MR stylus I
had kept two previous HE ( Hyper
Elliptical) styli (type VN35HE) as
backups just in case the MR failed.

86
1

2

0.05

Itherefore decided to get these
When Iarranged this Iassumed

replacement or refurbishment would
be in order. However, the report

31

32
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checked out by Expert Stylus.
that at least one of them would be
sufficiently worn or degraded that a

03

2
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HF THD versus frequency at - 20dB

LF THD versus frequency at OdB

2

2

1.5

—

Left

—
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1.5

Ps
I

from examination was that both of
them were in good condition and

0.5

were still useable.
Out of curiosity Itherefore
replaced my MR stylus with one of
the HEs and did another set of tests.

Shure M97xE
2

Frequency ( kHz)

5

10

Frequency ( kHz)
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only around 17dB at 1kHz. This is

modern moving- magnet designs
from other makers. As Ialready had
aRega Exact MM cartridge to hand

much poorer than for the V15, and
doesn't meet the value of 25dB
quoted in the leaflet which came

Idecided to choose this as aBritish
representative, leaving me to select

with the M97xE.
Ialso found that the sensitivity

afinal example from elsewhere.

was slightly lower than for the V15.
As aresult the M97xE gave about

REGA AND ORTOFON TESTS

1dB less output at 1kHz, whereas

Now, Ortofon is awell established

the printed spec indicated it should
be more sensitive. Itherefore
obtained asecond sample, and

cartridge manufacturer whose
designs have an impressive history
reaching back to models that

repeated some of the tests, only to

once competed directly with the
V15 series. Although Ortofon has

get similar results.
After some investigation, Shure
USA informed me that the specs
of the M97xE had actually been

ABOVE: Figure 4 - magnified views of the Shure V15/

become particularly well regarded
for moving-coil designs its new ' M2'

Ill MR ( left), and M97xE with its blue-green adhesive

(moving- magnet) series has been
well received. So Iobtained an M2
Black and used that as the final

changed, and that the rated
separation is now 17dB. This value
is adequate for decent stereo, but

Unfortunately, Rega's leaflet for
the Exact does not specify either
an expected frequency response,
nor aspecific recommended load

example for my comparisons.
Figure 5shows results

quite acome-down from the 30dB
values provided by the old V15!
Although broadly similar in terms
of the measured results, acareful

impedance, so it is difficult to
know what the optimum results

obtained from the Rega Exact. In
this case Iused the playing weight

look though amicroscope revealed
that the V15/11IMR and M97xE styli
are very different. Figure 4 shows
images of the styli, photographed
using the same optical
magnification. You can see that the
MR stylus is much smaller than that

should be. The ' droop' in the

of 1.75g as recommended by Rega.
It can be seen that the Exact

3-10kHz region may well have an
audible effect.

exhibited higher levels of distortion
and greater variations from aflat
response than the Shures. The

Idid show the Exact's results to
Rega who sent me another Exact
in case the one Ihad was not
typical. But when tested
the second example gave
broadly similar results.

channel separation at lkHz for
the Exact was 26dB in total and
30dB if distortion is excluded.
These are good figures, much

used for the M97. The M97 also

The Exact may well be
fine for many applications

apparently employs a (greenishblue) blob of adhesive to help bond
the stylus to the cantilever. Overall,

better than the Shure M97xE.
Ithink it quite likely that a

the impression given is that the MR
stylus will have alower effective

optimum for the Rega Exact. A
different loading that helped to

mass than the M97xE. Look carefully
at the MR image and you should
just be able to see the shape of the

flatten the response would also
reduce the HF distortion values,
because these are probably enlarged

playing surfaces of the tip profile, as
adarker region around the tip.
Having examined the M97xE Ifelt

by the peaked response. Hence
the results should not be taken to
represent what the Exact can do

it would be useful to look at some

in asituation optimised for its use.

load of 47kohm/280pF is far from

and suit many users and set-ups.
However, since Iwas interested
in a ' new versus old' comparison

ABOVE: The
Ortofon M2
Black and Rega
Exact MM
cartridges

Isimply used the loading which
is optimum for older designs. On
that basis it did not seem to me

BELOW: Figure 5

suitable as areplacement for aV15.
But this conclusion might change

-test results for
the Rega Exact

based on the V15 as areference,

if adifferent loading were found
that made asignificant difference
to the performance. Imust
confess, though, that as apersonal

Frequency response

THD variation with level

4

preference Idislike using playing
forces in excess of 1.5g as Iam

2

3

ir
t

concerned about record wear.
Figure 6 shows results for the

1.5

2
1

M2 Black, using the Ortofonrecommended playing force of
1.5g. Again, Istayed with aloading
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Right

Indeed, when Ishowed the results
to importer Henley Designs for
comment they suggested that the

2

-

of 47kohm/280pF. This also shows
signs that it would be better
used with adifferent loading.

behaviour would be better with a
slightly lower load capacitance of

15

around 250pF.
o

This seems quite likely to me and

O

-
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Rega Exact

0
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Iexpect amuch flatter response,
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and lower distortion, could be
obtained by careful alterations of
the set-up. Using the standard V15
loading the behaviour up to (--.>
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can't decide if that actually matters

THD variation with level

Frequency response

given that the M97xE delivers
decent results, albeit let down by

2

poor channel separation.
Alternatively, you might well

1.5

find that aretipped or third- party
replacement stylus was agood
option. Ihaven't had space to

05

examine that here, but various
0.05

0.1

0.2

05

1

2
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20

4
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people like the Expert Stylus and
Cartridge Company have agood
reputation for this kind of thing, so

B

Level of 315Hz tone re. OVU ( dB)

Frequency ( kHz)

HF THD versus frequency at - 20dB

LF THD versus frequency at OdB

would be well worth consideration

2

2

if you wished to keep an old and
well- liked cartridge in action. I'd

-- Left
Right

1.5

personally be inclined to try this
before changing to anew design.

7e

re

O

O

On amore general level, the
main conclusion Iwould draw is that

05

0.5

choice isn't asimple matter because
the results depend on interactions

Ortofon M2 Black
° 0.05

0.1

0.2

2

05

around 5kHz is good, but above

10

between the cartridge and its
conditions of use.
Alas, many manufacturers
these days don't really give much
guidance as to what the optimum
set-up may be, nor give much detail

Frequency ( kHz)

Frequency ( kHz)

that there is amodest response
peak which also tended to enhance

5

ABOVE: Figure 6
-test results for
Ortofon M2 Black

the HF distortion. In this case the
stereo separation was 25dB in one

that if you were starting with a
set-up optimised for aShure V15
and wanted areplacement with a
minimum of

about what performance should be

direction and 30dB in the other
at 1kHz. Isuspect Icould have

most obvious

obtained. Shure still gives adetailed
list of specs in its leaflets. Although

choice

it turned out that the specs for the

improved these results if Ihad

might be

spent more time on making minor

appropriate.

M97xE had, unfortunately, been
changed so they no longer met the

fuss, then the

using the V15 set-up the results
seemed quite good. The M2 Black
was also markedly more sensitive
than the Vi 5s and gave about 5dB
more output at 1kHz.

leaflet values!
Manufacturers often make asong

That is, to stay

adjustments, and perhaps increased
the playing force alittle, but simply
ABOVE: The
Shure M97xE
showing its front
damper brushes

The Iv12 Black stylus 10ORS
much better than the one
used on the Shure M97xE

with the same manufacturer and
go for aShure M97xE. However,
one of the alternatives might well

and dance about things like the
stylus profile or choice of cantilever

be preferred if other conditions (for
example, loading) could be altered
to suit, or if you are unimpressed by

material. But unless you can also
optimise other factors you may not

the appearance of the M97xE stylus

profile doesn't guarantee, say, low
distortion, unless everything else in

benefit from these. A superb stylus

and the cartridge's limited stereo
separation. If my MR/HE ceased

the set-up is right. All being well,

to be usable I'd be torn between

Ihope to investigate this further in a

simply using the M97xE as a ' no fuss'

future article. c'_)

replacement or experimenting with
the Ortofon M2 Black with modified

FOOTNOTE
''Investigation',

loading to get optimised results.
There is no doubt that the M2 Black

Figure 7shows another pair of
microscope images, taken with
the same optical magnification as

HiFi News February 2008

stylus looks much better than the
one used on the Shure M97xE, but I

before. You can see the shaping of
the tips of these designs. In the case

pages 105-111

of the Exact this is aVital shape said
to give extended contact. The M2
Black has anude tip with aShibata
profile which is widely regarded
as an excellent stylus shape. These
styli do look much more impressive
than that used for the Shure M97xE.
However as the measured results
indicate, there is more to getting
good results than just using a
named profile.

RIGHT: Figure 7
-stylus profiles

DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

for the Rega

So what conclusions can we draw
from the above comparisons? On

Exact ( left) and
the Ortofon M2
Black cartridges

the simplest level the results showed

JULY 2008
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INTERVIEW •

MIKE

CREEK •

CREEK

AND

EPOS

What noes
aroun
• • •

Creek Audio was started at atime of personal crisis, and with the vagaries of the hi-fi
business it was swallowed up but then resold. Later there was an opportunity to buy
it back — and Epos too. Steve Harris talks to company owner Mike Creek
into designing things.' Soon, Mike was learning how to
draw printed circuit boards.
'It was completely back to front compared with the
way things are now, with CAD. Today you would have
the schematic first, with every possible detail. But then,
more often than not the schematic wculd be drawn
only afterwards, on pain of death, if somebody needed
it to work out what you'd done!'

CONSULTANCY WORK
Mike began to design for Wyndsor, but left to set up as
aconsultant in 1976. He soon found himself working
for acompany in Brentwood, Essex, called Ambit
International. Run by William Poel, who later worked
on Amstrad computers, Ambit was aparts supplier,
originally for the radio amateur trade, and published its
own magazines full of DIY projects.
'I wrote up the instructions, drew the schematics,

1

_, ew indeed are the movers and shakers of
hi-fi who were actually born and bred in the
business, as Mike Creek was. His audio initiation

came through his father, who owned the
company that made Wyndsor tape recorders in the
1950s and 1960s.

ABOVE: Mike
Creek, PCB in
hand and CAD
program running

drew the PCB layouts, bought all the components in
and had the metalwork made, and then created kits of
parts. Iworked quite closely with ajobbing engineering
company in London, Dar-Val, which still exists. The
family that ran that business taught me more about
engineering than any other experiencel had.

behind

'In fact, Ithought at one time that I'd really like to
own my own engineering company. Coming home

me to try out, to see if Icould find anything they hadn't

BELOW: Creek's
first amplifier,

thought about,' he says. ' Before the days of software
engineers, they had lots of switches on the front, for

smelling of lubricating oil is probably not the best thing,
but it had acertain appeal.

the CAS4040,
£99 in 1982

'That lasted until 1981, when Iwas 29.1 came into
Ambit one day and they said, " We're having abit of a

'My father used to bring prototypes home to give to

half-track, quarter-track, superimpose, built-in echo. And
Iwould say to him " Do you know if you press this one
and that one together, it does this?" and he'd say, " No,
it wasn't meant to...". Or he'd even say, " Well, that's a
good feature, we'll leave it in. ,'
,
So when Mike decided he wanted to leave technical
college and get ajob, he started working for his father.

GETTING THE HANG OF THINGS
'I'd often been there in my summer holidays, working on
ariveting machine or other jobs. But this time, Iwent
there for two weeks and stayed for about four years. I
went through every task, starting with stock control.
'But Iwas more interested in finding out more about
how things were made. Iused to hang out with the
factory manager and the design engineer, and finally
Igot involved in setting up new products, making
samples. So production engineering was my first step

106 I www.hifinews.co.uk IJULY 2008

downturn at the moment, we've got to shed some staff.
Since you're aconsultant, you can go today!" Iwas told
to go home with no notice whatsoever.
'At that time, Ihad atwo-year-old son and a
mortgage and Ithought, what the hell am Ito do now?'
FIRST PRODUCT
Mike set about designing the first Creek product, the
CAS4040 amplifier.
'I had to start in asmall way because Ididn't have
any money. Ifirst borrowed, Ithink, £ 4000 from the
bank on apersonal guarantee.
'I looked at it perhaps with aview to not copying, but
certainly taking advantage of the marketing that had
been done by the likes of NAD, where Ithink the 3020
amplifier first sold for about £ 79.
'The difficult part is not really the electronic design,
it's knowing what you want it to do, how much it
should cost, and how good it should be - when to stop
designing it, and start making it.
'And Ihad such agood background in turning ideas
into finished products that could be sold, even if they
weren't the world's best, that Iwas probably successful,
whereas many others at that time who were trying to
do the same thing, were not. Ihad more experience of
ABOVE: The A42

design, just sitting with him and watching him designing

Pre- amplifier
atop four A42

the PC board layout - having to compromise by putting
one small extra twopenny-halfpenny transistor in when

Power Amplifiers
-from 1993

he thought he'd managed to engineer it out. He's still
on my Christmas card list!

LEFT: The small
box form for
the OBH series,

JUST ONE HUNDRED
'I scaled up the design using bigger power transistors,
bigger driver transistors, and where he'd only made

commissioned
in 1995 by US

aDarlington out of the top- half of the output stage,

distributor Roy
Hall, is still in

it was necessary to use it on both halves to get the
performance that Ineeded. But in other respects it was
more or less the same circuit.
'I thought I'd make 100 of them, and if Iwas

use today

successful Imight order some more parts and carry on.
Iassembled the circuit boards by hand at home and I

'Bearing in mind that Ionly planned
to make 100, within two weeks I'd got
orders for 60 or 60 of them...'
bought all the metalwork from Dar-Val. Before Isold any,
Iwent to the 1982 Swiss Cottage hi-fi show sponsored
by Audio
I'd been there before with Ambit, when we
were making kit amps.'
At the show, Mike met David Palmer, arep covering
the North of England. He took an amplifier away as a
sample and soon started sending in orders. Bearing

mass-producing things than Ihad of designing things.
So Idesigned the amplifier out of bits that Ihad, and a
basic circuit that Ialready knew and liked, uprating it
from a 10 or 12 watt amplifier to 30W, and putting it
into asmaller case - not abigger one - than the one it
originally existed in.
'I had acircuit which had been developed for the
last product I'd worked on for my father's company, yet

RIGHT:

when Icompared it to my own, then high-end, Radford
amplifier, Ipreferred the sound of it!

Interior of the
Creek 52505E

'It used adesign from an engineer we'd employed
as aconsultant called Jim Samiotis. He could design
something brilliant with the least possible number of
components. He'd taught me so much about electronic

integrated,
with its
massive 200VA
transformer
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in mind that Ionly planned to make 100, within two
weeks I'd got orders for 50 or 60 of them, from only
about five companies. The first one that kind of shocked
me was Doug Brady, of WA Brady in Liverpool, giving
me an order for ten. If we could sell ten amplifiers to
one shop in the UK now, I'd be delighted!'

DISTRIBUTING HIS PRODUCT
While Palmer covered the north, Mike went on the road
in the South.
'I had very little knowledge about the trade in the
UK. But looking at the magazine adverts, it was clear to
me that the dealers the likes of Linn, Naim or Rega were
using all coincided.
'If those companies had been successful, selling
through those shops, it made sense to me to go down
that path, rather than dig another furrow in some other
direction. It led to adegree of success that Icouldn't
have dreamt of.'

ABOVE: Creek
Evolution CD
player in black

Halfway through making the first 100, Mike realised
he had to build another 250 very quickly. He found

finish

acompany in Romford that could do it for him. This
was van der Molen, which had made ' brown goods'
entertainment products in the 1970s, but had now
scaled down and become asubcontractor.

ABOVE RIGHT:
Higher priced

'Fortunately for me! We became their only customer.
Creek Destiny
It was as if Ihad my own factory, but Ididn't own it and I range CD player
didn't employ the staff.
in black finish
'If I'd actually tried to invest in my own factory, it
would have taken me too long, and Iwould have missed

'In 1993
it turned out that TGI
wanted to sell Creek, which was now
making big losses'
the opportunity. But by using the facilities of another
company, we were able to go from 0to 100 miles an
hour in almost no time.
'That was akey to the success of the brand, because
we were able to be everywhere at once.
'Within 18 months we'd got up to making 1200
amplifiers every month. Which you could say was
tantamount to over-trading, because it only needed
something to go wrong in asmall way and the whole
pack of cards could come tumbling down.'

RESISTANCE IS FUTILE
Later, something did go wrong. Philips' semi- conductor
division was no longer interested in supplying small
orders, so Creek was forced to switch to another brand
of power transistors, which proved unreliable.
'After atime the number of failures started to ramp
up, and in the end Ihad to do what added- up effectively
to arework on 5000 products - at four transistors per
product, changing 20,000 transistors!
'Nobody suffered from it, we always gave impeccable

ABOVE: Silver finish Evolution 85W integrated amplifier,
the company's first product with electronic gain control;
signal switching is by microcontroller driven relays
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BELOW RIGHT:
Debuted in
2007, the
Wyndsor
turntable
-named after
the company
that belonged
to Mike's father
-boasts an
acrylic plinth
and separate
power supply

service. But it did severely affect the way that we could
develop as acompany. You might say that would never
have had to sell Creek to Mordaunt Short if it hadn't
been for that.'
Mordaunt Short itself had recently been bought
by Tannoy Goodmans Industries (ICI), and managing
director Christopher Short was trying to develop
Mordaunt Short electronics.
'He said something like, " Perhaps we can encourage
you to join our happy little band."
As it turned out, Mike's experience with the TGI
group was not so happy. By then, Mike had long since
stopped using asubcontractor and had created an
efficient small factory of his own, assembling products
with bought- in circuit boards. But the new owners
closed this down, and eventually Mike had to commute
to the Mordaunt Short factory in Horndean.
When his three-year contract expired, he left and
started anew venture, FMF.

RUNNING CREEK AGAIN
Then, in 1993, Creek's overseas distributors were called
to ameeting at Tannoy. It turned out TGI wanted to sell
Creek, which was now making big losses.

h
n
e
i
ws
-fi

1970
Mike Creek
joins VVyndsor
Recording Cc.

1976
Forms M RCreek
Ltd, trading as a
design corsultant,
also buying and
selling parts

1982
Launches the
4040 amplifier

1988
Creek Audio.
Systems acquired
by Mordaunt Short

1991
Mike Creek sets
up EMF, creating
anew amplifier
range

1993.
'Shortly after, one of the distributors, Kai Seeman of

ABOVE: The
The Epos range of loudspeakers - the company

,ermany, rang me and said " How would you like to run

was acquired by Mike Creek in 1999. Production now

•
reek again, if we buy it for you?"' He decided to go

takes place in China

iith it. The three investors in the new Creek company
,ere US distributor Roy Hall, René Reuter of Switzerland

found Iwas having agreat deal more fun in it!' — and

nd Seeman, who later sold his shares to the others.
Mike now set about updating the product range,

had just put the money in the bank.
'I was able to use that to put down adeposit to buy

iring the gifted Russian- born Alex Nikitin as electronics

the company. Because of the good relations I'd had with

Iwas able to sell all the
emaining stock. In effect, I
)ought Epos for nothing!'
Iesigner (Alex left in 2002) and the company began

Audio Partnership, they offered me credit terms, gave
me six months to pay for the company.'
It turned out later that the 'walnut' Epos speakers
had in fact been re-stained as ' rosenut', adark cherry
colour. So they weren't unsaleable after all...
'I was able to sell all the remaining stock, which paid
for the company. In effect, Ibought Epos for nothing!'
After an abortive attempt to work with aPolish

othrive again. Around 1995, Mike also became a

factory, Mike set up Epos speaker production in China.

onsultant to Audio Partnership.
In 1998, TGI sold Mordaunt Short to Audio

Today, the Creek Evolution amps are also made there.

artnership, with the Epos business as part of the
package. Seeing that Epos didn't really fit with the rest

SOLE OWNER AGAIN

dthe Audio Partnership brands, Mike sought to buy

and Mike bought out his Swiss and American partners,

Hall and Reuter weren't interested, especially as it
eemed that the speaker stock offered in the deal was

to become, once again, the sole owner. Today, Creek's
designers and consultants include Santo Prattico
(formerly of Audio Analogue), Jeff Kalt ( Resolution Audio)

ill walnut finish, which they said were unsaleable!
But in March 1999, Audio Partnership came back to
/like and asked if he was still interested. It so happened
hat he'd recently sold alarge, expensive sports car — ` I'd
lone out and bought a 1971 Mini Cooper Sinstead, and

Creek moved to anew factory in Hemel Hempstead,

and speaker consultant David Berriman.
In 2001, lacki Pugh, who had once been one half of
Concept Audio, Creek's Australian distributor, came to
the UK, subsequently joining the company as head of
marketing. Her son now runs Creek's own distribution
company in Australia. Meanwhile in the UK, Mike's son
Luke has taken an active role as acoustic engineer ( and
web designer).
So things have truly come full circle. The Creek
company of today, making full use of global
communications for design, manufacturing and sales,
is afar cry from the old Wyndsor tape recorder factory,

\BOVE: The silver finish Creek CD53 compact disc player,
)art of the company's 53 series introduced in 2001, offers
)alanced outputs alongside traditional RCA line outputs

where, as aschoolboy, Mike Creek spent time punching
rivets into pieces of Paxolin. Once again, happily, Creek

With other
partners, Mike
buys back the
Creek name from
TIGI

1995
OBH range
launchec with a
phono stage

1997
43 series and
higher-cost 52
series products

1999
Mike Creek
acquires Epos
speaker brand

2001
CD 53 CD player
launched

2003
50 series with new
silver- anodised
look

2005/6
Classic and
Destiny series
launched

2007
25th anniversary
of its very first
CAS4040 amplifier
sale, to Audio
Projects, Leeds

is afamily affair. ( 1
)
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+

Free delivery direct to you door
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0845 676 7778
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IPC Media Ltd. and dso, details wiLL be passed electronically to my Bank or Building Society.
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Date

ll am over 181

Open 7days aweek, 9am-9pm UK time.
Please quote code 33F
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www.hi-finews.co.uklihfcg
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If you're sending in HiFi News
classifieds by post, please make
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Carole Molloy, HiFi News,
IPC Media, Leon House, 233
High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code: 332.Z or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

THE PLACE TO
& SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES

SUGDEN A21aL class A
amp, excellent condition,
factory serviced, original
packing, £ 525, Tel: ( 01403)
255153 ( West Sussex) or
email: richermail@aol.com

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Call our
reader ad dept on 020 8726 8321 Fax: 020 8726 8399

[G8]

4. CD/DVD PLAYERS
THETA Jade CD transport,
black, mint, boxed, owned

1. ACCESSORIL_

from new £ 990 Tel: 01304
watts per channel, mint,

QUICKSILVER valve

boxed, manual, spare valves

monoblocks, expensive

MANA Red t/table stand

£890 Tel: 01304 365275

Croft upgrade, tremendous

£400, Torlyte t/table stand

[EG17]

clarity, affordable price

speaker stands £ 125 Tel:

NAIM NAT140 stereo amp,

valve preamp, immaculate,

reel tape recorder, superb

01608 650331 ( day), 01608

Avondaled £ 350, Quad

boxed £ 750 ovno Tel: 07951

condition throughout, has

651032 ( eve) [ EG23]

33/303 FM3 tuner, boxed

553091 ( London) [ G117]

just been fully serviced,

£250, Foundation PSI

365275 [ EG17]

13. MISCELLANEOUS

£850, Conrad Johnson PV12

REVOX B77 stereo open

£150 Tel: 01608 650331

detailed photos available or

PS Audio Premier mains

(day), 01608 651032 ( eve)

MUSICAL Fidelity

can demonstrate £495ono

condition, mint, very low

[EG23]

Nu-Vista M3 Super

Tel. 07813 960156 or email:

integrated amplifier,

ob.mm@virgin.net [ FL34]

plus six PS Audio leads, value

CHAPTER Two plus power

original valves, certificate

hours, American sockets

7. SPEAKERS

£2k + ( Divorce!) £ 1,300 Tel:

amp, world's best, boxed,

of authenticity, manual and

01823 668671 [ F8]

manuals etc (£ 5500)

boxes, good condition, can

£2295, Densen B100/6300

demonstrate £ 1450 ono plus

8417 NO5 output valves

integrated & power amp

postage Tel: Niall on 07906

Birdseye maple, left, right,

£70, matched pair Tel:

£350/£550, Atlas Elektra

071024 ( Cardiff) [G8]

centre £ 3250 Tel: Martin on

07951 553091 ( London)

interconnects Tel: 07973

[G117]

189538 ( London) [ FH17]

ROGUE Ninety Nine

[EG14]

2. AMPS

LEVINSON Reference amp

(spare amp) 16- months old,

EPOS M12.2 speakers,

sale, ML32 preamp 2 box

used for about 20hrs, mint

black, mint condition,

THETA Intrepid fivechannel

+ ML33H monoblocks for

with box, manual, remote

including stands (£ 550)

amp, immaculate, silver,

sale immaculate, all original

and power supply with

£225 ono Tel: Philip 020

stunning and rarely

boxes, remote, comms

upgrade power cable. Cost

8923 9757 ( London) [ FH17]

WILSON Benesch Arcs,

020 7845 1193 ( London)
magnum vac tube pre- amp

available, £ 3000, Tel:

cables, manuals etc. Priced

£2300 asking £ 700 Tel:

Martin on 020 7845 1193

together with six-month

07926 175757 or 07962

[EG14]

dealer warranty & delivery

888988 ( you can send me

speakers, privately owned

[Mainland England] £ 19.500

atext and Iwill get back to

from new, upgraded and

Tel: 07813 661682 [G117]

you. [ GH14]

AUDIO Research VT60

ATC SCM5OASL active

serviced by ATC, complete

valve power amplifier, 50

hi-fi
rie£SS1HEDS

with stands end original

a.

CONTACT US
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If you're sending in HiFi News classifieds by
post, please make sure you address them to:

fr,.‘

Carole Molloy, HiFi News,
IPC Media, Leon House,
233 High Street,
Croydon CR9 1HZ
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11. COMPLETE
SYSTEMS

Audioquest interconnects,

mounted with SME 3009

ARCAM Diva system, black,

07506 679480 ( Greenock,

arm and Shure cartridge,

boxed, mint condition,

Scotland) [G.117]

boxes, emigration forces

ORIGINAL owner

reluctant sale, OIRO £ 2700

selling Fons CQ30

(West Midlands) Tel: 07771

three- speed turntable

786267 [ FH17]

9. TURNTABLES
PRO-JECT Xperience Xpack

all mint, great starter system
£200 the lot, may split Tel:

good condition, offers

including QED cables, A90

to Tel: 01604 787650

amp, P90 power amp, CD12

[EG17]

DAB/FM tuner (£ 2700)

with speedbox and Ortofon

WANTED

£1100 ono Tel: Philip 020

TOP quality hi-fi separates and

8923 9757 ( London) [ FH17]

complete systems, Naim, Linn,

Rondo Red cartridge, very

THORENS t/table

little use, mint condition

SME arm, cartridge,

and boxed, bought in March

needs attention, offers

ARCAM CD73 CD player,

friendly response and willing to

2007 for £ 620 will accept

Tel: 01608 650331

Technics SAE10 amp,

travel/pay cash, please call me

£300 Tel: 01484 851899

(day) 01608 651032

Cambridge Audio S30

on 0781 5892458 or email me

(Huddersfield) [ EG17]

(eve) [ EG23]

speakers, Target stands,

at pogsonp@aol.com [FE68]

Cyrus, Meridian, Arcam etc, fast,

hi-finewp

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

The new HiFi News CLASSIFIEDS
pages have anew, simple-to- use
category system that means you get

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.

multiple entries for selling your hi-fi
equipment and buyers can target

We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

exactly what they want. All you have
to do is fill in the form printed left
but for each product category ( eg.
accessories, amps, CD players etc)
ensure that you write the category
code number in the top left hand
corner of the box ( see our example
below) and when acomponent falls
into anew category fill in anew
number in the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD/DVD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;
11 - Complete Systems;
12 - AV; 13 - Miscellaneous

Tel (to appear in advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)
Card number
3digit card security code
Expiry date

Number of issues
Please print the above
advertisement for

1I
(the last three digits printed on your signature str P)

Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

issues
For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box

rI

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8
(inc. VAT) per 30-word insertion
for one issue; £ 14 for two issues
and £ 17 for three issues. Additional
words are 50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word
(eg. Meridian 201 = two words).

if you want your
advert to go into the
WANTED category

•We are not responsible for clerical errors

Here's h

Name:

ew advert with acircled number indicating the

Address:

Postcode:
Daytime tel (so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
Hi Fi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e- mails from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. Hi Fi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us E. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted CL

section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).

hi-finews

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

you bring
the music,
Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,
lsotek, Nairn, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,
Roksan, Shanling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison
Research, and Wadia
and Acoustic Energy, Kudos, Martin
Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,
Revolver, Triangle and Usher Audio

o

di*

technology let loose I

tell uk con

apicture can say athousand words so we let them do most of the talking

M ADISOUND

we'll supply
the smile
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Ema,1:
news@hifisound.co.uk
nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi
dealers are NOT the same

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

DRIVERS:

PARTS AND ADVICE.

i

1
uiJ
- "

seas
.
)S

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

> ATC
> AUDAX
> ETON

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex

DM=
ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel*

/•l_J-2/•

_ ewes
C

Mt
:WDOS7

LPG

> FOSTEX

CSOKING

e-maul:Info@madisounO corn
Web Page: http:/www madisound com
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> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA > VISATON
> VOLT

tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

HARDWARE

,

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
glITUBES
Cell, write, fax or email for details and free consultation

I
.

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

scanspeaK
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA
TEL: 608-831.3433 FAX: 608-831.3771

> LPG

HOW TO BOOKS

(215)862-4870a fax ( 215) 862-4871

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

feel

THE

commmi
125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

SOLEN
‘11--

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: solenesolen.ca
Web: www.solen.ca

TO SUBSCRIBE

•

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk
NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi by enthusiasts

ID Heatherdate
*audio limited

Below is just a small selection cif
some of the exciting products we offer:

The Denon DL110 is a high
output moving coil cartridge.
It offers great performance far
the very reasonabie price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
input.

two-chainel / lome-cinema specialists
for those who want the very best..
StOCK'IS.E. of ALR Jordan, Audia, Audio Physic, Avid,
Ayre, Bel Canto. Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab,
Grand Prix Audit), Heed, Isotek, Leema Acousbcs,
McIntosh, M JAcoustics, Monitor Audio, Moon.
Nordost, Primare, Project, Stax, Tannoy Prestige, TEAC
Esoteric Totem Acoustics, Unison Research, Van Den
III and many more.

>Free Advice in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere
>0% Fnance Available
>2Demonstration Rooms
New or
>Out of Hours Appointments
shop open
,fine
>Home Demonstrations
,.
>Open Mon - Sat : 9am - 5pm pl
easebrowse.
come in
and

The Denon DL-103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic. not
just because its been in
production since 1965 but
because it still offers a
performance to Mail designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would soggest.
Also ncw in DL-103R E2D0

lei

, - Denon DL-304 This is a wonderfully
.'
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
r. almost unmatched for its midband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £ 210 price ataken into
account

The Dynavector OV-20 s available
in botf high and low output versions,
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
a step. up transformer: £ 195.

Suite 7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL
website: www.audiodestination.co.uk
email: info@audiodestination.co.uk

'Lockwood AudiW
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

Audio Note IQ3 The is Audio
Notes top MM cartndge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully captures the erergy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £ 425.
Ortoton Kontrapunkt BACH range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
'A' at £ 450. and evolve through the ' hi'
at £800, the ' B' at £ 750 and ultimately
to the C' at £900
Music Maker 3 The Music Maker is .3
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become a legend in its own lifetime. Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
mast other cartridges sound as if they re
trying much to hard: £625
The Lyra Argo is a high
performance nude design that
uses a Boron cantilever and line
contact diamond We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
performance.

Cad For appointment to visit us at Hanwell on
+4.4(0) 20 8579 7755
/elk

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8579 7156
n. ail: sales@lockwoodeudio.co.uk

'21

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
SPEAKERS
Acoustic Zen cinema system, Adagio fronts with Junior
centre and rears Brand new

£5875

Apogee Diva speakers, very rare

£3995

B&W ASW-4000 Sub woofer

£995

B&W DM 1800 speakers

£ 159

B&W DM 640 floor standing speakers

£ 295

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

£ 395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

£ 2895

Mission 753 speakers

£ 349

Mordaunt Short MS5-40 speakers
New Acoustic Zen Adajio speakers
New Alamarro M3 speakers

£ 99

£ 2695
£ 2695

Quad 21L speakers

£ 350

Audio Note MS with phono. Remote control version
(€19500) mint,

£ 7995

Audio Research LS 2 balanced pre- amp ( boxed)
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£ 895

£ 695

Wavac PRTI 3box pre-arnp, boxed/as new (£23500) only £ 10750
AMPLIFIERS
Audio Note OTO with phono

£ 695

Bel Canto EVO 2 amplifier

£ 1295

John Shearne Phase 11 Integrated amp

£ 395

Kora Trio 100S13 Mono Blocks

£ 3500

Krell KSA 80 power amp ( a classic)

£ 1295

Goldmund SRM-250 monos, ex-demo (£6590). . . £4995
Nakamichi Amp one with Cassette deck two and CD
player three

£795

Waves MD805 monoblocks 55wpc, SET's AS NEW ( UK
retail £ 16500) only

£ 7950

D PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
Audio Note DAC 4 Signature

£ 2995

Audio Note DAC 5 Signature latest model as NEW (£39000)
The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the loi
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and mils
made from pure ialver wire.

Spares and repairs
See the TANNICTL Cones
Hotline at

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk.

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.bestereo.corn

REAMPS

Caïl 01884 243 584
Mike & Caroline look forward to seeing you soon!

•

Its sound is transparent yet dynamic. with amid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1,850.
The : op model of ' he range model, the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils. instead, which are powered from an
external power staple. It's performance has to be heard to be
beleved. and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design This masterpiece costs £ 4,950 including
power supply

.

£ 29950

Esoteric X-03 SE CD/SACD player (ex demo)

Phone

Golmund Eidos CD/SACD player ex-demo (£3195) only . £2495
Marantz CD873 CD player

£ 65

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£ 60

Weiss Jason transport with Media DAC exdemo (£ 2010101
only.. £ 8995
1 e • .4 I

VS

3 mir' pair Zen Acoustics ref' speaker cable

£795

lsoclean Power 50A 111 US power block/filter, new

£850

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£ 75

Techniques St-610L tuner frn/rnw/tw
ato
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lex ic on
michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
Pnmare

sme

Winds 01 stylist gauge
,',MEASLES, CARTRIDGES E. TONEARAIS
Dynavector 507 Mk 2 arm new factory sealed
VVe firmly believe that trie way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up
transformer.
It is far this reasan that we stock a range of designs, from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 ( pictured above left.
the Audio Note range priced between £ 399 ( above right) t.
£4 950 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired

sign

designs which range from £ 1.500 to £ 2,750 and offer a vahety of ratios ano impedances via front mounted switches.

NOTEWORTHY A UDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 21._FI
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday
fax

(01473)

WWW.

£ 65

New £495

55172

ign

11:en.gesignals.uk.com

a

uk.co

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Hitachi PS12 turntable

£ 1995
£95

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years*
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
•visa

Tel:

Evenings

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

JULY 2008 I www.hifinews.co.uk
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TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM ¡PL ACOUSTICS

IAN HARRISON HIFI

The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quali-

SALE - TEL: 01283 702875

ty and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of

AUDIO TECHNICA ATHW1000
AUDIO TECHNICA ATOC9ML2
CLEARAUDIO CONCERTO
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
GRADO GS1000
GRADO RS1
GRADO RS2
WHEST PS3OR
DENON DL304
DENON DL103 SA
EAR MASTER DISK
TOM EVANS GROOVE X
TRANSFIGURATION PHOENIX
TRANSFIGURATION AXIA
CREEK DESTINY CO
CREEK DESTINY AMPLIFIER
TRICHORD DINO MK2
TRICHORD 0300
KOETSU BLACK

£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodssork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT

SPEAKER UNITS

CAB SIZE mm

PLUS KIT

P&P

\1311m

5"IPL Metal. 1"Seas treble

810x 191x 261

£215e0

£950

S3t1
S3thn

6.5" Kes br. 1" Seas treble
651FL au]. I "Sae nett

903x230x350

£220.00

DODO

903 x230 x350

f234.44

£10.00

S3theib 65"IPLmetalRibbon treh

903x230x350

£3728

£10.00

S411

8"Kevlar.1"Seas treble

930x276x400

£.58.00

£1111

85t1

10"bass.5"midRibbon treb

10800208400

£46183

£12.00

Send cheque (or postal order) made payable to Mr IPLeslie at 'Pl. Acoustics, Chelsea
our ssehsite at wivitiplacoeics.co.uk or send a50p SAE. for catalogue detailing

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM. IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GQ
TEL: 01281 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

tither IYITT: cable, and Quality Accessories.

o

loud
/its acommon

too loud

your answer

There is a simple and

effective solution - the Rothwell In- Line Attenuators.

They

HiFi, Home Cinema
& MultiLRoom

is heartily

problem. The usable range on the volume control is all down

The noise floor may be audible, too.

Oran es

this accessory

way too loud

at the bottom end and fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible.

NU FORCE, THORENS, BENZ MICRO, ROKSAN.
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO.
GOLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON, CARTRIDGE MAN,
AUDIO TECHNICA, SME, MOTH, HADCOCK,
HEED, GRAHAM SLEE, WHEST AUDIO, CREEK,
E.A R., OPERA, TRIANGLE. FINAL, FLAC,
HARBETH, EPOS, MISSION. DIAPASON, BEYER.
SENNHEISER, AKG, HALCRO, GAMUT, AUDIO
VALVE, GRAAF, TANNOY, MONRIO, PATHOS
ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH, BLACK RHODI UM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA, WIREWORLD, PURE
DIGITAL. VIRTUAL DYNAMICS, APOLLO. BDI,
ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND
ORGANISATION, CUSTOM DESIGN, ! UAL. ERGO,
ACOUSTIC SOLID, USHER AUDIO, SUGDEN, RRR

ESTA BLI
SHED / 986. EPOA - Exchange pr.', on applIcaDon

'transmission Lines, HiFi and AV Idts, including Active Subwoofers. drive units,

fere's

IALSO SUPPLY:

PLEASE PHONETO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIORTO ORDERING.ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX- DEN OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES

Villa, Torn Park, Ilfracombe, De‘ on, EX34 8AY, tel 01271 867439. Ahearn s
Is s
isit

Is thl your problW?

£320
£225
£800
fPUA
£800
£605
£405
£P0A
£175
£385
fPOA
£1700
£1100
£715
£P0A
£P0A
£279
fPOA
£1050

can

Specialists

recommended"
Gramophone

be used

with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the problems of excess gain and

sonic

bring

benefits with even the most expensive equipment.

£39/pair - post free

01204 366133

www.rothwellaudioproductiv. u

in 13 issues of
news
Save 30% today
Q)

e

=
•

in=

e
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SUBSCRIBE to Hi Fi News and get the
latest news, analysis and opinions on
new technologies, products and formats
from hi-fi to home entertainment
delivered direct to your door.

020 7924 2040
email:

orangestemons(Ovirgin.net

1,1 SI ' 1,1,, Road. Ilattursra, SW11 6RN
ssn.eandlhifLee.uk

Stockists of: ARCAM . DENSEN.EPOS . LINN. TOTE
.111TROMEGA.NANALID10.NEAT.REG.ROTEL
.ROYD.SHAINANi TaC'YAMAHA 8z MORE

idelitY

indecently good hi.fi

CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote

9iii2h treet, Hampton IVick, kinptun upon Bub,

code:31T or subscribe online
at www.hifinews.co.0 k ihfan

Suri:
uKI1 IDA Id: 020 8943 3530
Opel Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

DNM STEREO SOLID CORE PRECISION SPEAKER CABLE
The first audio cable with adesigned magnetic performance for incredible clarity and tonal
accuracy. Its L,C and R balance is precisely set to improve the amplifier's sound quality.
The compact semi-transparent ribbon contains two cables with four solid core conductors,
enabling connection of a stereo speaker pair, or a bi-wired speaker.
www.dnm.co.uk/cables.html#stereocable
or phone DNM Design on 01480 457989
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Exchan e

Add your items for sale here and online
free advertising ( no sale no fee)
low 10% commission
100's of items onlire updated daily
25
K
Krell HT
£ 1800
Lexicon DC2
£ 2000
Lexicon MC 12 HD
£ 6750
Lexicon MC12 v5
£ 5500
Lexicon MC128
£ 3995
Lexicon MC8 v2
£ 3995
Lumagen Vision HOP
£ 750
McIntosh C39
£ 1595
Meridian Audio 565
£ 695
Meridian Audio 568 2MM
£900
Parasound Halo Cl
£ 4000
Parasound Halo C2
£ 2695
Parasound Halo C2
£ 2100
Pioneer VSA 06
f350
Primare P30
£ 795
';P? VnRSST
£ 5400
AV Receivers
£70
£450
£260
GO Players and DACs
£3300
£2795
40s D,IC. • IL,
£3000
Acoustic Arts Player Imke
£200
Arcam 5
£2995
Audio Flight CD1
£420
Audio Alchemy 200 transport lot 0ODE
£1695
Audio Research CD 2
£995
Audio Research CD1
£2950
Audio Research CD3 mk11
£695
Audiolab 8000 Transport/Dac
£995
Auchomecai Pierre Lurne Mephisto transport
£1500
black edition alpha 3x
£1500
black edition alpha 3x
£1850
Bluenote Sfibbert Tube
£6500
Burmester 001CDP
£1000
£950
Gavin 5GO-501
£1095
Eu DX 51 DAC
£750
£275
Exeo
l
s
sucr
d
e
78
/
1"& Player
£1650
Goidmund MetaLaser- II
£2250
Krell KPS 20 iL
£7995
Krell KPS 25sc
£8995
Kral 25sc 24/96
£4995
Krell
28c CAST II
£2995
Krell K 20il
£550
Lehmann DAC, preamp/DAC
£3200
Mark Levinson 390s
£2895
Mark Levinson 390S
£2450
McIntosh MCD 201
£350
Meridian Audio 200/203 Tranidac
£495
Meridian Audio 518 DAC
£450
MSB Link PAC 324/96
£1450
Muse Mod9 DOD/CD
£975
Musical Fidelity a308cr cd player
£140
NAD C521 BEE
£500
Onkyo MSB-1HDD,CD MSB-1 HOD recorder
£200
Pioneer pd 46
£70
Pioneer PD S703
£590
Primare CD21
£299
Rega Planet
£300
Rega Planet
£2495
Shanling iCOT 300 30 Sonies
£1990
Sony SCD1
£695
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
£750
Theta Data Basic II oDAG DS Pro Prine II
£600
Theta DSPro Basic II
£250
Trichord GENESIS
£200
Trichord Genesis
£1785
Warta 2000 Digimaster
£3500
Wadia 861b
£1295
Wadia 8644 Digimaster
£350
Yamaha CDX 1100
£995
YBA 3Alpha
£995
YBA yba cd3X
£250
Zhaolu 03

plete

Com
A
and
see details
£995
£2000
Pali 8Epos
£4300
Linn Classic - Ninka, LK140. VVakonda. Ikemi
£450
Maranta
£990
Meridian Audio Complete 200 senes
Meridian Homo sastem
£995
Nairn Audio CD3Â02/180/SBL £ 2350
Nairn Audio CD5 NAC112 NAP150 FLATCAP Proac
Response 15
£ 2495
Parasound C2 A51 2xJC1
£ 6875
Primare 928 System Pre 82prs Monos
£ 2995
Proac nu- vista
£0
Rego Complete System
£2000
Rega Planet Cursa 2xMaia Naos System 8 more £2400
Deer aae Ian10 - Pd d6 r - ed usher s520 £650
f750
Custom Installation Products
£1400
£175
£300
Lion KNLK1
£350
Linn KNEKT Room Amp
£0
Sonos System
£279
Sonos Zone Controller
£349
Sonos ZP100
£249
Sono, 7Prin
DVD Players
£740
£3000
i
1
P
SCART
£750
£1650
£150
Intergrated Amplifiers
£100
Arcani Alpha bPlus
£2995
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated
£450
Audio Analogue VERDI, SETTANTA
£400
Audio Innovations Classic 25
£995
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
£100
Audrolab 8000a
£300
Audrolab 80000
£1450
Bel Canto S300ru
£895
Krell KM 3011
£250
Lizard Wizard PMC
£500
Naim Audio Nail 3
£200
Pioneer aal 6

ndQ Mk3 Integrated Auer
Roksan rocksan handy Sal
S5—rwirr SF ron
Loudspeakers

£450
£550
£3500
£70

•

&le

ART Emotion
ART emotions
ATC PA65-Same as SCM-150
Audio Acoustics Fundamental 60
Audio Acoustics Sapphire TiC
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha
Audio Note AN ESP SPEAKE R
Audio Physic Briton
Audio Physic Medea II
Audio Physic Spark datestr
xd9. 1
4
Audio Physic Spark 1
£1695
Audio Physic Tempo detest'
£795
Audio Physic Yara Floor
£2100
Audrovector M3srgnature active
£495
Aurousal Al MKII
£3000
BOW 803s
£120
BOW DM620
£1500
BOW HMT I
£1800
Beauhorn 02.2 Revelation
£150
Bose ACOUSTIMASS48 3
£3495
Dal, Euphonia MS4
£2500
Definitive Technology BP30110
£1095
Dynaudio SI 4
£2850
Eggleston Works Fontaine
£550
Efac Jet CL3I0 Jet
£349
Epos M15.2 FLOORSTANDERS
£2750
Gershman Avant Garde RO 20
£26120
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1 2
£2200
Hales concept 5
£795
IMF MKIII Ref Pro Monitor
£275
IMF TLS50 11
£1995
Infinity Kappa 9
£995
JAS Orsa
£180
JBL TLX103121.111
£1500
JMLab 927 BE
£7500
JMLab Diva Utopia
£3400
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£5750
JMLab Electra 1037 be
£595
JMLab Electra 906
£3600
JMLab Micro Utopia BE oStands
£2750
JMLab Micro Utopia Be + Stands
£45()
JR Jordan JR 150 oStands
£200
REF 035.2
£600
CEP 050,ref 90;301370S
f75
REF 095c
King's Audio Queens
£895
Leema Acoustics SPLX12 sub- woofer
£650
Linn Kabers ( Passive)
£ 795
Linn Ketch
£325
lowther drive units 20 pm2c with phaze plugs £ 350
Lumley 100 MK 11 Black
£ 1400
Lumley lampross 200
£ 1650
Lumley lampross 200
£ 1650
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature £ 1300
Magneplanar MG 20x
£ 8500
£300
Magneplanar SMG
£2495
Martin Logan Ascent r
£4850
Martin Logan Prodigy
£800
Meridian Audio DSP3100 horizontal centre
£500
Meridian Audio Mt 500
£900
Meridian Audio M3100
£600
Mirage FRO 9
£99
Mission 75C CENTRE CHANNEL SPKR
£135
Mission M331
£850
Monitor Audio Gold Ref 20109201
£800
Nam Audio SOL Walnut
£1295
Piega P4XL Mk2
£6995
PMC Loudspeakers 0135
£2750
PMC Loudspeakers 1131
£2250
Podium Podium one
£495
Posselt Albatross
£995
Quad ELS 57
£400
Quad es157
£2295
Quad ESL 988
£2295
()sad ESL 988
£600
Rega Naos
£1750
Reynaud Offrande
£300
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£600
Rogers Ls3r5a
£1990
Sanos Faber Electa Amator It's +- VW Stds
£3995
Sanas Faber Extreme 8Stands
£3500
Sonus Faber Extremes 8Stands
£8990
SoundLab Al
£595
Stirling Broadcast LS3/5a V2
£1595
System Audio SA2K
£17500
Talon FirebIrd Diamond
£40
Tannoy Mercury WC centre
£495
Velodine FOR 10
£250
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£28990
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
£5900
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£6495
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
£3750
Wilson Audio Wat13/Puppy2
£3295
Wilson Audio Witt
£2895
Wilson Benesch ACT One
£1400
Yamaha NS 1000
£1400
Yamaha ns1000m
Multi Channel Amps
£5400
Bryston 9B- SST & SP2
£2590
Lexicon CX5
£1495
McIntosh MC 7104
£1595
McIntosh MC7106
£2895
Parasound A51
£575
Pioneer VSA-E07
03
50
Systemline MRA-4
Theta Theta Dreadnaught I
£ 3900
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
creative 7700
£ 150
DefinItIve Technology BP 3000 .- LCR
£3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors £ 195
JMLab Sib8Co
£ 600
McIntosh HT1, HT2. HT3
£ 2195
Mission Mission 77 Series oREL
£ 500

FOR FULL

D L

£2536
£2150
£995
01095
£4795
£4700
£12995
£3450
£1795
£785
£300
£5995
£1395
£1900
£1250
£2300
£1950
£2600
£11500
£1200
£6250
£2000
£1800
£650
f275
01400
£1200
£2200
£1195
£800
£790
£475
£7365
£1095
£9995
£395
£4995
£1500

Accusbc Arts Power 1
Aloia ST 13.01
Aloia ST 15.01
Audio Flight Flight Oriel 00
Audio Analogue Maestro Monoblock
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Baldur 70
Audiolab 8000 P/C
Audiolab 8000a midi
BAT VK 600se
BAT 80200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
Burmester 828 Mk II
CA.T JL2 Signature
Cary 572 SEMONOBLOCKS
Cello Performance 2monobkicks
Chord Electronics spm600
Classe Audio CA 291
Classe Audio ORO power Amp

D
C
'e
NMsP2
11'
A 0monoblocks
DAM PA3Delta
Dual mono block 200w 23.5
EAR 534 Power Amp
Flectrocompareet AW 60 FTT
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure XVIII Pow, Amp
Goldmond 184
CRAAF 55 50 Pur
Halsor DM 38
Harmon Karen AP2500PA2200
Le" Rowland Model 11 MonoblockL
.
iiiff Rowland Model 5
.ieff Rowland model 8
kreli FFB POO
Krell FPB 750 mcr. monoblocks
£13500
Krell FPB 750nicx Monoblooks £9999
Linn Klout
£799
Lumley 0001 Reference
£ 1100
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson M1_434 Monoblocks
£1750
04995
Mark Levinson ML436
Mark Levrnson ML9
McCormak DNA 125
£
0£
1
7
89
15
40
55
McIntosh MC 252
£3000
McIntosh MC 3003i
£2295
McIntosh MC352
£3250
Musical RIelity KW550
£ 3999
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
£ 2495
Nam Audio 180
£ 595
Passlabs 0600
f5995
Plimus SA100mk3
£ 1395
Primare 928 Monoblocks
£ 1000
Primare A30 55channel power amp.
Rega Mora
£300
£900
Roksan Caspian M Series- IMOM pair)
£1
£
1
5
0
80
0
Rotel r01090
Rotel RI3981
£600
Ruby Chameleon
£ 295
Samuel Johnson Audio PPAI 00
£695
Tag Avantgarde 130041295
£
Tom Evans Linear A3750
£
msis Monobloc ££2
Tube3070
VAC
Technology
Monohlocks
Ge
799
50 0
0

Ellg

OTC power one
YBA Passion Monablocks

£ 1300
06995
14
Pre Amplifiers
Accustic Arts Pre 1
£ 95
Aloia PST 11 011
1450
£
£995
Alma PST 11.01,
Arcam Delta 110
Audia Flight Flight 1Pre
£2
£
2
£929
7
9
9555
Audio Note M31.11firnate
Audio Refinement Pre 5
£350
Audio Research LS2 mk11
Audio Research Eel- 3
£1295
Audio Research SP16L
££12
70130
£1495
BAT. en
BA.T V1(31
00
Boulder 1012
£06495
1500
£2F
CAT SL1 Signature MK Ill
CAT Ultimate Reference
£
!i
'iir),r
Cello Palette Pre Amp
Chord Electronics cpa2200
Conrad
pn Pre Amp
DNM 38Johnson
Start Primus
£££3
£
200
1,
DNM 3d twin3750
£
DNM series 2/3
£325
GRASP 35 Pre
£ 1095
Gryphon Prelude
£2300
Linn Kam mm mc
£250
Lumley prerphowa 0001 Reference £ 500
Mark Levinson 33s
Mark Levinson 3.3s
0116
0
800
50
Marsh P2000
£ 325
McCormak RLD •
£ 1150
Melody Pure black 101
£ 2299
Meridian Audio 541 surround controller
Michell Argo HR -, Hera
Whet' Argo HR/riera
Michell
ISO HR/Hera
Narrn Audio
102
£0535
°°
50
5
0
££
£5
2
28
51
9
f
i
r
Primare
928The
PreVibe
amp
Nairn
Tom
Evans
Audio
SAC
preamp0206
92
£ 999
R
C
£o
Tom Evans Argo Hr

Narm Audio Nac 62

Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8Power Supply £0210
45 0
99 0
VAC Renaissance Signature MKII Pre
YBA 2Alpha
£6995
YBA Passion Pre
£ 795
SubWooters
Strata
REL 0
200E
Velodine 0015
Velodine ULD 15

£ 0570
3495
£295
£1900
01200

Dealer/Suppliers list
Accustic Arts
Air Tangent
Audio Note
Audio Physic
Audia
Aurosal
Bel Canto
Burmester
CAT
Clear Audio
Denon
Gamut
Graham Slee
Graham Tonearms
Halcro
JM Lab
Lamm
Lexicon
Linn
Metronome
Monitor Audio
NAD
Nu Force
Origin Live
Ortofon
Panasonic
Parasound
Pioneer
Plinius
Primare
Project
QED
Revel
Roksan
SME
Tivoli
Tom Evans
Townsend
Usher
Velodine
YBA
And many more...
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• email: info@choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959 • Mobile: 07768 720456

hi-fi news

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
•Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
•Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
•Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
•Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
•Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
•Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
•Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
•Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 I
AB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HA5 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road'
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of
complete systems integrating hi-fi,
home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM
Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

MUSIC
MATTERS

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

r3 i
CED1A

A
e uff ie
THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

www.musicmatters.co.uk

f
10A Chapel Street

23A Regent Street

Stratford- Upon-Avon

Leamington Spa

Warwickshire CV37 'SEP

Warwickshire CV32 5EJ

01789 414 533

01926 888 644

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Martin Logan - Vantage

40 Durham Road. London. 959/20 OTYV
T 020 8946 1528/0331 E shoogeobrieneuft corn
Free gorkIng • Frye minutes from A3 • Opon Toe - Sat 9 - 5 30

Smuts Faber - Domus

Moon - Supernova

Amt. Researdl • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Cris* • Ono nw•s ion • Dyiewector • Epos • Ci tile/ ire • Lyra
Krell • Marlim Logan • Michell •

Mbon • Nairn • Opera

Onliyn • Origin Live • Pi ima Luna • Reseal • Sonneteer
Sonus Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Trani-paned • Unison Research • Melodyne • 'Waterfall
Pleas. contact las for a list of eic-dam & display product

Chord - Cables
We are currently
demonstrating these
stunning nee/ products_
Please contact us to
•rrange a demonstration

Sugden - Afl SE Amp & CD

Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005. "BEST CARTRIDGE
UNDER £1000! Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others. 'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE' Plus cartridge retipping service

Web Site: www.cartridgeman.com Email: thecartridgemanebtinternet.com

020 8688 6565
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..COOL GALES

It's abreeze to click and buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product listings.
Read how the superb and modestly priced VPI
Scout "whops the ball so far out of the park, it
isn't funny" (
Stereophile).

Give us afree call on 0800 043 6710 if you need more info
or prefer to order by phone. We'll tell you the fabulous
Transfiguration Orpheus " deserves the highest praise for its
totally natural rendition of music" (
HiFi News).

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100,
including the amazing Leema Pulse
integrated, " astunner with an organic and
revealing sound alongside good power
reserves and great features" (
HiFi Choice).

A 30-day money-back guarantee on most products
(details on our website), including the phenomenal
IsoTek Sigmas, winner of the HiFi Choice Best
Mains Conditioner Gold Award and the HiFi News
Best Accessory Award.

A huge selection of hi-fi components with
style, like the sleek and stunning Eclipse
TD510 speakers, "with an integrity and quality
of articulation that is rare with loudspeakers
of any size and price" (
HiFi Choice).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

wwecoolgales.com
0800 043 6710
The Victoria School House ,-,-. Henrietta Road .--.... Bath BA2 6LU
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So wrote Aldous Huxley some 50 years ago yet, curiously,
that vision seems strangely pertinent today when so much
information and entertainment comes to us from all
corners of the world through that ubiquitous screen within
our own homes.
In most cases what we see and hear is little more than an
illusion, but we've also come to realise and value the fact
that the television screen is like an open window onto our
world and through it, because of it, even despite it, we've
become open to many new and exciting experiences.
We all have our choices and often they're what differentiate
us from each other, but clearly there's one thing we all share,
the willingness to embrace and enjoy that beautiful illusion..
Make the right choice - Visit KJ WestOne

11111.•

Front End...
Krell Showcase
DVD Player

Navigation...
Krell 1000
Pre/processor

www.kjwestone.com

Driving Force...
Krell S-1500-5
Power Amplifier

KU RD
Cinema Vision..

Pioneer LX 608D

Home Cinema Experience
'Seeing.. hearing.. believing'
If only the supreme manifestation of the home cinema
experience is likely to be good enough for you, you'll
discover that our latest Krell Showcase electronics driving
the high end Sonus Faber Cremona loudspeaker line up is
a truly awe inspiring system that in many ways endorses
KJ West One's own ' raison d'etre': this is what can be
achieved, it has been achieved and that's why it's here,
now, for you to audition in our New Cavendish Street
Home Cinema Studios.
Please phone or email to arrange a private demonstration
Make the right choice... Visit KJ West One

Sound Servers...

Sonus Faber Cremona
Series comprising

Front (left & right)
Elipsa's, Cremona
Centre,

two Cremona
sub- woofers
& Rear (left & right)
Cremona M's.

KJ
LONDON

Leaders in the worlds finest high-fidelity
KJ London

26 New Cavendish Street
42 Cowgate

London W1G 8TY

Peterborough PE1 1NA

T 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

W: www.kjwestone.com

F: 01733 358 141

at great prices with
Audica

M JAcoustics
111111111

5.1 SYSTEM
CX System 2

Monitor Audio
5.1 SPEAKER
SYSTEM
BED
Xeno

Bronze AV Package2

IOil I
NON.
INFORMATION

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

All the speakers in the CX Senes are bass reflex: the satellites,
towers, centre and LCR have 50mm pulp cone woofers, with

1his amazing new XENO system features High Grade
crossover, ability to be fed with afull range signal, Bass driver

20mm flat- wire ribbon voice- coils and neodymium magnet
assembly. The Audica signature low diffraction Avion enclosure
design is finished in atough Diamond Black high- gloss
paint finish

Boundary effect rear ports to enhance the refraction effects
from the lower frequencies.

Nothing ..
oute beats the sensory eitement generated when audio
and video are expertly combined. A blend of matched high
performance doer technology, exceptional build quality and
gorgeou:: matchng finishes is the nape for surround sound magic
from the five-channel Bronze Reference systems.

technology, Tweeter employing soft dome technology and

44à
Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

A FUSION OF ROCKSOLID POWER AND
HI-DEF PRECISION

DELIVERY

E

HD 7.1 AV AMP
Exceeding even the highest expectations. the TX-SR875
AV surround sound recover deserves all the accolades it
gets. The foundations of the TX-SR875 are its isolated

!.1 -

CHECK 3NLINE
BUY NOW- PAY
AUTUMN

2008
AV RECEIVER

8.%eibr Tr.uelD

The newest in along line of exceptional AV amplifiers fr

power amplifier block (which supports adual push-pull

Denon. the AVR-1708 is the upgraded version of the

amplification design) and preamplifier. You'll also find ablend

AVR-150a The AVR-1708 features component video

of onboard technologies to parse your home theatre for

conversion and bi-amping capabilities along side all the

high- definition playback. You're looking at the first HDMI

excellent technologies the AVR-1508, listed right, boas,

equipped Onkyo receiver to take up to four components
with 1080p video and master- quality audio capabilities.
Also available in black
Tx-SR875

AVR-1708

Onkyo

Denon

SHELF HIFI

AV STAND

£CALL FOR PRICE

Silver AnniversaryXT BiWire

£CALL FOR PRICE

Alphason

HDMI CABLE
HDMI-SR

SPEAKER CABLE

Equinox 2

ABR1100

Atacama

£CALL FOR PRICE

QED

£CALL FOR PRICE

QED

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

INF , '' ATION

INFORMATION

The Aphason ABR1100 is abeautiful accessory
for anyone's home, it's spacious yet discreet
design accommodates LCD and Plasma
Screens up to 50 inch whilst providing ample
space for most AV equipment, including setup
box, DVD player, games consoles etc.

Combining high performance with practicality and
good looks, the Equinox Series offers aflexible
approach to Hi Fi equipment rack design. The
Equinox has the unique ability to grow with your
Hi Fi system by allowing you to begin with a2
shelf base module.

Constructed from silver plated, oxygen-free
copper covered in awhite polythene jacket. This
cable manages to deliver the smallest of details
combining this with sr r
roothness and fine control.
Bass is substantial, mid range toasts bags of
drive, asuperb cable for the price.

The QED HDMi-SR Reference interconnect
provides outstanding digital signal integnty for
exceptional picture quality and sound. It is
recommended for cbrect digital connections
between the highest quality, suitably equipped
components, including HD Ready products.

CHECK ONLINE FOR MORE PRODUCTS & PRICES
13 :caneer
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MONITOR AUDIO

POl
kaudio
the w•.kor w•cuhm•

Wit

1 audio pro

1..elti Condit.
,
...A:dal to
.
.
g, YCOS
Inc
ot
be: until paid in fug, k) line with the Ostence Selling regulation; 2C00 you may carnet your order vollpn bevel wotiuny days
flax must be done in tira ham of aketter, fax or email; atelephone call does not constitute canceilation. All goods accreted tom eon lector this regulation met be in their origina box and pockagng and returned Moue your own ccuner. We expect
such goods to be brand new with all accessories in prtstne condition. Goods Mat are not kept in tns manner wa be sutsect to ahanifrg fee of 25% of the punohase price. We deem in th. mainland UK onty.

IBM
BBM

free delivery

199111

BIM

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

products available

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

c:=m
--",mffleMbn

PUSH PULL AMP

TUNER

CD PLAYER

The new iTube 252 is both stunning to behold and a

The Yamaha TX- 497 FM/AM Tuner gives you highly

Continuing with Denon's multi- bit philosophy, the

thoroughbred performer featunng no less than 9valves

sensitive reception capability and upgraded tuning

DCD-700AE features the latest version of its renowned

and three line input stages to offer 25 watts per channel

performance. Paired with aYamaha amp, cd player and

LAMBDA converter which virtually eliminates zero cross

of pure Irstening nirvana.

some good quality speakers this tuner will form an

distortion and incorporates the latest AL24 processing.

integral part of your hi-fi separates system.

This circuitry delivers afast dynamic sound, with avery

CD PLAYER MKIII
The Roksan Kandy Integrated CD Player MKIII employs
state-of-the-art technology and precision engineering to
exploit the full potential of Compact Discs.

low noise floor and excellent low level linearity.

ITUBE 252

TX-497

DCD-700AE

Kandy

Fatman

Yamaha

Denon

ROKSAN

Shure
Shore's SE420 sound egating earphones feature Dual
TruAcoustic McroSpeekers and asound 'seating design.
They use dedicated tweeters and woofers to provide a
detailed sound stage that's free from outside noise. Lows.
mels and highs are distinct and defined for accurate
reproduction for all the details of your music. A Premium
Fit Ks offers portablility. connectenty and acomfortable
customised fit

CHECK
ONUNE
IN- EAR HEADPHONES
SE420

BUY NOW- PAY
AUTUMN

UltimateEars
The super fi 4 incorporates the same speaker
technology and sound signatures used in our custom
personal monitors, featunng detailed bass with cnsp
and clean rods and highs In addition, the noise
isolating design reduces ambient interference and
enhances sound quality

GALL

FOR PRICE
TATEOF-THE-A
OME CINEMA
Il•—•• •

diffid.

FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

Inc:us'

TEAC

EARPHONES
SUPERFI.4

ARKCHIP4
PROJECTOR
IN83

Grado

1he InFocus IN83 Fui HD projector combines
state.of-the-art technology and ease of-use to
deliver abreathtaking HD video experience. Front
its full HD 1080p DLP panel POs- ray, Sky HD and
much more can all be viewed at their highest
possible resolution.

gl

Full terms and conditions of the see are available at winwhifietz.cu.uklerrns.asp The terms of
AI calls are receded for training purposes.

With atremendous reputation flor high performance and
high value these headphones are very comfcx1able and
use carefully matched Grado drivers and low- mass
polymer diaphragms offering awarm, natural sound

HEADPHONES
SR60

mission

QUAD

NI I

Finance options available
through V12 Finance

seleileact yes statutory rights. Finalice optiorts are available on al items paced over £390 e.g. Buy Now Pay May 2008.

DEFINITIVE

AUDIO

rated Valve Amplifier

Komm

T. +44 (0) 115 973 3222 E. shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

High End Cable

50% OFF

www.highendcable.co.uk
For tne best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880
Free P&P worldwide on all Interconnects

-111111111111&

Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company
Furutech

iCubé vinyl storage

"."

Ecosse

N6RDOST

Hovland
Nordost
MIT
Oehlbach
Purist Audio Design

CHORL

Stereovox

COMPANY

Townshend
True Colour Industries

Ced

Store your vinyl in style with the ultimate storage system. iCubes
make it easy to stack, stc re and arrange your records in any way
and come ready-made with hand-finished fully contoured edges.

van den Hut
Wyrewizard
IsoTek

7" iCube was
£36 save 50%
now only

Cable Tower
Oehlbach Accessories
Acoustic Resonators
Bel Canto
Leema Acoustics
Project Turntables
Audio Physic Speakers
STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters
Arpe CD - IsoTek i:D

EC( )SSE

AUDIO
'1111.3.110

r

The Rock V turntable
Universal speaker cradles

£
fi Ill

Moving Coil
Lyra - Ortofon - Sumiko
Component cables
Digital cables
FIDMI

df-e

SCART
Firewire
XLR cables

0 ow.s-a_EiAcH"

Rid

Sub woofer cables
Chord iPod cables
Nordost iPod cables
DIN cables
Chord cables for Nairn
Mains & Power cables

r=

cdidicalue

n

Also in BLACK

48- hour
P&P£6

24- hour orderline 01328 730405

Jumpers
ONLINE SHOP
Up to 25% Trade in
Previously owned cables.

12" iCube was
£56 save 50%
now only

£28

FURUTECH

Optical cables
S video

18

Reference cables include free Burn In.

You can now buy online at www.i-cubes.co.uk

LEVINSON No 39

4995

1996

AUDIOLAB 8000C preamplifier

1.495

£24S

LINN PARIE

1850

395

AUDIO RESEARCH 150.2 2ch Power ( New)

2300

1797

MARANTZ CD 65

349

195

AUDIO RESEARCH 150m.5 51150w Power ( New)

6495

4997

MERIDIAN 203 DAC

395

175

AUDIO RESEARCH MP- I ( Ex demo)

5700

3698

200

96

999

398

PIONEER 0001000 DOD Recorder

1299

496

AV1 02000 MA Stereo Power

1000

395

PIONEER CID- 0925 Laser Disc Player

1000

298

COPLAND CDA535 ( 5x125 walls) ex demo

2998

2348

PRISM D30.1 CD Player ( Ex Demo)

1500

996

CYRUS 5Inlegrated

600

295

2200

1700

600

275

1000

795

MUSICAL FIDELITY %- 10D DAC

750

448

CYRUS DAC OP Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

ROKSAN Attesso CD Player

1495

595

CYRUS mono power

SHANLING CD 500

3995

2295

PRIMASE D20 CO Player

KOETSU Red Ksignature

2400

1198

1650

995

5,000

1498

358

2955

6320

4296

500

¡HORERO TD 165 MKII
THORENS TD 318

MICHELL Gyro SE/Techno Arm/BPS
ORACLE DELPHI 3 ( no arm)
SME10A/309 Tonearm Ex Demo
5/8810/211 S/H
¡HORERO TD 280 Mk 11

UNISON RESEARCH Simply Phono
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

AVI 52000 MP Pre

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quartz ( Be Demo)

100

595

CYRUS PS%

400

245

THETA Jade Transport

2500

995

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quartz ( Ex Demo)

700

515

THETA MILES ( Bol) CD Player

2895

998

CYRUS VS1 Preamplifier ( as new)

600

395

THETA ( omen CD/DVD Transport

3500

1196

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

448

145

THETA Pro Prime II 0100 Convertor

1800

996

ELECTOR MEL Pre

500

118

N1

128

THETA DS Pro Progen

1395

596

JEFF ROWLAND Model 11 Monos

14000

5998

400

105

THETA David Transpon

4650

1495

KRELL KW 5Home Cinema Diredor

14498

1991

900

595

THOR AUDIO DC•1000

4300

2768

KRELL HIS Pre Processor ( Old Style)

5995

1998

2000

1496

1900

495

KRELL KIM 2.3 box Pro Phono Stage

9000

2195

LINN Classic Movie AV Receiver

2895

1396

ANN Kairn Pre

1750

746

NA

298

600

345

McINTOSH CRIA Multizone controller ( Ex Demo)

4467

3497

McINTOSH MC 58 8ch power ( Ex Demo)

2999

2497

MrINTOSH MHT200 AV System Controller ( New)

5500

3997

McINTOSH MC202 Power Amp ( New)

2995

2197

895

396

1195

395

MICHELL ARGO

700

295

MUSICAL FIDELITY P100 preamplifier

750

395

SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player

Reference Valve OA(

TRICHORD RESEARCH PULSAR 1DUC

LINN 1.6100 Power
LINN Monk Integrated

1111

-mrooMbiaellIMmo

TO NEW

Digital Sources

MERIDIAN 501 Pre Amplifier
MERIDIAN 562V Video switching unit

ARCAA1 ALPHA 8CD Player

499

125

ARCAM CD92 CD Ployer

800

455

ARCAM Delta 190 CD Transport ( boxed)

500

228

5500

2996

750

395

AUDIO Aero Captole Reference CD Player
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD Player
AVI 52000 MC Ref creme CD Player
CALIFORNIA LABS. SIGMA DUC
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CDS

1200

498

750

328

NAD 116 Preamplifier

Amplifiers

150
1999

11 8
95
5

COPELAND ( DA 822

2100

1198

600

225

CYRUS ( DIO CD Ployer

1100

595

KRELL DOD Slandard

8500

2998

KREL/ KA1/280 CD Player

3999

2296

KEELS KM/ 150 MAI 1

3500

1196

KRELL KPS 20i CD Player

10995

2995

NYTECH CA302 Int (( lassic)
PLINIUS ME Pre — Bol — Remole ( Ex Demo)

COPLAND ( 011288 CD Player

CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

NAD 108 Power amplifier ( THE)

400

195

1000

475

NA

98

1300

1896

A & R060 ( dassic) Integraled

395

115

OM 33 Pre Amp

ARCAM ALPHA 7Integrated

249

138

RED ROSE SPIRIT Integrated Amplifier

ARCAIA ALPHA 9 ( incl mmanc Board Intl

670

395

REVOX 8252 Preamplifier

ARUM AV 50

500

198

REVOX 8242 Power Amplifier

ARCAM Della 110 Pre OA( ( Audioquest wired)

550

198

ROKSAN Caspian M Integrated Amplifier ( ex demo) 1000

796

ARCAM Delta 120 Power ( Audioquest wired)

800

298

SONY TAE•1000ESD Pre

495

198

ARUM Dell() 290P

400

195

SPHINX Project 12 Monos

3000

998

AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI Pre Amp

500

355

SPHINX Project II Pre Amp

1600

498

TALK ELECTRONICS Storm II Int

650

285

AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETTI Power

500

355

AUDIO Innovations Alto

600

295

375

78

1100

695

995

298

1495

298

WEGG 3Siena, 1 ( gloss block) Ex Show

Loudspeakers

WHARFDALE 5F11/2 ( Classics)

IIIMI

WHARFEDALE Diamond 11/ Loudspeakers
ANTHONY GALLO Nucleus/sub/psu/stds Ex Demo
APOGEE Mini Grand GS ( Ex Demo)

925

795

7597

4997

WILSON Whow III Sub ( withoul x- over)

4990

3998

NA

398

110

60

10000

3798

(Subs need pointwork)

Amplifiers
ARION Electra Integroted Amplifier

1500

595

ARION Nos Integraled Amplifier

1500

798

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5800 Power

1200

518

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60

3000

1095

AUDIO RESEARCH VSI 55 ( EX DEMO)

7895

2296

AUDIO RESEARCH 155

2995

1495

AUDIO RESEARCH 1522 ( Non Remote)

2995

1796

AUDIO RESEARCH 1316
AUDIO RESEARCH VT 200 Mk II
AUDION Sterling USE Monos
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

2995

1796

12500

3996

2000

1295

16000

5998

CONRAD JOHNSON PV11 Pre

1950

748

EAR 899 70 Wan Integrated

3660

1798

GRASP GMI00 OTL 100 WATT ( EX DEMO)

4995

4196

JADIS DM Power Ex Demo

2199

1797

1799

1397

JADIS 1000 Monos ( Ex Demo)

17500

8998

LEAK Poinl One Preamplifier

N/A

96

JADIS DLP2 Pre Ex Demo

96

LEAK Vorislope preamplifier
PATHOS In Control Preamplifier Ex. Demo

3690

2956

PATHOS Twin Towers Integrated

3700

1995

PRIMA LUNA PROLOGUE 2 ¡ AS NEW)

1195

895

QUAD FORTY SERIES PREiMONO'S ( AS NEW)

4000

2996

UNISON SOR ( 5/E) INTEGRATED

1695

1196

1/21. ( vacuum tube logic) preamplifier

1000

345

ARISTON ONR Monitors

1200

275

RAW SCM8 ¡ HO Effect Loudspeakers

1000

398

(ASTLE Seven loudspeakers

595

295

CASTLE CONWAY 3 ( Walnut)

1100

450

DALI Grand Coupe

2595

1345

DALI Grand Diva Loudspeakers

2500

1298

EPOS ES22 Loudspeakers

1200

495

IMPULSE H7 block ( horn loaded)

1200

295

REP 085 ( surrounds)

300

126

RIF Ref 101/1 Loudspeakers

995

180

KL1PSCH SWI5(15") Subwoofer

1500

798

KRELL Resolution C ( centre

7980

1996

as new)

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm/12"

NA

148

LEAK Sandwich 600 Loudspeakers

N/A

155

LINN Kabers ( passive)

2500

496

LINN Kabers ( active)

3000

895

LINN Walls ( white)
LUMLEY REF II 6IG Loudspeakers
MAGNA PLANAR SMGA

300

148

4000

898

995

395

5350

1995

300

128

MOREL Music First 704

1000

398

LIMAN KX780 Cassette Deck

MA K590 Wall Speakers

1200

396

NAKAMICHI I1E Tri Tracer ( incl. NRS)

1750

598

McINTOSH MC C5350 Centre channel ( Ex Demo)

2499

1997

NORDOST SPM 5m Pair

4500

2495

MARTIN LOGAN QUESTS
MISSION 703 Floorstanders

Miscellaneous
NA

/ 98

McINTOSH LS320 ( Ex Demo)

1950

1697

OUAD ACOUSTICAL FM2

NA

85

McINTOSH 10340 ( Ex Demo)

4797

3297

RONCO CL500 Projector

5,000

1995

15,000

oHers

1000

398

MERIDIAN DSP5000C MkI

1950

998

MERIDIAN DSP33 24/96 Loudspeakers

2448

1298

MISSION 7378 loudspeakers

300

145

TUC RH300 Mini Cassette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

MISSION 751 Bookshelf monitors

300

145

TOS audio tranormer

500

176

MORREL BASS MASTER 602 Oak

1600

445

MUSE 15 ( 15 — inch active Subs)

4000

1498

750

450

NAIM Intro
PROA( Super Towers ( leak)
REL 0 150 Active Sub
REVEL Performa F30 loudspeakers

1000

445

600

285

3000

1495

495

198

SANAS FABER Stradivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red

22000

POA

SOUNDLAB Al Electrostatics ( Cherry)

ROGERS LS 7monitor loudspeakers

16000

5498

TANNOY D50 Loudspeakers

300

175

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

1295

495

The leading reseller of carefully used and mint condition

IH- H

hi-fi components and systems. Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.

TRADING
FATION

The Trading Station I42 Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1NA ITel: 0870 608 8211 IEmail: info@hifitradingstation.com

www.hifitradingstation.com
BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm ICLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED'NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLUCOMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

SONY DIY Projector ( large ask for details)
TRAC RI DAT Recorder

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.

Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS
REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE £50 VOUCHER

30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634 880037

7Zatisonte

UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR ALL RAYSONIC & ORACLE PRODUCTS.
ANATEK, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD COMPANY,
CHORD ELECTRONICS, CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI, EDGAR, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE,
FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT, LSA, METRONOME, NORTHSTAR,
NOTTINGHAM, ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, PARTINGTON,
PRO-JECT, QUAD, QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE,
TANNOY PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

the abso!ute sound
2007 Golden Ear
Award Winner j

MIT Oracle MA loudspeaker cable:
2007 Golden Ear Award winner.
"Instrumental images within the
soundstage were presented
with inure air and space around
them. Had I
not heard the Oracle MA,
Magnum MA would be my reference."
Robert Harley— The Absolute Sound

J

Distributed by:

Amasterful cable that will cause astir.

MIT Music Interface Technologier

udiobility

P.O. Box 988, Cheltenham, Glos., GL50 9FJ

www.audiobility.co.uk
Telephone: 0870 777 2991

Any
magazine
subscription
from only

MONTHLY .
ER

SAVE

2904
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PAUL /AGA., I,

SAVE

SAVE

27% h
mows.

3.1"/

9ISSUES — ONLY f24.99

FULL PRICE: t400

FULL PRICE E4430

Boatpwner

The Perfect
Father's Day
Gift

n CPS sets
7 on test

SAVE

flWCCTs

38%

SAVE
33%

10 ISSUES — ONLY L24.95

9ISSUES — ONLY f24.99

FULL PRICE: [48.76

FULL PRICE £50 00

THE FIELD

•Get your Dad something he will
appreciate time and time again

BLACK IN
FASHION

Sunday
15th June

SAVE

27°A
9ISSUES — ONLY f24.99

9ISSUES — ONLY £24.99

FULL PRICE: £45.50

FULL PRICE: £4500

•

m

own
cellar

24%

mouértxuw u•- '•';"

r

I'

SAVE

SAVE

WEST
COAST
UPGRADE

•Guarantee he never misses an
issue of his favourite magazine
•Great choice from only £ 24.99

'Offer ordy apphes to feazured rnagazinrs

Start your
¡
wine

SAV

£24.99

9ISSUES — ONLY £24.

10 ISSUES — MY f24.99

'

Moe

Web

SAVE \

31%

31%

simnr,T01
4

HORS '4HOUSD
„I

31%)

GET A
R
PHONE DEAL

1
"

tun &teas

9ISSUES— ONLY £24.99

9ISSUES — ONLY 24.99
£

9ISSUES — ONLY f24.99

15 ISSUES — ONLY f24.99

FULL PRICE ¡MO

RAI PIKE Llif11

FULL PRICE f41.80

For more magazines call
or 90 online.

To subscribe, call the order hotline:

or you can subscribe online:

0845 676 7778

www.giftmagsaco.uk/ixwx

Lines open 7days aweek, 9am-9pm. Pljour payment details ready.

Online offers, nay vary.

Quote code:
Your Details
This section must be completed.

Gift Subscription
Please ensure you lore also completed the ' Your Details' section npposite.

Payment Details:
Chenue

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Cheque

Forename:

Surname:

Please debit my:

Postcode:

If you would like to receive ernails from HI fi News and IK containing news, special offers and product and
service information and take part in our magazine research via email, please include your entail address below:

Postcode:

If the person you're buyiny this subscriplion 'orh under 18, Mease add their year of birth below:

Year of Birth:

II

Expiry date:_t_

kW No./Stan d
ir

Signa ture:

Price

Daze:

Post the completed order form witn your payment to:
IPC Media Ltd, FREEPOST SEA 4394, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex RH16 3BR co STAMP NEEDED

Final dosing date for al orders is 31st July 2008. All ', trues are druourdled

the full submnphon rate acrenned trt each Idle, Ineluce pcstage at dtetne, ard are orref. a. tune den') to ores,. tbe ,newine. rckred
changes frequenyy we wdl henour the number of mutes muff. not the term of tie tbscuptron Offer only ayaddble on subuttpttorm delmered to UK addeetyLes For enquiries please call . 44 101bes 676 7778 fa ilea. 645 113 9010

(Complete only if the subscription is for yourself)

Or email ItxsubLta quadrate ubs rom Hifi Nees. puhlphed by 190 Media Ltd PLY wit toile your personal mformatten to pro,ss yar order Hitt News and Pt would like to contèl yno

Title:

Maestro
PAUSTROOKTI

Il am over 181

TOTAL AMOUNT:

J

Visa El ARM _

Horne Tel. No. tord •••or

Tide:

E-mail Address:

Mastercard

111111! IIII

Home Tel. No. OMd. »model

Mobile Phone No:

Ltd.

Account No.

Address:

Would you like to receive messages to your mobile from Hi Fi News and PC containing news, special offers,
product and service information and take part in our research? If yes, please include your mobile phone
number here:

postal order, please make payable to IPC Mein

Credit card

Surname:

Address:

Year of Birth:

Forename:

Price L

pou

telephone to promotba• ask 'our

ommon on our magatmet aira senrues Please bck here dyou prefer not to hear from us ,: IV may aramonally paitt your detads to carefull) selected organtsattony so :hey. contact you kv klegerne or post rn -hfegarnto pomrung and
researyht -gtheir produrts..rd Lettuces Please ' irk hem if you prefer not to be «unit-tell:

MAHN

e-

'TOTAL NALL'

Well it may not be the year 2084, however all of us at KJ are waxing lyrical about this
truly amazing ` Sci-Fi Sound' system combination. It is light years ahead in every
conceivable way. Here are just afew unique benefits on offer when choosing this system
•

The worlds finest subjective performance from your treasured i
pod device

•

The world's finest fully differential output from an internal DAC

•

The world's finest active hybrid Active Electrostatic loudspeakers.

•

The world's finest futuristic looking sound system

•

The world's most affordable Reference music library playback set-up

Yes the ' r
-!!

e

e

nlrtin

Logan

0 .. ,;t,

combination is simply a futuristic system

capable of achieving a' total recall' of all your treasured musical material.
Make the right choice... Visit KJ West One for an audition

www.kjwestone.com

Leaders in the worlds finest high-fidelity
KJ London

26 New Cavendish Street
42 Cowgate

London W1G 8Th'

Peterborough PE1 1NA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

1. 01733 341 755

W: www.kjwestone.com

F: 01733 358 141

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
Tei:07860 511111
LOUDSPEAKERS

QUAD 989 ELECTROSTATICS ( 5K?)
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA II
CASTLE HOWARD S2 ROSEWOOD
SNELL TYPE- AMKII (SUPERB)
KLIPSCH K- HORNS ( B/EYE MAPLE)
LIVING VOICE AVATAR OBX
KEF 203 REFERENCE 4WAY (CHERRY)
REFERENCE 3A VEENA (SUPERB £3000)
REFERENCE 3A DULCET ( £ 1700)
AURUM CANTUS V3M GLOSS BLACK (£ 1700)
AURUM CANTUS M-103 ( £ 1300)
AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (AWESOME! £ 10.000)
MARTEN MILES II CHERRY ( 8k+ NEW)
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID I £ 2800)
RODA XEL (ROSEWOOD £ 1250)
MONITOR AUDIO GS 108 STANDS (£1000)
CELESTION A-3 BLACK ASH
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS FVWOOD (£ 15/1600?)
FAB AUDIO MODEL- ONE FERRARI RED)
AURUM CANTUS VOLLA ( RETAIL £2500)
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS £2500
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 3SE (£ 1250)
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE (£903)
AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID ( £ 1200)
PROAC STUDIO 150

SOLID STATE

NAD SILVER UNE S-200 POWER AMP
MERIDIAN 502 PRE INC PHONO STAGE 8MSR
KRELL KMA-100 MONOBLOCS ( 3YEARS USE)
H- CAT P- 12A PRE AMP (£2800?)
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU- VISTA PRE
MUSIC FIRST SILVER PRE AMP (
231g
ROTEL RB-1090 ( 50 KG? 2X400 WATTS))
ROTEL RB-870B0 2OFF
CONRAD JOHNSON PFR PR/MF-2500A (£6500+?)
PASS LABS ALEPH PPRE/ 0MONOS
AVI S-2000 MONOBLOCS
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI 2BOX PRE 8POWER
PLINIUS SB-300 (NEW £ 5K)
PLINIUS SA- 201 (RETAIL £ 3600)
McCORMACK RLD-1 & DNA- 125 ( 4.51g
ORELLE EVO 100 PRE /POWER (£3.5K)
)(TC PRE- 1POWER-1AMPS GLOSS BLACK
ADVANTAGE i200 INTEGRATED AMP
MARANTZ PM66 KI-SIG AMP

TRANSPORTS/CD/DACS

MINT/BOXED £ 2750
NEW/DIS £ 4450
OEM £6995
EXCLT/BOXED £695
EXCLT £ 1450
ECU £3450
MINT/BOXED £ 1995
EX/BOXED £ 1795
EX.DEM £ 1850
EX.DIS £ 1150
EX.DIS £ 1150
EX.DEM £795
BRAND NEW £6995
EXCLT £3750
MINT/BOXED £ 1395
EXCLT £475
MINT £595
MINT/BOXED £ 1250
BRAND NEW £995
EX.DEM £4750
DI DISPLAY £ 1750
NEW £ 1795
EX.DIS. £ 795
EX.DIS £ 595
EX.DIS £ 795
EXCLT £695

MINT/BOXED £695
MINT/BOXED £750
MINT/BOXED £2750
OEM £ 1250
MINT/BOXED £795
DEM £2495
EXCLT £995
MINT £299
MINT/BOXED £2995
EXCLT/CRATED £3250
MINT £650
MINT/BOXED £ 1595
EX.DEM/DIS £2795
EX.DIS £2295
MINT/BOXED £2250
MINT/BOXED £ 1195
MINT/BOXED £ 1795
. EXCLT/BOXED £995
MINT/BOXED £275

DENON DVD 3930 UNIVERSAL PLAYER (£1100)
MINT/BOXED £550
DENON OVO 2900 MK11 ( GOLD £ 800?)
MINT/BOXED £350
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISTA 3D CD
MINT/BOXED £ 1295
McKINTOSH MCD-201 SACD/CDNOLUME (£3500)
NEW/BOXED £2995
MARANTZ SAll-S1 SACO/CO PLAYER (£2K+)
MINT £ 1275
PERP TECH.P3A 24/96 MODWRIGHT SIG.2
NEW/BOXED £895
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO ( NEW MECH £ 1700?)
MINT/BOXED £795
MERIDIAN 2001 TRANSPORT
EXCLT £350
MERIDIAN 602/606 TRANS/DAC
EXCLT £995
CONSONANCE 120 UNEAR CO PLAYER
NEW/BOXED £595
ORELLE EVO 100 CD PLAYER
MINT/BOXED £ 795
RESOLUTION AUDIO CESCIUM TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED f995
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLO XLEVRCA (NEW MECH)
EXCLT/BOXED £895
EINSTEIN ' THE CD PLAYER'
EXCLT £ 1500
PROCEED POT- 1TRANSPORT 820 BIT DAC
MINT/BOXED £895
THETA CABMEN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED £ 1295
PRIMARE V-25 CO/OVO PLAYER (£ 1000 NEW)
NEW/BOXED £ 475
ARCAM CD 82
MINT/BOXED £295
DPA LITTLE BIT- 3
VGC £ 149
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1.0 8nu
EXCLT £ 149
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10 V3 TUBE BUFFER
MINT/BOXED £ 195
MUSICAL FIDELITY X- 10D TUBE BUFFER
£ 125
MARANTZ CD63
GC £99

VINYL

MICHELL GYRODEC
ORACLE DELPHI V/TURBO PSUNPI JMW ARM/FULL COVER
ORACLE DELPHI V 8TURBO POWER SUPPLY (£4000?)
CLEARAUDIO EVOLUTION 8TANGENT PARALLEL ARM
ACCOUSTIC SIGNATURE SAMBA MK II 8ARM (£2300?)
VP) JMW MEMORIAL ARM
GRAHAM 2TONEARM
FIDELITY RESEARCH 64S? (SILVER WIRED)
VEA TWO BOX MC PHONO STAGE
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE
BILL BEARD MM/MC PHONO STAGE
McCORMACK MINI PHONO DRIVE ( MM/MC £ 600?)
MUSIC FIRST SILVER STEP UP
MUSIC FIRST COPPER STEP UP
LEHMAN SILVER CUBE
GRAHAM SLEE ELEVATOR EXP MKIII

VALVE AMPS

EXCLT/BOXED £ 795
MINT £2795
MINT £2250
MINT/BOXED £ 1895
NEW/boxed £ 1595
DIS/BOXED £695
MINT/BOXED £995
EXCLT £695
EXCLT £ 395
EX.DEM £ 299
MINT/BOXED £ 299
EXCLT £ 375
EX OEM £ 349
BNIB £2450
EINIB £ 1250
MINT/BOXED £ 1295
MINT/BOXED £350

PATHOS LOGOS (£ 2750)
MINT/BOXED £ 1550
VTL 225 WATT KT90 MONOBLOCS
VGC £ 1250
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU- VISTA PRE
MINT/BOXED £795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS A010000T TWIN 845 MONOBLOCS (£5000) EXCLT £2795

ANTIQUE SOUND LABS A01001DT 6108 INTEGRATED
EXLT £ 795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS LHO1 PRE AMP/HEADPHONE AMP
MINT/BOXED f295
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX
EX.DEM £249
ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PREAMP
MINT/BOXED £895
GR/AP 50/50 POWER AMP (
NEW KT88'S)
MINT £1295
COUNTERPOINT SA- 5000A LEGENDARY PRE/PHONO STAGE (2BOX)SERVICED/BOXED
£ 1995
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER PRF/35 POWER
MINT/BOXED £ 1395
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INT.AMP
MINT £2999
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 9VW PHONO STAGE (RARE BLACK)
MINT/BOXED £995
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC MONO STAGE
MINT/BOXED £ 299
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10- V3 TUBE BUFFER
MINT/BOXED £ 195
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-100 TUBE BUFFER
£ 125

TUNERS/MISC

MUSICAL FIDELITY AS DAB TUNER (£ 1500)
AB 7BAND TUNER ROS (SSERIES VERY RARE)
HITACHI FT- 5500 MKII
SONY ST 5950 SD TUNER AM/FM

AS NEW £ 795
MINT £ 375
EXCLT £ 175
GC 0175

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC

TARA LABS RSC AIR- 26F (SHUKO)
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER « NS POWER CORDS
ISOTEK POWER CORD

INTERCONNECT CABLE

SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR BALANCED (£ 1200)
XLO PRO RCA IMETRE/0.5 METRE 6OFF
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 1METRE RCA(E180)
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE RCA
QED SILVER SPIRAL 1METRE RCA
QED SILVER SPIRAL 0.8 METRE
CHORD CO.COBFWCOBRA2/SILVER SIREN DIN TO RCA

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

BLACK RHODIUM POLAR NINJA OCT 3M
NORDOST SPM 3M BI- WIRE (£ 3K)
SILVER SOUNDS 6METRE BI- WIRE (EXPENSIVE!)
SILVER SOUNDS 4METRE BI WIRE
TARA LABS ROC AIR 2METRE PAIR
TARA LABS PRIME FISC 18 FEET BIWIRE
OPA BLACK SLINK (£ 100 PER M.) 4.5 METRE
SONORAN PLATEAU 4METRE+ PAIR
MIT MH-750 BI WIRE 3METRE PAIR
TRANSPARENT SUPER BI CABLE 10 FT PAIR
RENAISANCE SILVER SIG. 3METRE PAIR (£ 1300)
RENAISANCE SILVER 4METRE PAIR
PS AUDIO 0- STREAM 3METRE PAIR
DIAMOND HI SILVER 3METRE PAIR
AUDIONOTE AN- L3METRE PAIR
CHORD RUMOUR 2 4METRE PAIR

BRAND NEW £225
BRAND NEW £65
£65

MINT £450
EACH 95/85
NEW £95
NEW £ 50
EXCLT £ 50
EXCLT £40
RING

OEM £995
TBA
MINT £ 550
MINT £ 395
NEW £ 550
MINT/BOXED £ 595
EXCLT £ 395
EXCLT £ 500
EXCLT £ 595
EXCLT £995
EXCLT £ 795
EXCLT £ 750
EXCLT £ 500
EX DEM £ 500
NEW £ 175
EXCLT £50

WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE! CALL GEORGE 07860 511111

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ AcouÉtics,t.
Monitor Aulct
Mordaunt- Short
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project

All Chord Electronics available .. with up to 3yrs 0% finence
der

\\

Quad
Roksan
Shafting
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hut
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www Vickers-HIFi.co.uk

Specialists

tyiee,,rigeory egtin0 Keprceuticite - Since 1967

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up.fone

Pre/Power, excellent
Roksan Kandy Mk3 power
Sonic Frontiers Anthem Pre IL & Power I,
TACT/Lyngdorf Audio SDA2175, great press,
new

tel: 0845 6019390
Analogue
Ariston RD80, ex condition .
99
Acos Lustre
149
Alphason Opal arm, excellent
149
AR Legend, Linn Basik LVX
149
AVID Acutus, ex demo as new in Chrome
CaII
Clearaudio Evolution with parallel tracking arm 999
Garrard 301, SME3009, Behrens Plinth
799
Heybrook TT2 c/w Linn Basik LVX
229
Image/Dais, Dais deck, early Tom Fletcher design 199
Linn LP12, Ittok LVII and Sumiko BPS really pretty example
899
Linn LP12, Lingo 2, Akito 2in cherry, Cirkus etc 1599
Linn LP12, Lingo, Ekos, reasonable
1499
Linn Lingo, vgc
499
Linn Ekos, vgc
749
Linn Wok 12, VERY VERY RARE ITEM, .... Offers
399
Linn Ittok LV11, vgc in rare black
Michell Gyrodec SE
Call
Michell Orbe SE, DC/NC version RE1300, cancelled
order
1599
Michell Focus One, Focus arm, excellent ... 299
Michell lso c/w Hera p/s
249
Mission 774 original arm
149
Musical Fidelity XLP ex
99
Musical Fidelity XLPSy2 ex boxed monoblock
phonostage & p/s
299
NAD ( Rega Planar 2), RB250
119
Rega Planar 3, R8300, vgc
179
Roksan Xerxes 20/XPS7 as new
1899
Roksan TMS1.5, DSU and SME V
2999
SME 3, lovely
199
SME 3009, excellent
149
SME Model 20/2A, nr mint ex demo
Call
Systemdek IIX900, offboard p/s, acrylic platter
and RB250
379
Systemdek II ( biscuit tin), ADC arm, vgc
249
Townshend Elite Rock, Excalibur arm, Merlin p/s,
plinth & lid
749

NAIM NAIT 5, ex boxed
399
NAIM NAC82, ex boxed
999
NAIM NACII2, curent style preamp
349
Pathos Classic One Mk2, ex boxed
749
Quad 77 Integrated with full remote
279
Quad 44 Preamp, 405 Power amps NOW from 99
Quad 33/303, vgc for year fully serviced
199
Quad 22 pre and II Monos, full working order799
Radford STA25 Rennaissance and SC25

Accessories/Cables
Chord various AV cables, call for details
Call
Cyrus FUR, Graphite Black and SiAer available from 249
Decent Audio ODW, used
149
Linn Isobarik Active Xover box
Offers

Amplifiers
Accuphase E212, mint boxed
1199
Accuphase P450, sery large power amp, ex boxed 1749
Arcam P75, great power amp
225
ATC SIA150, excellent boxed
1199
Audio Analogue Maestro Reference 150w monster
Integrated
1199
Audio Analogue Primo, mini size integrated . 299
Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta
899
Audio Innovations Series 700 integrated, excellent
boxed
499
Audio Research SP16, inc phono stage ex boxed 1299
Audio Research SPII, inc phono stage excellent 2249
Audio Research VS55, excellent
1399
Audiolab 8000P, excellent original grey version
boxed
149
AVI Lab Series Integrated with phono ex demo 1499
AVI S2000 Integrated
249
Bryston 4BST Power amp, excellent in black 1199
Cyrus Pre/Monos, vgc all boxed
999
Cyrus Smartpower, excellent boxed
349
Exposure 3010, as new boxed with 0200 mm
phono stage
599
Krell KAV400xi, excellent boxed
1749
Krell KSA80, excellent
1199
Linn Majik Integrated
299
Linn Kolector ex boxed
329
Linn LKI00 ex boxed
299
Meridian 562V Digital Controller
349
Musical Fidelity kW500, excellent
2499
Nad C325BEE, excellent boxed display
199
NAIM NAP140, excellent boxed power
299
NAIM 92/90 pre/power, ex boxed, c/w phono
boards
349

999
379
749
as
699

Digital
Accuphase DP75V, excellent boxed
2999
Arcam Alpha 5+, excellent
149
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dem
899
AVI Lab Series, mint boxed used bargain
799
Cairn Fog v2, in Silver absolute steal, was f1250
ex demo
499
Chord Blu Dual Data, ex demo
3999
Chord DAC64, ex demo
1999
Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain - WOW! . 1499
Cyrus Quattra, c/w tuner, UNDER HALF PRICE! 499
Cyrus CD8, boxed ex c/w remote
499
Esoteric UXI, brand new sealed box save f4000+ 4975
Krell KAV300CD, excellent boxed
899
Linn Karik, olate version ex boxed
499
Linn Numerik, yla:e version
499
Linn Mimik, ex c/w remote
399
Meridian SOO Transport, excellent remote
279
Meridian 563 DAC
349
Meridian 200 Transport, excellent boxed
I99
Meridian 203 DAC, excellent
199
Meridian G91DAB, good order c/w remote, boxed 2749
Micromega Stage I, excellent
99
Musical Fidelity A308CR CD, excellent, remote,
box
799
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CR CD player, excellent,
boxed
999
Pathos Endorphin, crated ex demo unit ... 2999
Roksan Atessa transport
399
Shanling, CD3000. ex display
799
TEAC VRDS10, good condition, boxed remote399
Wadia 302, as new, ex demo, warranty, booed, 99
remote etc

Radio/Recorders
Linn Kudos, excellent
Meridian 204, excellent
Nakamichi DR2 ex boxed
Pure 702ES, excellent multiband tuner
Quad FM3, excellent

299
249
149
149
99

Quad FM4, excellent
Rega Radio
SONY JA2Oes minidisc, superb
TEAC TR610 FM tuner

199
99
349
49

Loudspeakers
Acoustic Energy Aelite 3, sealed boxes
399
ATC SCM7, nr mint boxed in cherry
399
Audioyector M3 Sig, active crossovers, new f4k+,
amazing
Offers
Audio Pro Bravo FX04 in piano black, bargain Offers
AVI Neutron IV, excellent ex demo units boxed in
cherry
399
AVI ADM9, excellent ex demo units boxed
849
Castle Harlech, excellent boxed in yew
399
Dynaudio 52SE ex boxed
499
JR149, lovely little 153/5 derivatives
249
Kef 104AB, no grills, 127, B139s etc
149
Linn Sara, excellent boxed with Sara stands 299
Linn Isobarik EMS or PMS/Xoverbox/Dirak Offers
Magneplanar 2.58
599
Martin Logan Summit, ex demo slight mark, save
Call
over f1000
Meridian DSP5000, excellent
1199
Monitor Audio Radius - various 'sew/demo units Call
Neat Acoustics Petite 3SE c/w Ultimatum bass
drivers NOW
399
Peak Consult Princess & Stands, ex boxed . 2499
PMC FBI+ in cherry
699
Quad E51.989, excellent boxed BARGAIN! .. 1999
Quad ESL63, excellent boxed
699
Revolver RW16, brand new last pr
249
Revolver Music 5, brand new cancelled order Call
Tannoy DC2000, vgc
299
Triangle Comete ES, ex demo nr mint boxed 329
Triangle Antal ES, nr mint boxed
329
Usher Audio S525 centre ( matches S520s), new,
only in Birch
99
Usher Audio 8571, just stunning
Call

SPECIAL SYSTEM DEALS
AVI Lab Series Amp c/w phono, CD Player and
pair Neutron IV
Call
Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta Amp and CD
Player
Call
Linn Classik K inc tuner, speakers available Call
Marantz Layla CD/Receiver and cassette in
Chelsea blue!
Call
Primare 121 and CD21, excellent boxed
Call
Quad 99 Pre and 909 Power c/w 989 ESL speakers
Call
Roksan Caspian Full system
Call
TEAC 257i One box system with matching speakers
Call

Tel 0845 6019390 Tues to Sat 10 tu l5, or email newse2ndhandhifi.co.uk

which
way
to

hifisound?
0845 6019390
to find out

Country houses
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Country houses for sale
Country houses for rent
Country estates
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www.countrylife.co.uk - the perfect
place to find premium property
Visit www.countrylife.co.uk and browse thousands of the most
outstanding premium properties for sale or rent in the UK
and overseas, ranging from country residences to family houses,
city luxury to rural retreats.
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:synergis
1

Aix• Cables
egre"

•

resear

rgfistic Research cables are developed through
objective measurements, advanced active technologies a
proprietary cable geometries. Each of our cables are voic
through aseries of subjective listening tests to select materia
combinations that will enable each cable design to reproduce
music that is as close to live as possible

2

We've developed two different cable geometries
1) Kaleidoscopes are engineered for long runs, balanced
terminations and as warmer sounding cables for solid state
electronics 2) Looking Glass interconnects are engineered
for vacuum tube electronics and to gain higher resolution from
solid state electronics

3

After arriving at ageometry for agiven set of components, the
second and equally important phase of our cable development
process is voicing each cable to complement its target
components. This is by far the most time consuming process
as it involves the hand fabrication of dozens of variations of
each geometry . Countless hours are spent listening for just the
right combination of materials that will recreate the magic of
live music.

Tel: +44 (0)208 819 4274
e-mail: info(p'abc-audio.co.uk
web: www.abc-audio.co.uk

UK Distributors for: Firestone Audio, MSB, Synergistic
Research. TAD Reference Iloudspeakers

During the voicing process we submit our cables for beta
testing to an independent panel of careful listeners Since ou
beta testers are not internally involved with our development
process, we keep our observations objective Finally, all tho
involved in voicing our cables regularly attend live orc
performances in order to provide areference point from
to gauge the ultimate success of our cables

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
ORDER SECURELY @ https://shop.mantrc-audlo.co.uk
SEE WEBSITE FOR MONTHLY OFFERS IL FULL PRODUCT RANGE
ITEMS EX STOCK DELIVERY BY RETURN OTHERWISE 3 - 10 DAYS
CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldring

GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra

£33

1006

£24

£88

1012 GX

£ 116

£90
£140

£97

SR 225

£175

£ 120

SR325i

£260

£ 171

Eroica LX/H £ 153 £ 122

EX

N/A

Elite

EX

N/A

£273 £217

2000 Series ( new) full range in stock
£25

AT 440 MLa

£90

AT 0C9 MLII

£270 £255

£ 18
£ 70
EX

Active Noise Reduction

Denon

DL 110
DL 160

£ 105 £95

EX

N/A

£ 190 £ 170

EX

N/A

£ 79 £69

EX

N/A

EX

N/A

EX

N/A

£95

DL 304

£83

£210 £ 190

Grado
Prestige Black £40
Prestige Gold

£ 110

£29
£ 77

Lyra

£635

RS- 2

£450

DR50

£30

DR100

£40

DR150

£70

NS 1000

£140

H0415

£29

Sennheiser Headphones
HIM35

£38

HD465

£45

FID485

£54

ARTcessones USB Phono Plus Pre-Amp

£85

MiltyPro Super Ecstatic Brush

£13

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

£795 £695

EX

N/A

Maly %all II Roller

£16

£98

£58

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £ 195 £ 165

EX

Blackbird £ 585 £ 500

EX

Analogue Seduction are dedicated towards two
channel Hi- R, specialising in vinyl replay.
As well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstration

HIFI ACCESSORIES

EX

Shure
M 97 XE

RS 1

£395

£495

Argo

Reference Series
Goldring Headphones

Audio Technica
AT 95 E

£75

SR- 125

£75

£ 153

DL 103

SR-60
SR 80

1042

DL 103R

Prestige Series

£65

1022 OX

Dorian

HEADPHONE SELECTION

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£38

Milty Permaclean Record Cleaning Kit

£15

Dunes J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono
plug 3m connectors

£27

retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambridgshire and we
can offer our customers home demonstrations.
We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital replay and speakers.
We also specialise in acable termination and cable burn in service.
Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse
or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere.

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

New vinyl records now stocked
EX - Exchange price same make moving coil cartridge
VISA

eh

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

CZ

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 5S0

Tel: + 44 (0)1733 344768

*
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CROSI3Y STILLS
NASI-I&YOUNG
URI FIGHPNG FOR THE WOODSTOCK DREAM
210 REVEY/8
RADIONEAD DOORS'
DENNIS WILSON'
SYRDS' COLDPLAY'

'te lost 16 yea, unCovered

LUS
he Nadel Steady
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,tnal

You can never have too much great music
Discover it every month with U NCUT
Reviews, features, and afree CD. On sale now

Scream

Replacement,

integrated amplifiers
pre- amplifiers
power amplifiers
phono amplifiers
cd players
tuners

JoL

manufactur- sof quality audio equip

www.jolida.com

Model

JD 102B
Integrated Amp

MRP £475 ( 20wpc)

record cleaners

VERDICT....
NEW SE Version now available!

The Ultimate 2-Sided LP Cleaner. Automatically
wets, rotates, scrubs and vacuums both sides
simultaneously.

The stunning JD 102B Integrated Amplifier is now
available in a Special Edition version (£ 550). Closer
tolerance components and up- rated capacitors
take the SE model to a whole new level. For an
extra £ 75, the increase in performance over the
standard model is frightening!

Special Offer (save £ 174)
Buy the Mini Pro 2 ( Oak Finish - £ 799) for
just £625. Price includes free cleaning fluid*
for 50 records and free shipping* to anywhere
in the UK. Don't miss this superb offer!*

Value, performance, build quality, and dependability are
the cornerstones of each and every Jolida product. JoIda
and RPM- Audio aim to deliver a wide range of high quality
equipment to the UK marketplace with most components
selling for under £ 1000 Contact RPM- Audio for more details.

UK Distributor: RPM- Audio

RPM-Audio Ltd • ( te) 07790 907 737
andrew@rpm-audio.co.uk • www.rpm-audio.do.uk

Tel: 07790 907 737
andrew#Ipm-audio.co.uk • www.rpm-audio.co.uk

introducing Rego to

atc

Rem ier Audio

creek

Suffolk

MCC:1M

*While stocks last.

dynayector

Wakefield 01924 255045
07970541239

We are now demonstrating in the following areas:
Manchester - Cleveland -

Cumbria - Linconshire -

Humberside - Yorkshire - Lancashire - Birmingham Nottingham - Durham - Leeds - Sheffield
grado

A small selection below of our current line up
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ACCESSORIES CL

Record cleaning
sped 1

T

he Moth Record Cleaning
Package that we first put

UK
ORDERs
GET pRE ,

POSTAGE
PACKINGgr

The Moth RCM has received
glowing approbation from a

together in 2006 was so

multitude of sources over the

well received by our dear

years and is aproven, effective

customers that we thought that it

cleaner of LP, EP, single and 78

would be an excellent idea to

records that is accepted and used
by both retail and trade customers

re- introduce it.
The offer consists of either the

across the world. Here are just a

Moth MKII Record Cleaning Machine

few of the fine words written about

or the MKII PRO version at our

the Moth RCM over the years:

regular prices of £ 450.00 or £ 500.00

'After years of fannying about with

respectively, with acomplimentary

cloths and brushes and sticky

package of 200 ' Nagaoka'- style

rollers and sprays and magic

record inner sleeves plus a5litre

potions I've finally got clean

pot of Moth RCM fluid. That's a

records (Anon: TNT Audio)

PRODUCT

saving of £ 73.00 on the regular

'Visually and audibly the Moth

Moth MKII Record Cleaning

price of the complete package.

proved excellent, no visible surface

Machine Package Including 200

damage ( lines, marks or scuffs) was

pieces of Nagaoka- style inner
sleeves & 5Ltrs RCM Fluid

The MKII Pro RCM from Moth
is the latest incarnation of its

apparent... surface noise was lower

excellent system. It differs from the

too - both loud clicks and pops

PRICE

MKII version in that it has forced

and general background mush'

Moth MKII PRO Record Cleaning

air cooling on the vacuum motor,

(Audiophile)

Machine Package Including 200

afeature that allows the user to

The cleaning process has made

pieces of Nagaoka- style inner

operate the machine continually for

them ( my records) sound noticeably

longer periods of time.

better... 1can hear the tunes and

While this facility has been

individual notes more clearly...1

proven to be invaluable for

was very pleased' ( Audiophile)

professional users and those

YOU MUST BUY THIS MACHINE!

among us who have particularly

(TNT Audio)
To complete the record cleaning

large collections of vinyl, the
standard MKII machine only differs

picture, as well as this particular

in that one respect and is perfectly

package, we have listed awhole

adequate for the needs of most

tranche of products applicable to

audio enthusiasts!

the subject. Good cleaning!

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM
Name

£27.50

Last Record Preservative

£27.50

Last record Cleaner

£15.00

Last Stylast Stylus Treatment

£22.50

Last Stylus Cleaner

£15.00

ClearAudio Stylus Cleaning Brush

£7.00

Zerostat Antistatic Gun

£37.50

Goldring Exstatic Cleaning Brush

£13.00

Decca Deram Carbon Fibre
Record Brush

HFN Nagaoka- style LP Inner
Sleeves Per 50

Post Code

HFN Poly/Paper LP Inner Sleeves
Per 100

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN Accessories

£500.00

Last Power Clean LP Cleaning Fluid

Sleeves Per 25

Tel ephone

£450.00

sleeves & 5Ltrs RCM Fluid

Goldring Exstatic Record Inner

Address

QUANT111

SRM Tech RCM 45 Adaptor Kit

£7.00
£13.00
£20.00
£15.00
£30.00

Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)
TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy of the form) to: HFN

Card Number

Accessories Club

CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1Y1-1, UK OR Fax your completed

order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccesso

Expiry (date)

E

riesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com UK SALES All
0./ Security Number

prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items, whatever
their size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.

Signature

Please contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. [ 80E.

All products online at hifiaccessoriesclub.com
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John Howes traces the
history of Le3k from
1934 until Rank stopped
producticn in 1979

um _

II<

caprue the thrill of the

MUM y

fillfrÉperformance

STEREO 30
TRANSISTOR INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

ABOVE: The Leak ' Point One' stereo preamp from 1958, and Harold Leak with the Stereo 30
BELOW LEFT: Leak dynamic pickup arm with diamond stylus, seen here in its original box

H

arold Leak was born in West
London on 8th January 1907.
His real interest in radio began

at school, where he started a
'Wireless Society'. He became atrainee
at awine merchant and also started a
side- line radio repair business, the ' Radio
Doctor'. In 1929 Harold was employed
by Gaumont British Cinemas as asoundfilm engineer, gaining awide experience.
In 1934 he set up his own company,
H 1Leak and Co, building amplifiers for
public address, sound reinforcement and
telecommunications purposes. Standard
Telephones and Cables' orders for very
low distortion amplifiers capable of

model to have aTHD of less than 0.1%

layout and excellent sound. Leak also

-unheard of in those days. The ' Point One'
trademark adopted by Leak became very

manufactured tuners, loudspeakers, pick-

successful. The Type 15 amplifier had a
relatively short run between 1945-47,
probably due to its £ 70.0s.Od cost.
In 1949 the Leak TL12 power amplifier
made its debut, having apair of triode
connected KT66s in its output stage. This

up arms, arecord deck and at one time
had adesign for an electrostatic speaker.

SANDWICH CONE
The 1960s saw the Sandwich speaker
and the first of the transistorised

and sounds superb and is now highly

products to appear. The Stereo 30
utilised germanium transistors, had
a 15W/channel output and sold for

sought after in vintage audio circles. Many

£49.10s.0d. The Sandwich speaker

is abeautifully built amplifier, which looks

'This was the first model to have aTHD of
less than 0.1% - unheard of in those days'

driving cutter heads led to experiments
with negative feedback, which
drastically reduced harmonic distortion.

were sold to broadcasting authorities,

designed by Don Barlow utilised a

In June 1945 Leak introduced the
Type 15 amplifier, which had 26dB of
negative feedback. This was the first

including the BBC. Also in 1949, the 25W
TL25A amplifier was released: this is rare
to find these days. The TL10 amplifier was

revolutionary idea, as the cone was
made of expanded polystyrene,
sandwiched between two outer skins of
thin aluminium foil. This gave incredible

introduced in 1954, selling for £ 17.17s.0d.
against the TL12 at £ 25.15s.0d.

STEREO CLASSIC

standing on abass cone below asquare

In the following years many more Point

of plate glass.
In January 1969, Leak was bought
out by the Rank Organisation, for just
over £ 1m. Production soon moved to

One models were released, the most
powerful being the TL50 utilising pushpull KT88s to give a50W output. It sold
very well in the States and had along
production run from 1957-67.
The Stereo 20 is probably the most
commonly seen Leak amplifier nowadays:
a ` classic' with good design, neat

issue
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—* Classe CDP-202 CD player
—) Gamut SI100 integrated amplifier
Group Test: Outboard DAC upgrades
Harman Kardon DMC1000 music server
—) Vienna Acoustics Baby Grand speakers
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stiffness combined with light weight. In
one Leak advertisement, Harold is seen

Bradford but the brand was discontinued
in 1979. Harold Leak himself died at his
home in Jersey on 27th August 1989.
•Readers can visit John Howes' website
at www.lowthervoigtmuseum.org.uk.

Audio Exposed:
Digital clipping — musical disaster
or audiophile myth?
PLUS:
Moyers & Shakers— Lars VVorre of
Danish speaker brand Dali

pre-eminent...
the new KX-R preamplifier
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KRELI ANCEI
THE

EVOLUTION

CHAPTER

Since launching the legendary KSA-50 amplifier a quarter of a century ago, Krell have established themselves as the absolute
world leaders in the design of high end audio electronics, rocking the establishment over the years with novel technologies that
have redefined the way we listen to music.
In 2005, chief designer Dan D'Agostino took the audio community by storm with the introduction of the stunning eight- chassis
Evolution One and Evolution Two amplification systems, a creation that represented his ultimate strike of genius on the high
end, and received accolades all over the world.
What's more, it doesn't stop there: this year sees the launch of a complete new range of Krell Evolution pre- and power
amplifiers - plus two exciting source components and an extraordinary unique integrated amplifier.
Out go the sharp heatsinks, in comes the most beautiful casework ever seen, housing technology that delivers totally lifelike music,
with nothing added and nothing taken away. Included in the line-up are the Evolution 505 CD/SACD player, the Evolution 525
audio- video source, the Evolution 202 two- chassis preamplifier with the Evolution 222 single case version, the Evolution 402
stereo amplifier plus the incredibly powerful Evolution 600 and 900 monoblocs.
For the home theatre, there is the powerful Evolution 403 three- channel amplifier and the Evolution 707 processor. a reference
model that is without equal, and demonstrates Krells' passion for unparalleled performance and innovation.
Attracting huge interest and praise is the unique FBI Fully Balanced Integrated amplifier. Aimed at those who desire the superb
performance of the long-established Class ' A' Krell FPB series in a single chassis, this is the true master
of all integrated amplifiers.
the badge of prestige, passion and excellence. Call Absolute Sounds for full details.
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58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0120 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

